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and science performance of 13-year-old students (and 14 countries
also assessed 9-year-o3.ds in the same subjects) as part of the second
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While recognizing the fundamental differences from country to
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The Study in Brief

Nvticipants: Twenty countries assessed the mathematics and science achievement
of 13-year-old students and 14 assessed 9-year-old stucknts in these same subject&
In some case& participants assessed virtually all age-eligible children in their
countries and in other cases they confined samples to certain geographic
regions, language group& or grade kvels. In some countries, significant propor-
tions of age-eligible children were not represented because they did not attend
school. Also, in some countrie& low rates of school or student participation
mean results may be biased.

Brazil
Canada
China

England
France
Hungary
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jordan
Korea
Mozambique
Portugal
Scotland
Slownia
Soviet Union
Spain
Sw it zerland
Taiwan

United States

Participants

Cities of Sio Paulo and Fortaleza. restricted grades. in-school population
Four provinces at age 9 and ni,ie out of 10 provinces at age 13
20 out of 29 provinces and independent cities. restricted grades.
in-school population
AU students. low participation at ages 9 and 13
All students
All students
AU students
Hebrew-speaking schools
Province of Emilia-Romagna. low participation at age 9
All students
All students
Cities of Maputo and Beira. in-school population, low participation
Restricted grades, in-school population at age 13
All students. low participation at age 9
AU students
14 out of 15 republics. Rassian-speaking schools
All regions except Cataluna. Spanish-speaking schools
15 out of 26 cantons
All students
AU students

Sample.: Typically. a random sample of 3.300 students from about 110
different schools was selected from each population at each age level: half
were assessed in mathematics and half in science. A total of about 175.000
9- and 13-year-olds (those born in calendar years 1981 and 1977. respectively)
were tested in 13 different languages in March 1991.

The achievement tests lasted one hour. At age 9. they included
62 questions in mathematics and 60 questions in science. At age 13. the tests
included 76 questions in mathematics and 72 questions in science. In addition.
students at each age spent about 10 minutes responding to questions about
their backgrounds and home and school experiences. School administrators
completed a se-houl questionnaire.

I
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Introduction

Ah, la belle chose,
que de savoir quelque chose.

Ah, what a lovely thing it is,
to know something. Thri

Each of the countries that partiripatrd in the sreond International
Assessment of Educational Progress IAEP) did so for its own reasons.

Some wanted to compare their results with those of neighbors or

competitors. Others wanted to learn about the educational policies anti

practices of countries whose students seem to regularly achieve success in

mathematics and science. Still others wanted to establish a baseline of data

within their own eountries against which they can measure progress in the

future.
All participants, however, shared a common interest in identifying

what is possible for today's 9- and 13-year-old children to know and to be

able to do in mathematics and :wiener. While critics warn of the dangers of

promoting an educational olympiad. the benefits of periodically gathering

comparative data must he considered. Knowledge of what is possible

produces new enthusiasm, raises sights. establishes new challenges, and

ultimately can help improve itersonal and societal performance.

Sonic might say that a study that compares the United States with

Slovenia or England with Siio Paulo. Brazil is inappropriate or irrelevant.

Education is. in fact. imbedded in rarh stwiety and culture, and

performance should not be studied or descrilwd without considering the
important differences from country to country. The life of a 13-year,old in

a rural Chinese community is very different from that of his or her peer

growing up in a miAle-elass Paris apartment. And yet. these two young

citizens may well meet in the global marketplace 20 years from now. And if

they do. chances are they will rely on the mathematics and science they

learned in this decade to sneered in the complex business and technological

environment of 2012.

While reeognixing the fundamental differences from country to

country, the participants in the second IAEP project assembled tests that
focus on the common elements of their curriculums, and in order to form

the contexts for interpreting the student achievement data, they added sets



of questions about students' home background and classroom experiences

and the characteristics of the schools they attend.
This report. then. is organized according to those contexts that

surround and affect student performance: the curriculum. classroom

practices, home environments, and the characteristics of countries and

their education systems. While survey research project.. like IAEP cannot

establish eause-and-effeet relationships, these studies can provide clues

that may help explain high and low performance.
Occasionally, the findings are counter-intuitive. For example. in

some countries, less well-trained teachers with large classes and poor,

quality instructional materials sometimes produce students who achieve

truly exceptional results. In other countries, students of better paid, better

trained teachers. who work in schools that are more generously supported

perform less well on the IAEP tests. The results presented in this report

will highlight some of these paradoxes.
One possible reaction to this report would he for a country to

examine the nasults and attempt to find out how to become Number I in the

world. A more thoughtful eourse of action would lie for each eountry to use

this information to set reasonable goals that are in harmony with its own

values and culture.
The achievement results reported here can help identify what is

possible for 9- and 13-year-olds to achieve and the descriptive information

Van suggest praetiet.s and curriculums that others are using successfully. It

seems reasonable to expect that each country may find elements worth

emulating in the practices of its neighbors anti eompetitors.

allOut TNIE PROJICT In 1990-91. a total of 20 countries surveyed the mathematics

and science performance of 13-year-old students and 14 also assessed 9-

year-olds in the same subjects. An optional short probe of the geography

achievement of 13-year-olds and an experimental performance-based

assessment of 13-year-olds" ability to use equipment and materials to solve

mathematics and science problems were also conducted by mom?

participants and their results will be presented in forthcoming reports.

Some countries drew samples from virtually all children in the

appropriate age group: others confined their assessments to specific

geographic areas, language groups. or grade levels. The definition of

populations often followed the structure of school systems, political

divisions, and cultural distinctions. For example. the sample in Israel

focused on students in Hebrew-speaking schools, which share a common

curriculume language. and tradition. The assessment in Slovenia reflected

the needs and aspirations of this recently separated republic of Yugoslavia.

The restriction to certain grades in the Portuguese assessment was



necessitated by a very dispersed student population resulting from a

unique education system that allows students to repeat any grade up to

three times. All countries limited their assessment to students who were in

school. which for some participants meant excluding significant numbers of

age-eligible children. In a few cases, a sizable proportion of the selected

schools or students did noi participate in the assessment, and therefore

results are subject to possible nonresponse bias.'

A list of the participants is provided below with a description of

limitations of the populations assessed. Unless noted. 90 percent or more of

the age-eligible children in a population are in school. For countries where

more than 10 percent of the age-eligible children are out i)f school a

notation of in-school population appears after the count: 3 name. In

Brazil. two separate samples were drawn. one each from the cities of Silo

Paulo and Fortaleza. In Canada. nine out of the 10 provinces drew

separate samples of 13-year-olds and five of these drew separate samples of

English-speaking and French-speaking schools. for a total of 14 separate

samples. Four Canadian provinces. six separate samples. participated in
the assessment of 9-year-olds.2 These distinct Canadian samples coincide

with the separate provincial ediwation systems in Canada and reflect their
concern for the two language groups they serve.

PARTICIPANTS
1111111 osas *Nis Patio ord fonolszo, riot*, grodos, 0i-school pgviation

CANADA Fow potions ot op 9 and in out of 10 previous oi op 13

CNINA nod of 29 prowl= ood indepoodood *in rest:Mid Fides, io-gbool population

INGLAND NI woos, low portidpagoo ops 9 con 13

PRANCE d shams

1111111111, ifl skidoos

IRELAND AO MID%

1$1151 tioirro-sooskiog Sti10011

ITALY Prowl= of Estrolconogno, low porfidpolto op 9

1010111 1105111/111

ROREA EA SWIMS

AEOZAassi oaf Oriosof *nolo sod kWh ioithool motors" iow porOcipHoo

PORTUGAL Istatod crudes, in-schal p000koilo at op 13

SCOTLAND a awns, lour porIldiNdon AI op 9

SLOVENIA Ai *dm
SOVIET UNION 1 4 ow of I 5 mpottosjossion-spookiog wink

SPAIN d region nap Wolk Spoishipookiog saook

SWITZERLAND 1501111f261111011

TAIWAN AO SNOWS

UNITED STATES a Moos

I Percentages of age-eligihle children excluded from sample', and perecntages of sampled :wheals anti
students that participated arr provided in tlw Prtwedural Appendix. pp. 131-132 and 134-135.

?Taken together. the Canadian *ample', represent 94 perrent of the 13-year-ohis and 74 pereent of
thr 9-year-4$ds in Canada. An appropriately weighted aubsample of responses was drawn from
thew. samples for the rakulation of the statisties for Canada.



Typically, a representative sample of 3,300 students from 110

different schools was selected from each population at each age level and

half were assessed in mathematics and half in science.3 A total of about

175,000 9- and 13-year-olds (those born in calendar years 1981 and 1977.

respectively) were tested in 13 different languages in March 1991.4

Steps to ensure the uniformity azkl quality of the surveys were taken

at all stages of the project. While procedures could not always be followed

in exactly the same way in each of the separate assessment centers, overall

compliance was very high, as shown in the quality control procedures

provided in the figure on the next page.1 Translations and adaptations of
assessment materials were carefully checked for accuracy. All questions

were pilot-tested in participating countries before they were used in the

final assessment. Comparable sampling designs were used by all

participants and the quality of their implementation was carefully checked
and documented. Participants were provided with training and computer

software to facilitate their tasks and to ensure uniformity and quality. Test

administrators were trained to administer the tests to students using the

same set of instructions and time limits. The standardization of

administration procedures was carefully checked within each country and

across countries by an international monitoring team. While the reports of

the quality control observers were for the most part completed check lists,

some impressionistic observations of international monitoring team

members are interspersed throughout this report to give a more personal

view of the test administrations in several countries. The accuracy of the

database was validated through independent cheeks of a random selection

of completed student test booklets and school questionnaires; the accuracy

of the data analysis was validated by comparing the results obtained using

different statistical programs and computer equipment.

3Thr numbers of schools and students in earls sample are provided in the Procedural Appendix.
pp. 134-135.

41freause thrir school years begin in Marrh instead of September. Broad. Korea. and Mozambique
assessed six months earlier in September 1990. and to compensate for the earlier assessment in
Brasil and Korea. they sampled students who were six months older (horn between July 1. 1976
through Jane 30. 1977). Mozambique assessed students born in 1977 in mathematics only.

5Additional doeumentation of data collection is provided in the Procedural Appendix. pp. 139-141
and in Adam Cho. et al. IAEP Thchnical Report. Princeton. NJ. Educational Testing Service.
1992.



41)uIII 4 ituttii Procedure.

TRANSLATIONS Of *SUSUMU MATERIALS IIIIIIPIIMENTLY AMMO /Ammo Ind background

questions and student iteections wen reload awl nangated Orin each amity inal than checked independently by

kW" experts in the tinned States. AI countries used the some artwork end physical pcgo layouts fat thek ksts.

PILOT TEST Of ASSISSMENT QINISTIONS Aggrament and backgrowel questions was paot-tested with groups of

students from each partigpatitg many (oam Slovenia, which joined the motto ime) to determine ottich quotes

wouW work bra in the final msesmtent.

SAMPLES INDEPOUNINTLY Ingle) Samples fix each population were drawn ming agreed-upon pmcodwes and

were independently checked in the Unksi States to ensure thot prated= were followed atanately and thatsampling

weights were appwpriathly cakdated.

MAMMAL MILIMALS AND IMAMS PROVIDID Prowling manuals Were developed for coordinating the

prated, droning samples, admtering the assessments, cenduchng a quaWy control program, mid entering results into a

database, Regional Irak* sessions were held at whkh the individuah from each ossessment center vgia actually performed

the tasks were provided dolled instructions mtd hmak-on upesiences.

c Donna Somali PIOIFIDID Spode t developed computer software was provided to the parikkionts to

Wake* sompring and data entry and to WSW uniformity and quirty.

STANDARDIZED TEST ADMINISTRATION Test booklets Wife administered to .*.,.idents using the some instructions

and the sane time knits in each partidpating cowry To ensure procedures were understood, test administrators, usually

school persomni. were trained in 20 out of 29 ask:vent centers.

ODURDATION Of ASSISSAWITS Unosatienatel Observations of 10 to 20 percem of the test

administrations mks conducted by 22 aut of 29 assessment centers.

INDIPENDINT QUALITY CONTROL In all commies except Braid and Mozombipa, en independent, trained

observer interviewed the country protect manager about aspects of the prated and visited one or mare test

administration sites. In most cases, the observer was Rued in the kingsmge of the assessment.

DATA MIS AND DATA ANALYSIS DALMATIA Use scoring of open-ended mathematks questions WM checked in 10

percent of the booklets by 27 out of 29 assessment centers and in all cases, mairaty of scorthg was 98 percent or higher.

Each country validated its own dela files, using software provided by the protect, to martin their quality and occuracy.

Date film wow also independently validated by wmparisg the responses of a random set of 10 *dem booklets rind 10

dsoolquestmaiesthtypetethedotaenteedintothedaes.Udatoontained1peccemenorsors

greater, participants WM asked to rekey all this responses. This happened in one case. Data analysis procedures were

checked by calculating statistics using chlierent programs am; computer equipment and comparing the results.

ASMSSININT OUISTINT CRICKED TOR CURRICULAR ON CULTURAL !mks Assessment results were checked to

vecify that responses to intividual questions could be summarized *idiom misrepresenting curricular or cultural

differences within matador cowries. Cluster analyses and analyses of differential item functioning WW1 resulted in the

removal of one mathematics question at etch age level, two sdence questions at age 9, and eight at age 13 before final

analyses Were tterdittred.



A WORD ROOST COMPARISONS A major challenge of international studies is to

provide fair comparisons of student achievement. Some of the problems

faced by these studies are similar to those of any survey research project.

For example. samples must be adequately drawn, test administration
procedures must be scrupulously adhered to, care must be taken to

produce accurate data files. These concerns are not trivial. However.
international stumes must also address a number of unique issues that stem

from the differences in language, culture, and eduoation systems of the

partkipating ('ountries.4
Three Brew, of concern warrant special attention: the

representativeness of the target population, the appropriateness of the

measures, and educational and cultural differences. As indicated earlier.

some participants eonfined assessments to particular geographic areas,

language groups. or grade levels and in some cases, significant numbers of

age-eligible children were not attending school and in other cases, participation

rates of schools or students were low, These limitations are described in

more detail in the figure on the following page. There is simply no way to

measure the bias introduced when certain groups of children are excluded

from a sample or when response rates are low: their participation could

have raised performance scores. lowered them. or not affected .11 at all.

To address concerns of representativeness. all populations have been

named on all of the figures and in the text in ways that highlight the major

limitations of their assessment. For example. Italy is listed in the figures

and in the text as "Emilia-Romagna." the actual province that was
assessed. and China is listed in the figures as "China in-school

population. restricted grades, 20 provinces and cities." and in the text as

"China tin-school population)." its major limitation.
Countries also differ with respect to the appropriateness of the

curricular areas the 1AEP assessment sought to measure. All countries

participated in the development of the mathermitics and science frame-

works that guided the design of the instruments: curricular experts in each

country reviewed all potential questions for their appropriateness for their

own students.' While acceptable to all, the resulting tests do not match all

countries' curricula equally well. Differences in curriculum emphasis are
doeumented alongside the performance of each country in various

curricular areas in Chapter Two.

hA thoughtful treatment of the issues involved in international studies' is dim-word in Norman M.
Bradbury' and Dorothy M. Gilford. Eds.. Framework and Principhrs for Interatuitinal
Comparative Studies in Education. Washington. D.C.. National Academy Press. 1990.

7A full discussion of Ow devriopmein of frameworks and selection of questions is provided in
Center for the Assessment of Educational Frowns. The 1991 1AEP Assessment. Objectives for
Mathematics. Science. and Geography: Prince' in. NJ. Educational Testing Service. 1991.
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Furthermore, the testing format multipie-thoice and short-answer

questions is not equally familiar to studen*q from all countries. To

address this issue, participants were given the option of administer, I

practice test to sampled students prior to the azsessment. Finally, st. ..e

countries differ in the age at which students start school and policies for

promotion, students at ages 9 and 13 are further along in their schooling in

some countries than in others.° While all results presented in this rcport

represent performance of all students in each age group, participants were

also provided with results broken down by the two most common grade

levels for students in each age group.
International results must uhimately be interpreted in fight of the

educational and cultural context of each country. The countries

participating in IAEP are large and small, rich and poor. and have varied

ethnic. religious, language, and cultural traditions. Likewise, educational
goals. expectations, and even the meaning of achievement vary from nation

to nation. As a reminder of these differences among countries, results are

presented along with relevant contextual information that is designed to

help the reader interpret their significance.

liSee the Procedural Appendix. pp. 137-138 for the dimribution of *Indents by grade level



Highlights

Fartors that impact academic performance interact in complex ways and

orrate differently in various cultural and educational systems. There is no

single formula for success.

The IAEP results'demonstratr what is possible for 9- and 13-year-olds to

achieve in mathematics. This information can be instructive to policy makers
,as they attempt to set goals and standards for their own young citizens.

In almost all 13-year-old populations. at least 10 pereent of the students

performed very well (20 points or more above the REP average) and at
least 10 percent performed poorly (20 points or more below the REP

average). In China (in-sehool population), however. even students in the

10th percentile performed rinse to the IAEP average.

In about one-third of the populations. 13-year-old boys perfornwd

significantly better than girls that age. 'Nevertheless. in almost all

populations, three quarters or more of the students felt -mathematics is for

boys and gjrls about equally.-

Most enumries include whole-number operations in their instructional

progrIms for age 13. Students in 'may countries that emphasize geometry

or algebra performed well in those topics as well as in mathematics overall.

Taiwan. a high-performing population is an exception: their schools do not
emphasize geometry at this age level. Although Spain (except Cataluna).

Portugal (restricted grades . Silo Paulo (restricted grades). and Fortaleza

(restricted grades) all emphasize algebra at age 13, students in those places

were lower performers.

Teaching practices, types of instructional materials, teacher background.

and classroom organization vary from country to country for children at

age 13: moreover, these factors do not distinguish between high-performing

and low-performing populations.

.I.5



Within individual populations. greater frequency of teacher presentation

and independent work are associated with higher performance for the
majority of IAEP participants, sumesting either the importance of
intensity of instruction in general or of these practices in particular.

Thirteen-year-old students in most participating countries do not spend a

geat deal of time doing mathematics homework. The most common

response is one hour or less each week in all populations except Korea and

Israel where the norm is two to three hours weekly and China, where the

most common response is four hours or more weekly.

Thirteen-year-olds are much more likely to spend their spare time

watching television than studying. The norm is two to four hours of

television viewing each day in all but two IAEP populations. In China

(in-school population). 65 pereent of the students reported watching little

or no television on a daily basis. Slightly more than one-halfof the students

in France reported watching one hour or less of television each day.

While socioeconomic factors seem to be associated with mathematics

performance at age 13 in many IAEP populations, so are students' out-of-
school activities. Amount of leisure reading and time spent on all

homework is positively related to mathematics achievement, while amount

of time spent watching television is negatively relatea in about one-half

participating countries.

The range of average performance across the 14 populations

participating in the 1AEP assessment at age 9 was 20 points. and in almost

all populations. at least 10 pereent of the students performed very well (20

points or more above the REP average) and at least 10 percent performed

poorly (20 points or more below the IAEP average).

The difference in performance between 9- and 13-year-olds in each of the

14 populations ranged from a 22- to 32-point increase.

1G



Mathematics Performance
of 13-Year-Olds

CR APTII OU Quel che si impara in gioventti,
Non si dimentica mai
What is learned in youth.
Will neve,. be forgotten.

Italian Primed)

The results presented in this chapter reflect some of what 13-year-

01d5 know and can do in mathematics in the 20 countries. The

percentages displayed in the tables and graphs reflect the

percentages of questions that groups of students from the

various populations answered correctly, in addition to group

averages, the figures display how the best students (90th to 99th

percentiles) and the least successful (1st to 10tb percentiles) from each

population perforated on the assessment. Next to each printed statisti,.. in

parentheses. is an estimate of sampling error.9 lt is especially impouant to

consider the imprecision in the esemates when comparing two populations

with similar reoults.
Results are presented separately for two groups: comprehensive

populations and pope lations with exclusions or low participation.

Comprehensive populations are those that included in the assessment

T1w estimate of sampfing error provided is a jackknifed standard error. It ran be said with 95
percent certainty that for each population of interest. the value for the whole population is within
± 2 standard errors of the estimate for the maple.



virtually all air-eligible children within a defined group, even if the group

was limited to a specific geographic area or a certain language group.

Populations with exclusions or low participation are those that excluded

from the assessment a significant proportion (more than 10 percent) of 13-

year-olds from within the defined coup, typically because not all grade

levels were assessed or because some children were not in seslool, or those

where participation of sampled schools and students was low (less than 70

percent).
In the figures that follow, two kinds of data are displayed: the

comparative achievement results as well as indicators of cultural and

educational differences. These cultural and educational characteristics are

drawn from international databases, country questionnaires completed by

project directors, school questionnaires completed by school

administrators, and student questionnaires completed by the assessed

students. The source of each piece of descriptive data is indicated by a

footnote.
The descriptive data permit easier and more thoughtful

interpretation of the significance of achievement results. Key

characteristics of participants, their education systems, classrooms.

homes, and students are presented, along with a graphic representation of

achievement in the attached fold-out CHART. The average percents

correct and distribution of scores are repeated in FIGURE 1.1. After the
introduction of overall achievement results in this chapter, they are

discussed in more depth, along with contextual information, in the

chapters that follow.
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01111tAll MATIIIATICS MULTI The results are presented in Figure 1.1. The

green bars indicate the average percent correct for each population and

take into account the imprecision of these estimates due to sampling. When

the bars overlap, as they do in many eases, it indicates that the

performances of those populations do not differ significantly.

The average score across the comprelwnsive populations and

populations with exclusions or low participation, represented by a vertical

dashed line. is 58 percent. ie Students in Scotland. Irelond. Slovenia, and

England (low participation) performed at about the IAEP average.

The highest performing students were those assessed in China

(in-school population), with an average of 80 percent correct. The other

populations performing above the average, from highest to lowest, were

Korea. Taiwan. Switzerland (15 cantons), Soviet Union (Russian-speaking

schools). Hungary, France. Emilia-Romagna. Israel (Helrew). and

Canada. As the overlapping bars on the figure :.zdicate, performance levels

were essentially the same for many of these populations.

Students from Spain (except Catalufia) and the United States scored

just below the IAEP average and those from Portugal (restricted grades)

Pioniew hat lower. Lower still was the performance of students from Jordan

and Sfio Paulo (restricted grades) and the two lowest performing groups

were the students assessed in Fortaleza (restricted grades) and those from

Maputo-Beira (in-school population).

The performance of the individual Canadian populations which

contribute to the overall Canada score ranged from 53 to 69 percent

correct. However. as the overlapping bars in the figures indicate, the

scores often are not significantly different from one population to another.

Nova Scotia. Newfoundland. Ontario (English). Manitoba (English), and

New Brunswick (English) all performed about at the IAEP average.

Those scoring above the average, from highest to lowest, were

Quebec (Frel.ch). Saskatchewan (French). British Columbia. Quebec

(English). Alberta. Manitoba (French), Saskatchewan (English). and New

Brunswick (French). Ontario (French) is the only Canadian population

that scored below the IAEP average.

10 The IAEP average is the anweighted average of the wares of Ow comprehensive populations and
populations with rxrlusions or low participation- An unwrighted average has been ehosen in
1friorribe the midpoint Is-rause it is not influenred by the differenthd weights of very large and
vrry small populations.

4:11



1111511 1.1

Mathematics, Age 13
Distribution of Percent Correct Seores by Population*
Part I
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PIOUR1 1.1

Mathematics, Age 13
Distribution of Percent Correct Scores by Population*
Part 2
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Achievement reflects the pere, . correct on 75 questions. Responses

to one question included in the assessment were removed from the results

after a series of data analysis steps explored the consistency of

performance across countries topics, and individual items. These

procedures were designed to identify questions that were not functioning in

the same way across all populations." Such items are not considered to be

bad items: they simply did not seem to measure the same content or skill in

all of the populations. probably because of curricular differences or

because of cultural or linguistic idiosyncracies.

I See the Procedural Appendix. p. 142-143. and the IAEP Technical Report for a detailed diortnr
slim of duster and differential item functioning analyses.



5101 AID LOW ACIIIIIVINS Averages provide a useful picture of group

performance among participants. However, the technological leaders of

the 21st century will probably eome from the highest-performing students

in schools today. Figure 1.1 also shows the range of correct responses for

the top-performing students from each population (the 90th through the

99th percentiles). These data reflect the achievement levels of the best

students. Of equal concern is what can he done to improve the results of

each population's poorest performers. Also displayed are the ranges of

results for the lowest performing students in each population assessed

(the 1st through the 10th percentiles). The average percents correct for

students at the 5th and 95th percentiles are indicated by a bullet inside the

shaded bar.'
Percentiles represent locations in the distribution of scorn. If the

average percent correct for the 5th perrentile is 30 percent it means that

the 5 percent of the population who are the lowest scorers answered 30

percent or fewer of the questions eorrectly. If the average percent correct

for the 95th percentile is 90. the 5 percent of the population who are the

highest scorers answered 90 percent or more of the questions correctly.

The pattern of results for high and low achievers tend to mirror the

averages. but they also demonstrate that in almost all populations there are

some very good students (scoring at least 20 points above the 1AEP

average) and some poor students (scoring at least 20 points below the IAEP

average). Some extremes ran be noted. Students in the 10th percentile

from China (in-school population) performed close to the IAEP average

and those in the 10th perrentile from Switzerland (15 cantons) answered

over one-half of the questions correctly. Only the very best students

assessed in Maputt,-13eira (in-school population) attained scores at the

IAEP average.

12 Performance of students at the very bottom of the distribution idw lowest 1 pereent and at the
very top i the highest 1 perernt are not rrprenentrd on the figure herause very few students fall
into these categories and their performance cannot be emanated with preeision.
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SATIIIIATICS PIRFORMANCE NT GENDER FIGURE 1.2 reports the averam

mathematics performance for males and females at age 13 and the degree to

which students agreed that mathematics is equally appropriate for both

groups. In nearly every population, almost all students assessed agreed

with the statement -mathematics is for boys and girls about equally."

Performance of females and males did not differ significantly in most (all

but eight) of the comprehensive populations and populations with

exclusions or low participation. The performance of boys was significantly

higher than that of girls in Switzerland (15 cantons). France. Emilia-

Romagna. Canada. Ireland. Spain (except Catalufia). China (in-school
population). and Fortaleza (restricted grades). These finding in some cases

confirm and in other eases contradkt those of other national and

international studies." Inconsistencies in results may he due to differences

in the content coverage of assessments, since in many countries, girls

typically perform better in some topics and boys in others. or to differences

in sample designs.
For most Canadian populations, boys outscored girls about as much

as they did for Canada as a whole. However, because sampling errors are

greater for the individual Canadian populations. these differences are not
statistically significant. Newfoundland is a notable exception. Here the

performance of girls was significantly higher than that of boys.

Interestingly, the three countries that were more likely to view

mathematics as gender-linked Korea, Taiwan. and Jordan did not
exhibit significant differences in performance by gender. In Korea, 27

percent of the students felt that mathematics is more for boys and 17

percent that it is more for girls: in Taiwan, 15 percent felt that mathematics

is more for boys and 8 percent felt that it is more for girls: and in Jordan.

15 percent of the students felt that mathematics is more for boys and 9

percent that it is more for girls.

13 For example. results for England replicated thaw of tlw first I AU' study hut rontradict findinp 111
from national monitoring studies and the Second International Mathematics Study.

2:6
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COMPREHENSIVE POPULATIONS

Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Strdents Reporting Math Li Equally for Boys
and Girls and Average Percents Correct*
Part I
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TIOONE 1.2

Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Students Reporting Math is Equally for Boys
anti (;irls anti .%verage Percents Correct*
Part 2

CANADIAN POPULATIONS
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A 11157 toot AT MOM While the mathematics achievement ranged from 28 to

80 average percents correct, there is evidence of the potential of each

population, as demonstrated in the performance of lizz. top 10 percent of the

students in each country. The data from the bottom 10 percent remind us

that even the most successful countries have students who need further help

and encouragement.

Most students in most participating countries believe that nathetnatics

is equally important for boys and girls. Still, in more than one-third of the

comprehensive populations and populations with exclusions or low

participation, behavior does not match attitude and 13-year-old boys

perform significantly better than girls at that age.

While it is tempting to look only at which country is Number 1, the

IAEP mutts can only he useful if they inform educators, policy makers,

and the public about characteristics of high and low performers. To that

end, the achievement results are examined in relation to school, home, end

societal factors in the chapters that follow.



TAIWAN March 15. 799/

The motto of the modern suburban. junior high school was -Perserverance.

Determination. Justice. and Honesty: Be Freefrom Laziness. Awkwardness. Partiality.

and Falsehood." The serious challenges of this admonition did not seem to inhibit the

enthusiasm of about 20 pom-pom girls clad in cheerful yellow and white costumes

reheaning their routines in the warm, humid sunshine.

"This junior high has only been coeducationalfor a couple of years.- I was informed

as soon as I entered tlu, door. And indeed 1 noticed almost as many boys as girls in their

crisp blue uniArms hurrying up and down the four flights of stairs to their classes in the

107 classrooms. As we drank tea and ate shaobing and youtiao in the rontemporarv

lounge outside the main office, the dean told me that the change had caused the fertility to

re-evaluate the content of the home economies courses.

The sampled students filed quietly into the large. modern. sloped ouditorium. They

quickly seated themselves at the desks fiwing a stage. whose walls were covered with

paintings of distinguislwd figures and sperm/ scrolls of calligraphy written by school

officials urging students to apply themselves. One ofthem mimed

ominously. -.When you go to use your knowledge. -aosi trill regret

that you haven't learned more.-

The pleasant. enthusiastir. 13-yeor-old fares remained

that way throughout the exercise. The student+ naturul

and unselfconscious courtesy expressed itself in bows

and -she+he+- I thank-vou+ r. as they left the room.

ETS Quality Control Observer

32
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Curriculum

CIAPTIR TWO o homem é o autor de si mesmo.
Man is his own author.

Delfim Santos

While politicians and the public may be most interested in the

overall performance of children, these findings have only limited

utility for educators charged with developing student

competence. Knowledge and skills are taught in segments that

are usually ormnized around topics featured in the curriculum

and in textbooks. Results showing that students perform poorly can only

sound a general alarm. Teachers and administrators must know which are

the specific areas of students' strength and weakness before they can target

their limited time anti resources.
While initial analyses of the data confirm that questions across all of

the topic areas can be summarized without masking important differences
between populations. results by topic presented in this chapter do show

some variation." This is understandable because countries differ in their

14 A country-by-topie interaction analysis using Hartigan and Wong's K-Meam duster analysis
technique indicated that the differences in performance front topic to topic do not confound the
main effects of overall performance. This means that the relative performance of countries would
remain essentially the same if a group of items from a particular tapir or topics were removed
front the overall summary awasare. More details of this analysis are provided in the Procedural
Appendix. p. 142. and in the 1AEP nodiniral Report.



111011 2.1

approaches to teaching mathematics to 13-year-olds. While the IAEP

assessment was based on a consensus description of the topics and cognitive

processes that all participants agreed were both taught in their schools and

appropriate for this age group, the assessment is not aligned with any

specific country's curriculum. The materials included in the assessment are

neither given equal emphasis nor taught on the same time schedule in all

participating countries. Furthermore, the importance ascribed to what is

not covered by the IAEP assessment varies from country to country.

The results for students of age 13 are presented in this chapter for

five content areas typically taught in mathematics: Numbers and

Operations; Measurement; Geometry; Data Analysis, Statistics and
Probability; and Algebra and Functions. The distribution of questions by

topic is shown in FIGURE 2.1. Three quarters of the questions used a

multiple-choice format and the remaining questions required students to

write their answers on lines provided.

Mathematics, Age 13:
Numlwrs of Questions by Topic

Oda

kid* *Fa
Sagainad

Ganuty Malik heats Taal

linden
Ind
Openam

MI MEM AIN MINI
111111181112 AID 01011111110111 About 35 percent of the assessment of

13-year-olds focused on Numbers and Operations. a total of 27 questions.

Samples of a relatively easy and of a relatively hard question from this

eategory and their average difficulty levels are shown in MIME 2.2.'s
Short descriptions of all of the questions in this category and their average

difficulty levels are provided in the Data Appendix along with the same

information for items in the other four content areas. The questions for

13-year-olds assessed students' basic understanding of numerical

operations as well as of concepts of number lines, place values, negative

numbers. multiples, odd and even, fractions, decimals, percents, and
ratios. Questions require students to add, subtract, multiply, and divide

using whole numbers (including negative numbers), fractions, and
decimals. Many tasks are imbedded in problems that require one or more

operations.

*The difficuby level for sample questions for this and subsequent topics is an unweighted average of
the item percents correct across the comprehensive populations and populations with exclusions or
low participation.

34



1181121 2.2 Mathematics. Age 13:
Sample Test Questions for Numbers and Operations

Subtract:
21.2
3.4

(A) 17.8
B 18.2
C 18.8
D 22.2

IAEP hem Mime 79%

!At ham Astiage asx

A group of students has a total of 29 pencth.
Six students have I pencil each, 5 students
have 3 pencils each, and the rest have 2 pencils
each. How many students have only 2 pencils?

C B
D 9

Comprehensive populations and populations with exclusions or low

participation are listed in order of performance across all mathematics

questions in HGURE 2.3. The bars display both thr 11AEP average across

all impulations in the two groups and the average percents correct for each

impulatn for Numbers and Operations. The numeric averages and
pdandard errors for this topic and the other content and process categories

are provided in the Data Appendix.



In general, the relative performance of the two population groups on

Numbers and Operations mirrors their overall achievement in

mathematics. This is shown by the fact that the bars representing the topic

averages generally follow the same pattern as the green bars representing

overall averages in Figure 1.1 in Chapter One.
The patterns of performance were examined to see if the performance of

a population on a particular topic was different from its overall perform-

ance and some exceptions were identified. Since the average difficulty level

of the questions in the various topics and across all topics differs, perform-

ance was examined in relative terms. The difference between a population's

topic average and the IAEP topic average was compared with the

difference between the population's overall average and the IAEP overall

average. If the difference between those deviations was greater than what

might be expected due to sampling error, the population's performance on

that topic was identified as an exception. In some cases, performance on a

topic was identified as higher compared to achievement overall and in some

cases it was identified as relatively lower than performance in general."'

For example, students in Maputo-Beira (in-school population) were

identified as performing at relatively higher levels in Numbers and

Operations than they did overall. On this topic, these students scored 27

points below the IAEP Numbers and Operations average of 61 but across

all mathematics questions, they scored 30 points below the IAEP overall

mathematics average of 58. Students assessed in the Soviet Union (Russian-

speaking schools) performed lezs well in Numbers and Operations relative

to their performance overall because they scored 8 points above the IAEP

topic average but scored 12 points above the IAEP overall average. In both

cases, these differences, in absolute terms, are greater than would be

expected due to sampling error. Scotland is the only other population that

was identified as performing differently in Numbers and Operations as

compared with its overall performance. Like the Soviet Union (Russian-

speaking schools), its performance was lower in this topic relative to its

overall mathematics achievement.

16 For these analyses of aehievenwnt by topics. populations are riled a* deviating frons their normal
pattern if the difference between their deviation from the mean for the topic and their deviation
from the overall mean is twice the standard error of difference between these deviations. or
wester. Further details of these analyses are provided in the Procedural Appendix. p. 143, and
the LAEP Thehnkal Re ort.

ei
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Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Schools that Emphasize Five Numlwrs and
Operations Subtopics and Average Percents Correct for
Numbers and Operations*
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Figure 2.3 also shows the percentage of schools from each population

that reported they emphasized various numbers and operations subtopics

o lot in the modal grade for 13-year-olds in their country (typically grade 7

or 8).' Patterns of instruction vary from country to country. Most

countries still provide instruction on whole number operations at this level

but emphasis on the more complex operations differs, with some countries

focusing on common and decimal fractions. others on ratios and

proportions, and still others on percent. Several high-performing

populations Korea. Taiwan. anti China do not emphasize the various

numbers and operations Subtopics as much at this age level as the other

populations do,

MEASUIIIIIINT The 13 Measurement questions focused on understanding basic

measurement concepts and applying them in typical classroom problems

and real-world situations. Questions required students to work with units

of length and to solve problems involving length. width, perimeter, area.

volume. umi surfare area, primarily of squares. rectangles. cubes. and

rectangular solids. Thr ability to read scale drawings was also assessed.

Typical measurement questions are presented in FIGURE 2.4.

Questions such as those in the first example were adapted from non-

metric to metric units in countries as appropriate. but the actual quantities
involved in the measurements were not changed. Some questions expressed

in metric units, like those in the second example. were administered in both

metric and non-metriv countries. but these tasks did not require students

to understand nor to be able to use metrir units to solve the problem.

I:Several qurtinon* an the 1AEP age 13 school questionnaire hicused on the troehers and educa-
tional program fur the grade in which mum 13-year-okls are enrolled. or the nwdal grade. Each
roimtry tailored its questionnaire to indirate thr appropriate title for that grade junior
hint) 2 in Korea and Taiwan. 7th data in German Switzerland. 8th ear in French and Italian
Switzrrhmd. 8th elass in the Soviet Union.

o



t141121 2.4 Mathematics. Age 13:
Sample Test Questions for MraSII rement

Avmap 60%

The area of a rectangle is 24 square inches
and the measures of its length and width are
whole numbers. Which of the following are
NOT possible dimensions for the rectangle?

A kngth . 6 inches. width . 4 inches
B length .8 inehes. width 3 inches
© length . 12 inches, width 12 inches
D length 24 inches, width . 1 inch

INF hem kangs 33%

N\ N

What is the total surface area of the cube shown above?

A 240 square centimeters
B 400 square centimeters
© 600 square centimeters
D 1.000 square centimeters

As H(,UHE 2.5 shows. Measurement is a topic in which students

from Emilia-Romagna did better t-ompaml with their overall mathematirs

achievement: its schools reported that they, gave this topic- heavy emphasis

at this age level. Thirteen-year-ohls in Maputo-Reira lin-school population)

also had rdatively higher wore% on this topic than they did on the

mathematics test as a whole, Israel (Hebrew I. Spain lexeept Catalulia). the

United States. and Portugal (restricted grades) performed less well in this

topic compared to their total mathematics performanee. As w.as seen for

Numbers and Operations, the high-performing populations of Korea.

Taiwan. and China (in-school population) did not emphasize measurement

at this age level.

Jj
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Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Schools that Emphasize Measurement and
tverage Percents Correct for Measurement*
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flOVIE 2.6 Mathematics. Age 13:
Sample Test Questions for Geometry

.tbtai

tn, -
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41%Alltinekairwp
7: ,...;;.40.

ThwZinleaSuttalq;046".44,7
acjrhealig°11teera'aeldegrattriergie

Answer: 40

GEOMETRY The 1AEP Gmmetry tasks. whirl) represented 13 perrent of the

assessment. assessed properties of circles. reetangles. triangles. culws.

angles. and lines of symmetry. The II different questitms required students

to visualize geometric figures and to demonstrate knowledge in typical

elassrloom and practical situations. Two examples are shown in FIGI. RE 2.6.

The assessment results for Geometry are presented in FIGURE 2.7.

France. Emilia-Romagna. and Scotland all iwrformed better in this told...
compared with their iwrformanee overall. Geometry was a major part of

thr rurriculum at this age level in all Emilia-Romagna schools. Irelaml. the

Unite I States. Sio Paulo ;restricted grades). and Fortaleza (restricted
grades) performed relatively less well in Geometry than they did overall.

Many topTerforming impulations emphasized geometry at this age level:

Korea. the Soviet Union ( Russian-speaking sehools). Hungary. Emilia-

Romagna. and China (in-school population). n exeeption is Taiwan. a

high performer overall, where geometry was not emphasized at age 13.
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Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Schools that Emphasize Geometry
and Average Percents Correct for Geometry*
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DATA ANALYSIS, STATISTICS, AND PROBABILITY The nine questions in this

category assessed a sample of data analysis (1'). statistics (1). and

probability (I) tasks. Students were required to read and interpret bar

charts, line graphs. circle graphs. and data tables to compute an

arithmetic mean. and to demonstrate an understanding of basic probability

concepts. Since this topic arra focused on mathematical applications. the

tasks were cast in a variety of practical settings. Sample questions from this

topic are shown in FIGURE 2.8.
A large number of exceptions to the overall pattern of performance

are seen in FIGURE 2.9. Six populations performed better in this topic

compared to their overall achievement: France. Canada. Scotland. the

United States. England (low participation), and Portugal (restricted

grades). The Soviet Union (Russian-speaking schools). Skwenia. Jordan.

and Maputo-Beira (in-school population) achieved at relatively lower level.

in this topic. and China (in-school population), which did not emphasize

this topic at age 13. scored below its usual superior level.
In almost all participating countries, schools indicated that they

emphasized charts and graphs more than they did probability and statistics

topics: in the assessment. most of the questions fell into thi urea of charts

and graphs. These questions proved to be relatively easy compared with

questions in other topics.

ffelilti 2.9 Mathematics. Age 13:
Sample Test Questions for Data .naksis. Probability.
and Statistic.

REP Item hoop en

smarms IR YOUR GRADES
AT SCHOOL X

12

10 r

IA

r2
r -4 -

R

4
2
0 I

Groins

Which of the following is a true statement
about the information shown in the gaph
above?

OD hum Amp sot

In a certain city. the 900 a.m. temperatures
recorded for one week were

9°C. 7°C. 6°C, 0°C, 2°C, 8°C. and 10°C.

What was the average (arithmetic mean)
temperature for 9:00 a.m. for that week?

® 6°C
B

C 8°C
D 9.5°C

A Grade 8 has the least number of students.
@ Grade 9 has twiee as many boys as pArls.
C Grade 10 has more girls than boys.
D Grades 8 and 10 have the same number

of students.
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COMPREHENSIVE POPUIATIONS

Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Schools that Emphasize Tables and Graphs.
Probablility. and Statistics and .Average Pereents Correct
for Data Analysis. Probability. and Statistics*
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stsivta ago FUNCTIONS Twenty perrent of the assessment. 15 questions.

measured Algebra anti Functions. Examples of two of the questions are

shown in FIGURE 2.10. Students were asked to demonstrate an

understanding of algebraic and functional concepts and use these concepts

to solve problems involving formulas verbal dewriptions. diagrams. and

tables. Students were required to express relationships in equations. to

.obstitute numbers for variables, and to solve formulas for one variable.

The results for this topic are presented in FIGURE 2.11. The Soviet

Union (Russian-speaking schools). Hungary. Israel (Hebrew). China

(in-shool population). and Fortaleza (restricted grades). scored well in

this topic compared with their performance overall. while Emilia-

Romapa. Canada. and Maputo-Beira (in-school population) achieved at
relatively lower levels than they did in mathematics in general. Exeept for

Switzerland (15 eantons). high-performing populations tend to emphasize

Algebra and Functimis a lot. However. some lower-performing populatiam4

also emphasized this to;,ic: Spain (except Cataluna). Portugal (restrieted

gratks). Silo Paulo (restricted grades). and Fortaleza (restricted grades).
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Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Schools that Emphasize Algebra
and Average Percents Correct for Algebra*
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MATIIIRATICS riocassis In looking for ways to improve students' mathematics

performance. more and more educators are focusing as much on the

mathematical processes that students must use as on the content of the

specific topics. Mathematics specialists in many countries are now

..ecommending that teachers increasingly focus on process skills through

problem-solving, communication, and reasoning tasks."'

In an attempt to reflect these emphases. IAEP participantsdecided to

include questions at three levels of cognitive processing; Conceptual

Understanding, Procedural Knowledge, and Problem Solving. In the

age 13 assessment, about one-third of the questions fell into each of these

categories.
Questions classified as Conceptual Understanding required students to

exhibit an understanding of mathematical facts and concepts for

example. number facts; properties of measurement; geometry concepts:

properties of charts, graphs, and tables; concepts of statistics and

probability; and the conventions of algebraic expressions and equations. To

complete Procedural Knowledge tasks, students had to apply knowledge and

concepts in solving routine problems, typically following standard

procedures taught in the classroom. Problem-Solving tasks required the

application of several skills to a unique situation. These tasks typically had

to he solved in multiple steps.
It is difficult to know exactly what processes students with differing

backgrounds use to solve problems. A problem may require simple recall

from a student who has studied the topic and may require problem-solving

skills from another student who has had no experienre with that type of

task. Questions were assigned to the three process levels on the basis of

expert judgment of typical approaches used by students at the target age

levels.
FIGURE 2.12 presents the results for the two population groups for

the three types of mathematical processes. Also reported is the percent of

students in each location who agreed with the statements that 'learning
mathematics is mostly memorizing" and that "knowing how to salve a

mathematics problem is as important as getting the right answer." This

background information provides the students' perspectives on the

importance of more routine mathematics skills versus problem solving.

18 For example. in the United States. see Curriculum and Evaluation Sta.tdanis for School
Mathematics. Reston. VA. National Council of Teachers of Mathematirs. 1989.
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Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Students Agreeing with Characteristics of
Mathematics and Average Percents Correti by Cognitive Process*
Part I
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FIGURE 2.1 2

Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Students Agreeing with Characteristics of
Mathematics and Average Percents Correct by Cognitive Process*
Part 2
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In all populations. the vast majority of students (usually more than

75 pereent) agreed that problem solving is important. Nevertheless. in 10

populations. about mie-half of the students believed that learning

mathematics is mostly memorizing. The pattern of responses does not

coincide with high and low achievement. For example. most students from

Korea and China (in-school impulation) did not view mathematics as a

memorizing task, while many students from Taiwan and Hungary did.

The patterns of performance for all three process categories in the

assessment generally match those for the mathematics assessment overall.

The only exception is Maputo-Beira (in-school population), where students

scored relatively higher in Conceptual Understand* and lower in
Procedural Knowledge than they did overall.



PERFORMANCE Or Till CANADIAN POPULATIONS The performance of the

Canadian populations in each of the content and process categories.

presented in FIGURE 2.13. mirrors their performaner overall with only a
few exceptions. Saskatchewan (French) performed better in Numbers and

Operations compared to its performance overall: New Brunswick (English)

scored relatively higher in Measurement than it did overall; and Quebec

(French) demonstrated higher achievement in Geometry compared to its

achievement overall. Like Canada as a whole. a numhrr of provincial

populations scored relatively higher in Data Analysis. Probability. and

Statistics than they did overall: Alberta. Saskatchewan (English), Nova

Scotia. Ontario (English). Manitoba (English), and Ontario (French). Also,

five Canadian populations Quebec (French). Alberta. Ontario (English),

New Brunswick (English). and Ontario (French) performed lower in

Xlgebra and Functions compared to their performance on all mathematics

questions. This pattern was also seen in Canada as a whole. The

achievement levels of the Canadian populations in each of the process

categories were relatively the same as their levels overall, except for New

Brunswirk (French) which seored lower in problem solving compared with

its achievement on all mathematics questions.
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Mathematics. Age 13
Prage Pereents Correet by Topic and

111111111 2.13 Prtwess for Canailian Populations*
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CARIICAL1111 DAIS SAKI A DIFFISINCI The mathematics experts from all 20

countries agreed on the topies to he measured by the tests for 9- and 13-

year-olds just as they did on the individual test questions that were

included in the assessment. While the instruments were not perfectly

aligned with any single rountry's curriculum, they were deemed to he

appropriate for ail.
Most IAEP countries still emphasize basic whole nundwr operations

at age 13. Many countries that emphasize geometry and algebra a lot

performed well in those topics as well as in mathematics overall. Taiwan. a

high performing population. is an exception; its schools do not emphasize

geometry at this age level. Spain (except Cataluna). Portugal (restricted

grades). Silo Paulo (restricted grades). and Fortaleza ( restricte4 grades) all

emphasize algebra a lot and yet are lower performers. The shift to more

ashram-ell content may suggest an effective strategy for challenging

students. for presenting more interesting aspects of mathematics, and for

underlining high expectations.
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Classrooms

CII A P T ER THREE

Seek knowledge from the
eradle to the grave.
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In classrimms around the world. tearhers apply their knowkilge
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employ a
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variety of teaching methods. make Use of

unique opportunities to compare and contrast the ways in which

tuents for learning. International comparative studies offer

availab instructional materials. and organize their

teachers do theme things and to relate them to student performance. REP

eolletird information about some of these elements from the students who

iiarticipated in the study and from their school administrators.

The results reported in this chapter reflect the perceptions of those

students and administrators of their sehool situations. Responses of others

-- for example. teachers or eurriculum experts might provide a

different pirture of elassrooms. Because the nature of schooling differs

from country to country for example. the length of the whim)l week, the

number of days of mathematics instruction each week, the ways various

instructional pr2ctires are used in the datisrmim the student and school

background questions may take on different meanings from population to

population. Possible differences in interpretation are suggested in the

following discussion of results.



TEEMING PRACTICES Teaching practices vary from country to country: in some

instances. there is even greater variability among regions within a single

country. In the hands of a gifted. caring teacher, the particular methods

used may be immaterial. Nevertheless. educational experts often promote

certain techniques as more effective than others. The descriptive data

collected in IAEP highlight the variation in teaching practices across

countries. Some of the results are summarized in FIGURE 3.1.

School administrators in most populations reported that their schools

spent between 200 and 250 minutes a week (typically. 40 to 50 minutes a

day) on mathematies instruction in the grade in which most I3-year-olds

were enrolled. The average was more than 250 minutes a week in the Soviet

Union ( Russian-speaking schools) and more than 300 minutes a week in

China (in-school population). Schools in Korea. Hungary. Ireland.

Slovenia. Jordan. and England (low participation) spent less than 200

minutes a week on mathematics instruction.
Students in many countries regularly spent their instructional time

listening to mathematics lessons. In 12 populations. more than half the

students reported that they listenedl to their teacher give a mathematics

lesson every day. The populations reporting less frequent use of teacher

presentations were Korea. Hungary. Emilia-Romagna. Israel (Hebrew).

Scotland. England (low partiripation). Portugal (restricted grades). Sidi

Paulo (restricted grades). and Fortaleza (restricted grades). In some

participating countries. students did not necessarily have a mathematies

class every day and some students probably interpreted "every day" as

every school slay while some may have interpreted "every day" as every

mathematirs class.
Another common classroom activity is to require students to work

mathematics exercises on their own. While the most prevalent response for

students in most locations was that they worked independently "several

times a week." about one-half of the students in Switzerland (15 cantons).

Canada. Scotland. Ireland. the Unites! States. and Maputo-Beira fin-school

population) indicated they slid exercises on their own in mathematics class

every slay. as did about three quarters of the students in China (in-school

population). In some lorations. students did not necessarily receive

instruction in mathematics every slay, and students' interpretation of

-every dn." may have varied.



Mathematics, Age 13
PIOUN1 3.1 1verage Perrents Correet and Teaching Practices*
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More and more mathematics educators are recommending the use of

group work as a method for developing problem-solving skills.''

Nonetheless. this activity was practiced less frequently in 1AEP countries

than teacher presentation or independent work. The majority of students
in only 10 populations said that they solved problems in small groups

during mathematics class at least once a week. The practice was used most

often in Emilia-Romapia. Jordan. and Maputo-Beira (in-school

population).
Testing practices vary considerably from country to eountry. Some

countries rely on short-answer and essay forms of testing. others use

multiple-choice formats almost exclusively, and some administer tests on an

irregular hasis.3 The IAEP results indicate that most participants were
infrequent users of mathematics tests and quizzes. The exceptions are

Taiwan and Maputo-Beira (in-school population), where between 85 and 95

percent of the students reported taking mathematics tests or quizzes at

least onee a week. and the Soviet Union ( Russian-speaking schools).

France. Canada. the United States. Jordan. China lin-school population).
and Fortaleza (restricted grades), where at least 50 percent of the students

reported being tested at least once a week.

Doing more homework is often cited by educators and parents as a

means of improving academic l'erformanee. Many factors contribute to the

effertiveness of homework as an instructional activity: the types of
assignment. whether or not the homework is discussed in class, and

whether or not it is graded.2' REP results indicate that most students in
most populations do not spend a great deal of time doing mathematics

homework. The most common response of students in most participating

countries was one hour or less each week. Only in Korea. and Israel

(Hebrew) was the norm higher. two to three hours per week and in China

in-school population) the most common response was 4 hours or more

each week. One-third or fewer students reported doing four hours or more

of mathematics homework each week (at least 45 minutes a night). exeept in

China (in-school population), where the percentage was 37.

IgNeil !Pay Awn). -Introductif m and I twerview.- Cooperithee Learning in Mathematics. Nett
Davithom. Editor. Menlo Park. .Additdon-iVeide' l'ablifthing Company. 1998.

29George F Madam, and Thoma. Krllaghan. Student Examination Syxteinx in the European
Contmanisy: 1.essoas far the I aited States. Cantratars Report. 01Tire til Trehnoklity Am000ment.
United Staters Congrems. 1991.

2 !Herbert J. Wafflers. Synthexis itf 11~arrh Timr and Lrarnina. Educational Leadership.
13 . No. 6, Marrh 1988.
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The findings deseribing teaching practires highlight the variation in

practires among elmntries and do not identify any particular practice that

is common to all high-performing populations. On the contrary, in all

eases, both high- anti low-aehieving populations had high values on all of

the variables examined. This lack of strong interpretable patterns

underlines the importance of examining other factors to understand
differt-nees in e...-formanre for example. students' home envir.mments.

the muntrie cultural factors, and the structure of their national
education systems. These will he discussed in subsequent chapters.

While the information presented in FIGURE 3.1 does not show cross-

population trends, it is ptIssible to find more consistent relationships

between classroom variables and mathematics achievement within

individual participating countries. Analyses of this type are summarized in
FIGURE 3.2. If the linear rt-lationship between ihereasing levels ofa
partieular variable and achievement within a population is positive. a

is shown: if the linear relationship is negative, a is shown: and if a

significant linear relationship lbws not exist. a -13" is shown.22 For

example. if the students in a particular population who spent more time on
mathematies hometwork tended to do better on the assessment than their

fellow students who spent less time. a "4" appears for the population in the

homework column: if the students who worked in groups in mathematics

class more frequently tended to do less well on the assessment than those

who did so less frequently. a --- appears in the group work column.

While for most factors. similar trends are seen in more than one-half

of the participating etmntries. there are always at least One or two counter

examples. In most populations, students reported relatively high

frequencies of teacher 1., rItation and independent work and lower

frequencies of group work. Current research in the United states indicates

that classroom instruction is often dominated by teacher Imures,
traditional workbook and text hook materials that is mostly drill-and-

practice and that little time is left for students to participate actively in the

learning enterprise.'"

22Thrse analyses did not hook for curvilinear or other [yrs of nonlinear trend ,. that ma! Is tocro.ent
in the data. The anabses tested for ihe presenee of a idatistivallv *ignifwant linear relationship
Iwtween levek filthy loackground variable and achievement. %iv r.tinsated 'dope at least 2
standard errors t of the slope t larger than It ova% taken to indicate a positive relationship: a ,Joiw 1.1
;east 2 standard errors less than Iva* taken to indicate a negative relatOonship: slopeoo leoo. than 2
..tandard errors in absolute value were eonsidered not too be statisticalb %land-ovum. Mom details
of throw analysea an pnwkhd in the Preerdural Alpena'. law IV. and thr tiEP Terhnirat Report.

23 Mil Goodland, A Pkwe Card Schott New York: MA:raw-11in. I9f14.
his H. Weiss. REpart Ow MI54* liatinnut Survey sjSrit nre rind Mathenwifirs Mutation. Reward)
Mangle mirk. NE: Beamurh Triamde Institute. I9117.
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Mathematics, Age 13
Relationship of Classroom Factors and
Average Percents Correct within Populations
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IAEP results indicate that teacher presentations and independent

work are not negatively associated with performance within most

populations. In more than one-half of the populations, performance is

positively related with frequency of teacher presentation and independent

work and negatively related to frequency of group work. The positive

relationships between performance and teacher presentation and

independent work may reflect the beneficial effects of more frequent

mathematics instruction in general or of more frequent use of these specific

practices. The negative relationship between performance and group work

is harder to interpret because grouping is used for a variety of purposes.

such as cooperative learning tasks or remedial work, and in some

countries, grouping is only used infrequently.

The descriptive results suggest that testing was relstively infrequent

among most IAEP participants, and even among those countries that use

testing more frequently Taiwan. the Soviet Union (Russian-speaking

schools), France, Canada, the United States, Jordan, China (in-school

population). Fortaleza (restricted grades). and Maputo-Beira (in-school

population)the relationship between testing and performance is not

consistent. In some cases relationships are positive; in some, negative; and

sometimes there are no discernable relationships.

In more than half the populations, time spent on mathematics

homework is positively related with achievement. This is the case for most

of the participating countries where between 20 and 40 percent of the

students reported spending four hours or more on mathematics homework

each week: Korea, Taiwan, the Soviet Union (Russian-speaking schools),

Spain (except Cataluña), and China (in-school population). On the other

hand, time on homework is not associated positively or negatively with

achievement in Emilia-Romagna, where mathematics homework was quite

prevalent.

Results about time spent on mathematics homework and mathematics

performance, which are sunumuized in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, are provided in

detail in FIGURE 3.3. This figure gives the percentage of students who reported

spending various amounts of time on mathematics homework each week

0 or 1 hour, 2 or 3 hours, 4 or more hours and next to each category the

average percent correct on the mathematics assessment is indicated by a bar.

The figure demonstrates that in the majority of the populations,

achievement increased (i.e., the bars become longer) as time spent on

mathematics homework each week increased. The increase is significant in

14 populations. The differences in the length of the bars shows the

magnitude of the increase and the percentages of students in each category

indicate how many students are represented in the increase.

'5
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Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Students Reporting Amounts
of Weekly Mathematics Homework and
Iverage Percents Correct by Homework Categories*
Part I
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Mathematics, Age 13
Percentages of Students Reporting Amounts
of Weekly Mathematics Homework and
Uerage Percents Correct by Homework Categories*
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For example. in Korea there is a moderate increase in performance

for students who spent two to three hours weekly on mathematics homework

(38 (ercent of the students), and an additional slight increase for students
who spent four hours or more (33 percent of the students). In Taiwan. the

increases were much greater for both groups of students. but fewer

students spent these amounts of time on mathematics homework each week:

29 percent for two to three hours and 24 percent for four hours or more.



TIACIII11$ INIIMIAls As the use of technology increases around the world,

mathematics educators are advocating the use ofcalculators. computers.

and hands-on activities in the mathematics classroom. The IAEP data

presented in FIGURE 3.4. however, indicate that for most participatixig

countries. these teaching materials were not yet a part of regular

instruction.
Use of mathematics tools counting blocks, geometric shapes, and

geometric solids to teach mathematics concepts is common in the

elementary grades. However, the IMP results suggest that these kinds of

hands-on activities were used infrequently with 13-year-olds, not

necessarily because they are inappropriate for older students but perhaps

becaose materials are not available or because of time limitations. Only in

Sloven:a and Maputo-Beira (in-school population) did a majority of

13-year-old students report using mathematics tools at least once a week.

While in most populations, large percentages of students owned

calculators, they did not always use them in sclwol. Ownership of

calculators was common in all countries except Korea. China (in-school

population), and Maputo-Beira (in-school population), where less than 25

percent of the 13-year-olds had them. Use of calculators in school was very

common in France, Scotland, and England (low participation), where more

than 80 percent of students reported their use, but less so in the remaining

participating countries. More than one-half of the students in 12

participating populations indicated that they never use a calculator in school.

As might be expected, computer use was even more infrequent than

calculator use. The majority of students in 18 populations reported that

they never use a computer for school work or homework. Only in France,

Israel (Hebrew), and Slovenia did the majority of students report ever

using a computer in this way. In almost all populations, school

administrators reported having very few computers that 13-year-old

students could use for school work. Only three populations had, on

average, 20 or more computers, in schools that mill:lents could use for

instruction: Scotland. the United States, and England (low participation).
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TIACIIII OACIRIOOND AND CIA$A110011 ORGANIZATION Two additional

classroom variables are often studied by educational researchers: teacher
background and classroom organization. The information IAEP collected

from participating schools on these topics is presented in FIGURE 3.5.

School administrators were asked if students in the modal grade for

13-year-olds (typically grade 7 or 81 are taught by a person who teaches

mathematics most or all of the time; in most populations schools
overwhelmingly responded "yes." The exceptions were Switzerland (15

cantons), Hungary. Emilia-Romagna, and Canada. where about 50 to 8.5

percent of the schools reported that the regular classroom teacher taught

mathematics along with several other subjects. Schools also reported the

percentage of seventh or eighth grade mathematics teachers who had taken

some post-secondary mathematics courses other than courses in

mathematics instruction. Advanced mathematics training was close to

universal in Hungary and Slovenia. All or almost all schools in these

populations indicated that all their mathematics teachers had had this type

of preparation. More than half the schools in the Soviet Union (Russian-

speaking schools), Scotland. Ireland. the United States. Jordan. England

(low participation). Slit) Paulo (restricted grades). and Fortaleza
(restricted grades) reported that all of their mathematics teachers had

taken at least some post-secondary level mathematics courses.
The efficacy of grouping students by ability is strenuously debated

and grouping practices vary from country to country. as shown in

Figun. 3.5. While assigning students to mathematics classes by ability may

give teachers an opportunity to gear their instruction to the specific
achievement level of their students, it may also mean that some students

are exposed only to lower-level content and skills while others are exposed

to a more enriched curriculum.28 Among 1AEP participants1 five countries

were likely to organize mathematics classes on the basis of ability: Taiwan,

Israel (Hebrew), Ireland. the United States. and England (low partici-

pation). More than half the schools in each of these locations reported this
practice. The remaining countries organized their classes by ability with

less frequency.

243 rannie Oakes. Unequal Opportunities: The Ejfrcts of Race. Social Class. and Ability Grouping
anti Access to Science and Mathematks Education. Palo Alto. CA: Tbr Hand Corp.. 1989.

Jeannie Oakes. Multiplying Inequalities: The Effects of Rare. Social Class, and Ability Grouping
on Students' Opportunity to Learn Mathematics and Science. Santa Monica. CA: The Rand Corp..
1990.
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WORT WORKS II THS CLASSROOM While classroom factors impact on student

performance more directly than do home and societal variables .

relationships between these variables and achievement were not consistent

across the participating IAEP countries. reenforring the notion that

effective instructional practices may vary from culture to culture.

Generally the results suggest that typical current practices

frequent use of teacher presentations and independent work were

effeetive. It is too early to tell if terhniques that are now just being

introduced into classrooms, such as working with small groups on problem

solving, using mathematics tools, and using calculators and computers will

make significant contributions in the future. once their implementation is

perfected.

t1,J



Students and Their Homes

CHAPTER TOUR

Most things are easy to learn
but hard to master.

:hinew Pri.verb

The rhetorir of inditicians and the realities faced by educators are

often at odds with one another. The images of happy. loved.

motivated children arriving at school ready to meet the

challenges of the day conflict with the sometimes harsh

realities of poverty. child abuse. drugs. and crime that also

manage to pass through the schoolhouse door. Teachers and schools are

asked to reconcile these runflieting views, to accept children with a wide

range of abilities and readiness, and to transmit to them the knowledge.

skills. traditions. and values held dear by the society.

To find out more about the background of the students in the

assessment and to provide a broader eontext for the ;whit vement results.

REP collected descriptive information about the students themselves and

their families. Some of the background questions were included because

they tap some of the inevitable variation in social and economic advantage;

others explored some of the ways in which families rich and poor alike.

may foster academic development. Finally, a number of questions

examined how students spend some of their time outside of school, in ways

that may enhance their in-school performance.

b



NOME CRAIACTIRISTICS Infonnation on the language spoken in the home. size of

family. and the number of books in the home ran provide indications of

students social and reonomic advantage as well as of other factors that

might contribute more directly to their academic development. Language

minority groups are often at a disadvantage within a dominant culture. and

students from these families have the further handicap of receiving

instruction in a language that is different from that which is spoken in the

home. Size of family is often negatively correlated with disposable income.

and students from large families may receive less individual attention from

parents than those with fewer brothers and sisters. The number of books in

the home is considered a general indicator of social and eronomic status

and their presence also provides children opportunities for expanding their

academic horizons.
The REP data related to these sorioeconontic and academic factors

are displayed in FIGURE 4.1. The percentages of language minority

students participating in the assessment are low in all of the populations. A

number of participants excluded language minority students from their

samples or excluded geographic areas where large numbers of language

minority students live./More than It) percent of the students living in

Switzerland (15 cantons). the Soviet Union (Russian-speaking schools).

Emilia-Romagna. Israel (Hebrew). Canada. and Maputo-Beira (in-school

population) reported that a different language from the one used in school

was spoken at honw. Some of these students had no choice but to attend

sehools where instruction is pnwided in the dominant language. Others

could attend schools that teach in (lifferent languages and could choose an

instructional program given in a language other than that spoken in their

homes.

The IAEP results indicate that family size is relatively small in most

industrialized nations. Only in Jordan and Maputo-Beira (in-school

population) did large pereentages of students indicate that they were part

of families with four or more brothers or sisters. 88 percent in Jordan and
64 percent in Maputo-Beira (in-school population). Ireland is unusual

among its European neighbors, with one-third of its students coming from

large families.

Responses to the question on the number of hooks in the home also

differed between more and less iodustrialized participating countries.

Close to one-half of the students from Jordan. Silo Paulo (restricted

grades). Fortaleza (restricted grades). and Maputo-Beira (in-school

population) reported that they had fewer than 25 !:ooks at home. In most

other 1AEP populations. fewer than 25 percent of students fell into this

eategory.
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PARENTAL INEOLVIIMENT The Imam characteristics just discussed may be viewed as

proxies for socio-economic indicators and also as variables that contribute

to academic development. Parental involvement can have an important

impact on a child's success in school regardless of the family's stwial or

economic status. When asked if they thought their parents wanted them to

do well in mathematics. almost all students in each population gave positive

responses. Agreement ranged from 97 percent in Israel (Hebrew) to 79

percent in Portugal (restricted grades).
However, when students were asked if someone at home talked to

them about their mathematics classes, the mponses varied considerably
from population to population. Only 52 perrent of the Korean students

indicated that their parents asked them about their mathematics classes.

while 89 percent of the students from Maputo-Beira (in-school population)

reported this type of parental interest.
Parents were more likely to ask their children about their

mathematics classes than to help them with their homework. Parental help

with homework was less prevalent in the Soviet Union (Russian-speaking

schools). Emilia-Romagna. China (in-school population). and Portugal

restricted grades). with fewer than 40 lwreent of their students reporting

this type of attention. Hungary was highest with 80 iwrcent of its students

indicating that their parents helped them with homework.

IIIIATIONSNIP OF NOME CNARACTERISTICS AND MATNEMATICS PERFORMANCE

The descriptive data about home characteristics show some predictable

variation between industrialized and non-industrialized countries and
contribute to an understanding of low performance among some of the non-

industrialized countries.
These trends are further substantiated when home characteristics

are examined in relationship to achievement within individual populations.

FIGURE 4.2 provides this type of analysis. For each population, it

indicates with pluses, minuses, and zeros whether the relationship lwtween

increasing levels of a particular home-related variable and mathematics
achievement is positive, negative, or not related in a linear fashion to a

statistically significant degree.

The importance of socioreonomic factors is confirmed by the within-

population results. Mathematics achievement is positively related with

number of books in the home in all hut one participating population and is

negatively related to family size in 15 populations.
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The data about parents are more difficult to interpret. Interest in
their children's academic performance was fairly universal among parents

in all of the participating countries. The level of parental involvement was

high in some high-performing countries. such as Hungary but not always.

Korean students. for mample. reported relatively low levels of mathematics-

related discussion at home and help with mathematics homework. Within

individual populations, parental attitudes toward mathematics was

positively related with achievement in only eight instances.

STUDINTV 011TOf-SCIOOL ACTIVITIIS While education is often cited as the

dominant responsibility of school-aged children, young people actually

spend much more of their time outside of school. Some of this out-of-school

activity is clearly directed at furthering academic development for

example. doing homework and leisure reading. However, time spent

watching television may or may not he supportive of learning. IAEP asked

students how much time they spent in these non-school activities and

probed their attitudes toward mathematics as a subject area. These

descriptive results are presented in FIGURE .4.3.

While reading for fun is not on the fare of it direvtly related to

mathematics performance. consistent readers tend to be high achievers in

many academic areas. The percentages of students reporting reading for

fun almost every day varied across participating countries. The lowest

percentage of daily readers was in Korea. 11 percent. and the highest

percentage in Switzerland 115 cantons). 51 percent.

Populations varied more in the amount of time students spent doing

homework across all school subjects each day. The most common response

of students in a majority of IAEP populations was one hour or less of home-

work each school day across all school subjects. In eight populations, one-

half or more of students reported doing two or more hours of homework

each day. Students fmm Emilia-Romagna spent the most time doing homework.

with close to 80 percent reporting two hours or more of homework daily.

Some television progranuning is clearly targeted at developing the

academic abilities of children. and some countries provide more of this

type of television than do others. However. for many students. the content

of the television watched has little academic value and consumes valuable

hours that could be devoted to activities requiring more intellectual effort.

Among all but two of the populations. the most common response of

students was two to four hours of television viewing each school day. Sixty-

five pereent of the Chinese students (in-school population) reported

watching one hour or no television on a daily basis. probably reflecting the

fact that many of these students had only limited access to television. Just

over 50 percent of the students from France reported watching one hour or

less of television each day.
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At the other extreme. 20 percent or more of 13-year-olds from Israel

(Hebrew). Seotiund. the United States. Fortaleza (restricted grades). and

Maputo-Beira (in-school population) indicated they watch five hours or

more of television each school day and 19 percent of their peers from

Sao Paulo (restricted grades) anti 17 percent from the Soviet Union

Russian-speaking schools) also reported heavy television viewing.

ATTITUDES TOWARD MATHEMATICS Students bring to sehool certain attitudes

toward education in general and toward specific school subjects. These

attitudes contribute to. and are a product of. academie success. Students

who approach a school subject enthusiastically are more likely to do well in

that subject: converselr, students who succeed in a content area are more

likely to develop positive attitudes towani it.
Students in the assessment wfre asked to what extent they agreed

with the following statements:

Mathematics is useful in solving eteryday prohfrms.

It is important to know same mathematics in order to get a good job.

I am good at nuithematim
parents want me to do well in mathenuitics.

Their resptmses were combined to form an index of attitudes toward

mathematics: students were entegorizeo as generally expressing positive.

negative, or neutral attitudes.
As shown in Figure 4.3. the majority of 13-year-ohis in participating

countries expressed positive attitudes toward mathematics. with 90 pereent

or more of the students from Israel (Hebrew). Canada. Seotland. the

United States. and England (low participation) giving favorable responses.

Curiously. fewer students from number of high-performing populations

for example. Korea. Taiwan., the Soviet Union (Russian- speaking

schools). and China (in-school population) exhibited positive attitudes

toward mathematics. but still. between 70 and 80 pereent gave positive

responses to these questions. Students from Jordan. a lower performing

group. also fit into this range.

RELATIONSHIP OF NOME ACTIVITIES AND MATHEMATICS PERFORMANCE

.An examination of the relationship between home activities and

mathematics performance within impulations confirms the importance of

how students spend their time outside of school. For each population.

FIGURE 4.4 indicates with pluses. minuses, and zeros whether the
relationship between achievement and increasing levels of a particular

home-activity variable is positive, negative, or not related in a linear

fashion to a statistically sipificant degree.
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There is a positive relationship between leisure reading and

mathematics achievement in 14 populations. rime spent on homework

across all school subjects is positively related to performance in 13

populations. and the amount of time spent watching television is negatively

related in 10 populations. Positive student attitudes toward mathematics

are related to higher mathematics performance in 11 populations.

Results shout time spent watching television and mathematics

performance. which are only summarized in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. are

provided in detail in FIGURE 4.5. This figure gives the percentage of

students who reported spending various amounts of time watching

television each day 0 to 1 hour. 2 to 4 hours. 5 or more hours and

next to each category. those students' average percent correct on the

mathematics assessment is indicated by a bar.

The figure Jemonstrates that in many populations, achievement

decreased (i.e.. the bars become shorter) as time spent watching television

each day increased. The decrease was significant in 10 popubitions. The

differences in the length of the bars show the magnitude of the decrease.

and the perces.tages of students in each category indicate how many

students are represented in the decrease. For example. in Korea.

performance decreased substantially among students who watched two to

four hours of television each day (65 percent of the students) and again

among students who watched five hours or more each day (11 pereent of

the students). It is also possible to see from the bar patterns that the

relationship between time spent watching television daily and mathematics

performance is positively related in two populations: Portugal (restricted

grades) and Silo Paulo (restricted grades).
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MONO T1111 SC11410T1101151 11001 The factors influencing learning are not

restricted to school variables. Family and out-of-school activity play an

important role in promoting in-school success. Some aspects of home life.

such as number of books in the home and family size. are often cited as

indicators of social and economic advantage and in IAEP these variables are

related to mathematics achievement in predictable ways. These factors help

explain low performance in some non-industrialized countries, but do not

suggest why some countries appear to succeed in spite of difficult conditions.

Perhaps parental involvement, which can influence a child's academic

performance regardless of a family's socioeconomic status, is another

element that should be considered. Significant amounts of parental

involvement were found in some high-performing 1AEP populations but not

in others.
What students do with their time after school seems to be another

important home factor that affects academic performance. In many IAEP

populations, high mathemati s performance was assoc'dted with large

amounts of time spent on leisure I osding and mathemoics homework and

small amounts of time spent watching television. Trends were not consistent

across all populations. however, which suggests onee again that these factors

may operate differently from culture to cult., e.

I J



SWITZERLAND March 22.1991
It Wits snowing. ..ind it should hare been. We drove right into a Christmas curd.

IL. got to the small French My the way ..ou get anywhere in Switzerland: by climbing
over a mountain. At 1.000 meters, our hill was not "serious" in Swiss terms. but these were
only the Jams, not the Alps. It was a -15-minute drive from the lake at Neawhistel.

The secondary whool was steel and glass and obvious among all the other traditional
buildings. The thirty-year-old math teacher who welcomed us warmly was an Ernest
Hemingway look-alike, with a large bushy mustache. Affable and pleasfant. he was none-
theless worried that some of the students about to take tlie test had been transported from
other schools that morning and would therefore. "not feel at home." during this important
event.

The classroom. large, bright. and airy. with clinical desks and chairs. featured an
enormous poster flu sweaty Sylvester Stallone on thefrant wall. The rear wall bulletin
board was covered with pictures orsports teams, action shots of soccer plays. and a couple
qf pages from the Sports Illustrated swimsuit edition.

Outside the wall of windows. the snow was falling !wavily on the hillside forest across
the street. As the assessment began. I concentrated on my quality-control checklist.

"Were directions read VERBATIM?" The Swiss never do anything by the book. At least
not by someone else:t book. But, he covered the essentials more than adequately. "Did the
Coordinator start nn time?" What a question! The National Observatory by which Switzer-
land sets the ajficifd time fiir all le' u.s clorks and watches is 10 kilmneters from here.

.1 hand goes up. 1 student asks a question. The teacher responds with a Gallic shrug.
The manual says nothing about Gallir shrugs find they can be powerfidly expressive. What
to do?

The teacher whispers to me that this kind of test I. multiple-chMeei is OK once in a
while, but if given too (lien. it could affert the way teachers teach. I agree with him. of
the students finish befiire time is culled and declare victory.

Vier the event, the students crowd around to ask questions.
"Is this the kind fitf test Americans take?" "Yes. And this month your colleagues in

London. Budapest. find Taipei are answering these very same questions. "Sans Nagai's!"
[ kidding4 "Where do you lire?" "Near New l'ork City." "Iliac. really? Can I mine and
visit vim?" "When will we know the results?"

Most of them will graduatiqi-om this school to the technical institute
next door. A fi,w may go on to be engineers. Most will spend their lives
in this canton.

4111116At the end. each of the 26 walks over to shake my hand and
-aferri. Monsieur." These 13-year-olds thanked me for

the privilege of taking a test! On the way bark. the
National Coordinator explained how each and everv
canton does its own thing (curriculum. test books,
examinations and teacher certification ). tre stopped to
see an enormous statue of a Reformation hem, who derofril
his hie to breaking statues. There's a lessma there, somewhere.

ETS Quality Control Observer



Countries and Their
Education Systems

CRAFTER FIRE no:n rnm nv.nn mpon

Where there is learning,
there is wisdom.

ilrbre% Sa!king

While it is difficult to tie global differences in soeial. cultural. and

erononUe frameworks to the mathematics performance of students.
these factors clearly play a role in determining the

characteristics of education systems. Each count/ makes

decisions about the education of its citizens and the roles sehools

play in strengthening the national identity and economy. These choices are

rooted in the physical. demographic. and socioeconomic characteristics of

the country as well as in its it values and cultural traditions.

COUNTRY CHARACTERISTICS The countries partiripating in IAEP represent a

broad range of physical. demographic. and socioeconomic characteristics:

large and small. homogeneous and heterogeneous. urban and rural, and

rich and poor. Some of these characteristics are presented in FIGURE 5.1:
these data reflect the participating countries in their entirety and not just

the republics p.evinces. or cities that were sampled in the survey.

04.



While most of thew country characteiistics are not direetly related to

the achievement of 13-year-old students. they provide an important context

for understanding the relative performance of participants. China. the
Soviet Union. and the United States are the largest populations involved in

REP with about 1.1 billion. 300 million. and 250 million people.

respectively. Alongside these giants stand the 2 million citizens of Slovenia.

3 million of Jordan. 3.5 million of Ireland. and 4.5 million of Israel.

Clearly, large and small countries face different problems in the

administration of national educational programs.

The degree of a eountry's cultural homogeneity influences how

educational programs are formulated and implemented. Eleven of the

participating countries have populations that are dominated by a single

ethnie group: Korea. Hungary. France. Italy. Scotland. Ireland, Slovenia.
Jordan. China. England. and Portugal. Similarities in language. religion.

and values tend to reflert ethnic homogeneity. More than 10 percent of the

population in the remaining countries comes from one or more ethnic

minority groups.

Most of the participating countries are urbanized with industrialized

economies. All but three of the countries* populations are at least 50

pereent urban. China. Portugal. and Mozambique are still predominantly

rural, which must influence their orientation toward education.
Among participants. variation in national wealth. as measured by

per-capita voss national product (in U. dollars). is startling and can
sometimes explain and sometimes confuse our understanding of differences

in mathematics performance. Among the poorest countries are

Mozambique. the lowest-performing population. and China, the highest-

performing impulation. In per-rapita terms. tht wealthiest country is
Switzerland. followed by thr United States. Can.ola. and France.

Some countries cointwnsate for limited resources by spending a

greater sham of their wealth on education. Among the IAEP countries.

Israel spends the greatest percent of gross national product on education.

more than 10 percent. China spends the smallest percentage, less than

three lwrcent.

Statistics indicate that literacy rates are high in all IAEP countries

except in Mozambique. where more than 80 pet-eent of the adult population

is still categorized as illiterate. Jordan. China. Portugal. and Brazil arc the

only other countries with sizable pockets of illiteracy, ranging between 15

and 30 perrent.
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Basic descriptive characteristics illustrate same of the grave

hlems that developing countries such as Jordan. Brazil. and
Mozambique face in the education of their young people. The data,

however, fail to explain why some poor, non-industrialized countries

manage to achieve phenomenal suceess in education and why some rich and

powerful nations fail to perform at the same high levels.

laucITION ;Mills Differences in country characteristics are often translated

into differences in education systems. Predominantly urban countries are
more likely to have large schools and large classes. Countries with strong

centralized governments tend to centralize educational policy as well. Poor

countries have higher incidences of problems in their schools, such as

overcrowding, inadequate facilities, and not enough textbooks. Some of

these characteristics of education systems are summarized in FIGURE 5.2.

Although countries vary with respect to the age at which children are

required to start school, in most IAEP countries, children are six years old

when they begin compulsory schooling. Children in Scotland and England

start first grade earlier, at the age of five. and those in the German part of

Switzerland. parts of the Soviet Union. Slovenia. parts of China. Brazil.

and Mozambique do not start until age seven. Countries also vary in terms

of the availability of nursery schools and kindergartens and the degree of

academic content in these programs. Furthermore, since academic
development often pnwerds along with physical and mental maturation.

one cannot assume that. by age 9 or 13. students who started school at age

seven are two years behind those who started at age five.

Likewise, one must also be careful in comparing countries with

respect to the number of days in the school year. In wany locations.

festivals, sports events, and other non-academic activities are integrated

into the school-year calendar. Trying to get a more precise measure of time

spent on school activities. 1AEP asked school administrators to indicate the

number of days specifically devoted to student instruction in the school

year. The results are reported in FIGURE 5.2. Variation among

participating countries is evident in this indicator as well. The average lot

most populations is from 175 to 199 days a year. Franee. Ireland. and

Portugil (restricted grades) provide fewer than 175 days of instruction

annually. The average in China (in-mehool population) is dramatically

higher (251 days). and Korea. Taiwan, Switzerland (15 cantons). Emilia-

Romagna. and Israel (Hebrew) report averages from 200 to 224 days a year.

6.i
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Mathematics, Age 13
1verage Pereents Correii and Education Svsteins*
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To obtain a full picture of instructional time, one needs also to know

the number of minutes spent on instruction cavil school day. excluding time

spent for homeroom. lunch, recess, study hall, or moving from class to

dams. Most IAEP countries devote. on average, about 240 to 360 minutes

(four to six hours) to instruction each day. France spends the most timr on

instruction. 370 minutes daily. Two populations provide less than 240

minutes daily: Hungary and Fortaleza.
While large elass sizes do not hinder many types of instruction, they

do limit opportunities for individual attention, group work, and hands-on
activities. School administrators in 10 populations indicated that the

average class size for the grade in which most 13-year-olds are enrolled is

from 25 to 34 students. Schools in Switzerland (15 cantons). the Soviet

Union (Rumian-siwaking schools), Emilia-Romagna. Scotland. the United

States. and England (low participation) have smaller classes, ranging from

15 to 24 students. Very large classes of 45 or more students are the norm in

Korea. China (in-school population). and Maputo-Beira (in-seh9o1
population), while classes average from 35 to 44 students in Taiwan and

Sao Paulo (restricted grades).
Four IAEP countries encourage local or regional rontrol over

curricular matters: Switzerland (15 cantons). Canada. the United States.

and Brazil. which does not set the education programs for Sio Paulo and
Fortaleza. Within this group. the United States is actively discussing

centralization.



The remaining countries have a national curriculum. In England (low

participation), the centralization of ei!urational goals and objectives is only

two years old. In the other countries. a strong national ministry of education

is a long-established tradition.
School administrators were asked to what extent they face problems of

overrrowded classrooms. inadequate facilities and maintenanre, shortages

of textbooks and other educational materials. Student absenteeism and lack

of discipline and vandalism of school property were also surveyed. Their

responses to eight questions listing these problems were combined into an

index of serious problems. In only seven populations did at least one-half of

the schools report one or more serious problems: the Soviet Union (Russian-

speaking sehools). Slovenia. Jordan. Portugal (restricted grades). Siio Paulo

(restricted grades). Fortaleza (restricted grades). and Maputo-Beira (io-school

population).

NO $INOLE SOLUTION Education systems vary from country to country but not

neeessarily in patterns that explain high and low mathematics achievement.

It dews not seem to matter greatly whether students begin school early or

late, and while some high-performing countries have a longer school year or

a longer srhool day. these eharacteristies were also present among some low-

achieving groups as well. While no one would advocate the benefits of

inereasing class size. several education systems demonstrated success despite

large class sizes. Finally, some countries succeed while others do not. in

some cases, in spite of serious problems in school.



ITALY March 20, 1991

The elementary school was in an industrial suburb of Bologna. The kids were playing

outside as well as in a very large open reception area right inside the front door. Excited

voice-noises were magnYied many times in this substantial echo chamber. An old. black-

cassocked priest was collecting disciples for a class in religion.

A handsome, young principal greeted us enthusiastically and led us through the chaos
toward a room upstairs. As we proceeded, strident soprano voices shouted "Ciati,

Direttore" ( Hi, Principal)! Each greeting was responded to with a smile, a wave, a pat

on a head, a caress on a face.
As the National Coordinator parted groups of children to create a passage for use, she

stooped to kiss and hug, indiscriminately, these complete strangers. All of this with an

easy casualness that caused no serious interruption in our fast-paced conversation con-

cerning the new education legislation and its affect on the building arrangement.

Thirty-four 9-year-olds from three djerent schooli were arriving and beinjg seated
quietly after locating their name tags, previously put on each desk. Three teachers facili-

tated the process. Booklets were passed out, instructions read, and questions solicited.

Questions were answered, tasks begun. a little girl left the room to tend to something she

should have thought of earlier.

A: the end f the test, the teachers handed out beautY'ully wrapped candies as a
reward-41 my request. the children were asked for reactions to the experience. Hands

went up and were individually recognized: "Bello! ( Nice)." "Facile ( Easy)," "Divertente

(Fun)."
The feelings were unanimous and enthusiastic.

We said goodbye as the kids streamed through the door a confusion of hand
shakes, pats. "Grazie's" and "Ciatil." A quiet moment was spent with the teachers, one of

whom was vocal ond emphatic that no group of human beings, especially her children,

should be put through such a dehumanizing experience.

observation to the National Coordinator about how pleasantly surprised I was to

see all the easy demonstrations of affection between students and teachers elicited her

own surprised reaction.
"But why. not? The children must know that they are most

important and that they are loved. They mu.sl feel secure or

they cannot learn. A school is a family!" Neat idea!

I had promised the children of San Felipo that

I would tell the world about them.

This is a start.
ETS Quality Control Observer



Performance of 9-Year-Olds

CRAFTIER SIR What we first learn we hest ken.
Scottish Priwerb

Fourteen of the 20 countries raiicipated in an optional assessment
of 9-year-olds. Some countries sampled students from the entire

age cohort within a defined population and others excluded

some segments of the age-eligible population or had low school

and student partikipation rates. The results for these two sets of

populations are reported separately as comprehensive populations and

populations with exclusions or low participation.

OVERALL MATNIMATICS PERFORMANCI The average percent correct and

distribution of scores for each population are presented in FIGURE 6.1.

The green bars indicate the average percents correct and take into account
the imprecision of these estimates due to sampling. When the bars overlap

with one another, as they do in many cases, performance is not

significantly different.



Mathematics, Age 9
PIOVII 6.1 Distribution of Percent Correct Scores by Country*
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The shaded bars indicate die range of scores for the best students

(those in the 90th through the 99th percentiles) and the rangeof smres for

the lowest-performing students (those in the first through the 10th

percentiles). The average pereents correct for students in the 5th and 95th

percentiles are marked by bullets within the shaded hars.
The range of average pereents correct across the 14 comprehensive

populations and populations with exclusions or low participation at age 9 is

20 points and in all of these populations., some students performed very

well and others performed poorly. The difference between the highest and

lowest performing groups was much greater at age 13, hut when

considering just those populations that participated in assessments at both

age levehi. the difference was only 25 points.

The average seore arross the comprehensive populations and

populations with exclusions or low participation. represented by a vertical

dashed line. is 63 percent correct:26 Nine-year-ohls in the Soviet Union

Russian-spraking schools). Israel (Hebrew), Spain (except Catabilia). and

England (low participation) performed about at the IAEP average.

The highest-scoring population was Korea. with an average percent

eorrect of 75. Other populations performing above the IAEP average, from

highe:! to lowest, were Hungary. Taiwan. Emilia-Romama (low partici-

pation). Ind Scotland (low participation). As the overlapping bars on the

figure illustrate, performance of these four groups is essentially the same.

Thi remaining populations scored below the REP average. These

;minded. in order of average percent corn.ct, Ireland, Canada
(4 provinces). the United States. Slovenia. and Portugal (restricted grades)

and in many instances, when sampling error is taken into account, their

performance levels arc equivalent.
Three Canadian populations scored at the IAEP average: Quebec

Freneh), Quebec (English), and British Columbia. The remaining

Canadian populations performed below the average: New Brunswick

(English). Ontario (English), and Ontario (French). The range of scores for

the Canadian populations is only 11 points and in many cases performance

is equivalent from one population to another.

25 Performatwe of students at the very bottom oldie distribution idle lowest I percent) and at the
very top I the highest I perrent) are not represented on the figure because very few suedents fall
into these categories and their performanee cannot he estimated with precision.

26The REP average is the unweighted average of the seisms of the romprehensive populations.
populations with eschisions or low participation. and Canadian populations. An unwrighied
average was chosen to deerrilie the midpoint beciase it is not infltumced by the differriul
weights of very largr and very small populations.

ji
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Achievement reflects the percent correct on 61 questions. Response%

to one question included in the assessment were removed from the results

after a series of data analysis steps determined it was not functioning the

same way across all populations.27

MATNEMATICI MPS !MUM BY 011111 The patterns of performance for males
and females at age 9. shown in FIGURE 6.2. are not the same as those seen

at age 13. The advantage of boys over girls is not evident in as many

comprehensive populations and populations with exclusions or low

participation at this age. Only in Korea. Israel (Hebrew). and Emilia-

Romagna (low participation) did boys aged 9 significantly outperform

Oils. Performance levels of boys and girls was about the same in each

the Canadian populations.

The country results were not always eorsistent at the two age levels.

While there were no gender differences at age 9 in Spain (except Cataluna).

Ireland. anti Canada.'° boys scored significantly higher than girls in these

three countries at age 13. The reverse is true in Korea and Israel

iHebrew ). Here. boys had significantly higher mathematics achievement at

age 9 hut performed about the same as girls at age 13. In Emilia-Romagna

(low participation). the pattern A. consistent: boys displayed significantly

higher performance at both age levels.

Figure 6.2 also indicates that most students in most populations

agreed that mathematics is equally appropriate for boys and girls. As was

see.1 at age 13. only in Korea did significant numbers of students view

mathematics as gender linked. Here, 25 percent thought mathematics was

more for boys and 27 percent thouobt it was more for girls.

27Sre the Proredural Appendix. pp. 142-143. and the 1.4EP Technical Report for a detailei..
diminution of cluster and differential item funetioning analy%W.

28 Fewer Canadian pi-twiner% participated in the 9-year-ohi assessment. so the group, are not !mirth(
comparable at the two ages,
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Mathematics, Age 9
Percentages of Students Reporting Math Is Equallv
1ppropriate for Boys and Girls and 1erage Pereents
Correvt by Gender*
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MATHEMATICS TOPICS ARO PROCESSES Summaries of mathematics performance

just begin to detwrilw the variation that exists frcm country to eountry. Of

more importance to educators is a description of performanee in the

various mathematirs content areas that are taught in twhool. While initial

analyses of the IAEP data confirm that questions across all topics ran lw

legitimately summarized without masking important differences lwtween

countries, results by topic categories do show some variation.'"

The results for students age 9 are presented for five topirs. which are

listed in FIGURE 6.3 along with the number of questions in each category.

Three quarters of the questionl. used a multiple-ehoice format and the

remaining questions required students to write their answers on (WS

pnwided.

Mathematics. .Ige 9:
Numbers of Questions by Topic

Date

Numbers Analysis, *in
and %Wits owl ad
*Min Meaminent Geineetry Probability functions Tot&

32 9 6 8 6 61

The performative of the comprehensive pipulutions and impulations

with exclusions or low participation in each of the five topics is presented

ir, FIGURE 6.4. The populations are listed in order of overall performanee

across all mathematics questions. The bars show the IAEP overage across

all comprehensive populations and populations with exclusions or low

participation as well as the average pements for each population in each

topic categwy.

In general. the relative iwrformanve of the two population groups in

each of the topics mirrors their overall achievement in mathematics. rhis is

evident by the fact that the bars Alit represent the topic averages for the
populations generally follow the same pattern as the wide bars that

represent overall a vertiges presented in Figure 6.1.

Z9 countr"-hy-topic interartion analysis using Hartigan mat Wong's k-Sleamo duster analysis
brehnique inolivates that the differences on performarier fnom Inpir In topic do mu confound the
main effects of overall performanee. This want+ tha: /dative performance 4.1 rouniriet would
remain essentially thr same if a group of items from a particular topie u with.% were remosell from
the overall summary, measure. More details of this analysis are provided in the Procedural
pprmhx. p. IV and in the 1.4 EP Terhnirat torpor/.



The patterns of performance were examined to see if the achievement

of a population in a particular topic area was different from its overall

achievement and some exceptions were identified. Since the average

difficulty levels of the questions in the various topics and across all topics

differ, performance was examined in relative terms: by comparing the

difference between a population's topic average and the IAEP topic

average with the difference between the population's overall average and

the IAEP overall average."
The performance of comprehensive populations and populations with

exclusions or low participation in Numbers and Operations, which

constituted about 50 percent of the assessment, was relatively the same as

that acrose all mathematics questions. In Measurement. 15 percent of the

assessment, students from Korea and Spain (except Cataluna) scored lower

relative to their overall performance. Ten percent of the assessment was

.evoted to Geonietry questions and in this category, Canada (4 provinces).

Slovenia. and England (low participation) performed better compared with

their performance across all mathematics questions and Emilia-Romagna

(low participation) and Israel (Hebrew) performed less well in relation to

their performance in general. Performance of populations varied from the

norm the most in the area of Data Analysis. Statistics, and Probability

about 15 percent of the assessment. While the questions in this topic were

relatively easy. these skills are not always taught to students at this age

level, which may explain why students in some populations scored high on

these items and others scored low. Four populations performed better in

this category compared with their scores overs.11 Canada (4 provinces),

the United States. Scotland (low participation). and England (low

partiripation and four performed relatively less well than they did

overall Hungary. Soviet Union (Russian-speaking schools). Israel

'Hebrew). and Slovenia. In Algebra and Functions 10 percent of the

assessment 9-year-olds from Hungary. Israel ( Hebrew). and Slovenia

had comparatively higher scores than their overall level of achievement.

while Emilia-Romagna (low participation) achieved at relatively lower

levels in this area than it did overall.

3° For throe ana1rws of arhievement by topics. population/4 are eited au deviating from their normal
pattern if the difference between their deviation front the mean for the topic and their deviation
front the overall mean iv twice the standard error of Ow differemw between these deviations or
gmater. Further details of these analyses are provided in the Procedural Appendix. p. 143. and
the 1AEP Technical Report.
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In addition to the five topics, results are presented for three

categories of mathematics processes: Conceptual Understanding,
Procedural Knowledge. and Problem Solving. The performance of

comprehensive populations and populations with exclusions or low

participation in each process area, shown in FIGURE 6.5. in almost all

cases follows the same pattern as their overall performance in

mathematics. The only exception is Taiwan. where students scored better

in Procedural Knowledge questions and less well on Problem Solving

questions compared with their overall achievement levels.
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TINUNI 6.6

The performance of the Canadian populations in the various topic

and process categories shown in FIGURE 6.6 also was fairly consistent.

The most exceptions occur in the topic of Data Analysis. Statistics. and

Probability, where all Canadian populations performed relatively better

than they did overall. In addition. 9-year-okls from Ontario (French)

performed less well in Numbers and Operations, better in Geometry. and

less well on Procedural Knowledge compared with their overall

achievement. Their peers in Quebec (French) scored relatively higher in

Geometry than they did overall. Students from British Columbia and New

Brunswick (English) performed less well in Algebra and Functions

compared to their overall scores.

Mathematics, Age 9
tverage Percents Correct by Topic and
(:ognitive Prowess for Canadian Populations*
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COMMITS AND acisIvIMt Collecting background information from 9-year-olds

is a challenge. Children at this age often do not understand difficult

questions and cannot make fine distinctions in their responses. For these

reasons the IAEP assessment asked only a few questions about their home

and school experiences. Also because the educational environment varies

from country to country, students may interpret questions in different ways.

Many of the answers of 9-year-olds mirror the responses of their

13-year-old schoolmates. Information obtained about the language spoken

in the home. family size, and number of books in the home is essentially the

same at both ages. The differences that do occur may be due to misunder-

standings by some of the younger students.

Asked about classroom activities. 9-year-olds' responses suggested

that these students. like their older colleagues. spend more time working

exercises on their own than doing hands-on activities. As shown in

FIGURE 6.7. in almost all populatbns about 40 to 70 percent of the
students indicated that they often did independent work, while only 10 to

30 percent reported that they often used mathematics tools, such as

counting blocks, geometric shapes. or geometric solids. Fewer Korean and

Portuguese students reported doing independent work often (23 and 32

percent. respectively).
Participating countries differed with respell to organizational

practices in the classroom. Some were much more likely than others to

group students by ability within mathematics classes. Most of the schools in

Scotland (low participation). 78 percent. reported that they use ability

groups in mathematics, and between 40 and 60 percent of the schools in

Korea. Hungary. the Soviet Union (Russian-speaking schools), Ireland,

Canada (4 provinces). Slovenia. England (low participation). and Portugal

(restricted grades) also said they follow this organizational practice. The

large majority of schools in the remaining countries use heterogenous

grouping in mathematics classes.

The responses to IAEP student questionnaires indicate that the out-
of-school activities of 9-year-olds differ somewhat from those of their older

schoolmates. Nine-year-olds were more likely to read books for fun, to

watch more television, and to spend less time doing homework than 13-year-

olds. A major portion of young students. about 40 to 60 percent. indicated that

they read for fun almost every day in all countries except Korea and Taiwan.

where only about one quarter reported daily leisure reading.
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The norm for time spent on all homework by 9-year-olds in most all

populations was one hour or less for all school subjects on a typical school

day. Heavy concentration on homework at age 9 was very rare in Scotland

(low participation) and England (low participation1., with fewer than 10

percent reporting two hours or more nightly. About a third of the students

in Taiwan. the Soviet Union (Russian-speaking schools). and Israel

(Hebrew) spent at least two hours on homework a night at age 9.

About one-half of the students in almost all participatingcountries

typically reported watching two to four hours of television each day. Heavy

television viewing, five hours or more daily, was more prevalent at age 9

than among older students. Heavy television viewing was most prevalent in

Israel (Hebrew). Ireland. Canada. the United States. Sent land

(low participation), and England (low participation), where about one

quarter of the 9-year-olds watched television five hours or more each day.

The relationships between mathematics performance and classroom

and home factors at age 9. shown in FIGURE 6.8, confirm many of the

findings at age 13. However as at age 13. the results are not always

consistent across all populations and some counter examples are also

evident. In Figure 6.8. the pluses, minuses, and zeros indieate whether the

relationship between achievement and increasing levels of a particular

background variable for each population is positive, negative, or not

related in a linear fashion to a statistically significant degree.

The descriptive data indicate that 9-year-ohl4 tended to spend more

time dMng mathematics est-crises on their own and less time working with

counting lihwks. geometric shapes. anti geometric solids. and for the

majority of IAEP populations, mathematics performance is positively

related to doing independent work and negatively related to using

mathematics tools. Since little time is typically spent in using mathematics

tools. it is too early to tell if hands-on instructional activities van he used

successfully to build mathematics skills.
The relationships between out-of-sehool activities ami achievement

are not as consistent at age 9 as at age 13. Nine-year-olds spent more time

than their older schoolmates reading for fun and those who read more

often performed better on the mathematics assessment. This was true in 12

populations. However, the amount of time 9-year-olds spend doing

homework across all school subjects appears to be unrelated to

mathematics performance in more than half of the participating countries

at age 9. perhaps because homework is not prevalent at that age. Spending

more time watching television is also unrelated to achievemynt for eight

populations, negatively related to achievement in five, and positively

related to achievement in one.



FIGURE 11.11

Mathematics, Age 9
Relationship of Classroom and Flume Factors and
Average Percents Correct within Populations
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COMPARISONS Of 9- 11111 PIM OLDS' P1RF0RMANCIE Collecting data at

two agrs allows populations to compare levels of performance of equivalent

samples on equivalent assessment tasks. In mathematics. a set of 14

questions covering a range of mathematical topics anti processes were

administered to both age groups.
The average percents correct across the common items are presented

for each age group in each pertieipating population in FIGURE 6.9. The

differences in scores at the two age levels is typically 20 to 30 percentage

points. The smallest differences are seen for students from the higher-

performing populations of Korea and Emili Romagna (low participation)

each with a 22-point spreati and the largest. for students from the

lower-performing population of Slovenia with a 32-point spread. This

probably refleets the fart that there is mo.r room for growth among lower-

achieving groups.
The sample questions shown in FIGURE 6.10 give three examples of

tasks that most 13-year-olds can do and most 9-year-ohis eannot.3° It is not

surprising that younger students do not understand the correspondence

between rommon and decimal fractions required to answer the first sample

problem. The second example demonstrates a routine numbers problem.

but it requires the student to work with numbers provided in a graphic

form. Apparently, this application of basic skills makes the task difficult

for 9-year-olds. The last sample problem requires the students to formulate

and solve a simple algebraic expression. This is a higher level problem-

solving task that may he familiar to 13-year-olds hut would be an unusual

task for their younger schoolmates.

31 The difficulty level far the sample questions it on unweiglited average of the item percents etorreet
arn ow. the comprehensive population's and pcopulations with eau-Wakens or low participation.
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Mathematics, Ages 9 and 13
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'Mut .10 Mathematirs, Ages 9 and 13:
Sample Test Questions

MEP hue bump Age 91 41%
Ags 131 92%

Which of the following decimals is equal to 9 ?
10

A 0.1
13 0.3
© 0.9
D 9.0

ElnuAta *

I taiwafterl

MEP tbm beroge alp t. 29%
las 131 77%

The figure above shows three different routes
between two places, measured in miles.
llow long is the shortest of these routes?

Answer: I f miles

RV Wm Ann" it 91 41%

lige 131 75%

The total weight of three suitcases is 28 pounds.
The weight of Terri's suitcase is as much as the
weight of the other two suitcases together.
What is the weight, in pounds. of Terri's suitcase?

A 13
0 14
C 15
D 22

1



LATINO IFNI FOUNDATIONS FON MOVING During the primary school years .

students are taught whole-number operations and are introduced to the
basic concepts of measurement. geometry. charts and graphs. and

functional relationships. While the range of mathematics performances

among participating countries is not as great as it is at age 13. some

populations clearly out-performed others.

In the classroom. 9-year-olds tended to spend more time doing

mathematics exercises on their own than they spent working with

mathematics tools and the amount of time spent on independent work is

positively associated with mathematics achievement. At home these

children tended to spend more time reading for fun and watching television

and less time doing homework across all school subjeets than their 13-year-

old counterparts.



A Final Word

The task of reporting the achievement results in mathematics from 20

countries as diverse as China, the Soviet Union. the United States,
Switzerland. Israel. Brazil. and Mozambique is a challenge and a unique

opportunity. Because it only makes sense to interpret academic

performanee of such a varied group of populations within the educational

and cultural context of each participant, achievement data have been

presented together with descriptive information about curriculums.

classrooms home environments, and country characteristics.
While it would have been satisfying to see clear distinctions between

the characteristics of high- and low-performing countries the data rarely
suggest a universal answer to the question of what factors contribute to

effective schooling and high performance. While ronsistent relationships

between eertain background characteristics and achievement were often

noted for a majority of populations, counter examples were almost always

present. And perhaps this is one of the important findings of the study:

factors that impact arademic performance interact in complex ways and

operate differently in different cultures and education systems.
The second important finding relates to the actual levels of

achievement that were documented. The IAEP results provide educators.
policymakers and parents with a view of what students in 20 countries

know and can do at ages 9 and 13. Unfortunately. the IAEP data may lead

some individuals to focus on the academic horse race, and others will

decide that all comparisons are unfair. Still. international comparative

achievement data can twovide a picture of educational accomplishment

that expands the value of national fmdings. As policymakers attempt to set

goals and standards for their own young citizens, it can be instructive to

know what levels of achievement are possible as demonstrated by the

performance of students in other societies.

14'



The Participants

The thrust of this report has been to put arhielement results into

eontext. Results have been displaved and discus-ell together with

background information about the currirulum. elassrotun

practiees. Ntudents home environments. anti the

rharaeteristies of the stwiety and etiuratitm system of curb

participating rountry. These presentations of results have. in some

instances. identified factors that are rharaeteristic of high- or low-

performing populations. But in many eases. the data have reinforced the

notion that many of these variables operate differently from country to

country anti eannot lw interpreted in the same way in an cultures.

Then what does make a difference in performance levels front

country to eountry? The answer must lie in a sleeper understanding of the

interactions among the variables that were studiesi and in a recognition of

the significanre of other factors that cannot lw assessed in a survey project

such as lAEP. Among these are historical traditions. euhural values.

systems of reward. expectatitms. and motivation. which are most profitably

studied using methods of observation anti interview and reported in the
form of verbal descriptions rather than t:ata tables and graphs.

itTh



BRAM

IAEP attempted to capture some of these difficult-to-measure

qualities in a country questionnaire rompleted by project ditectors. Most

of the questions asked for descripthe responses as opposed to multiple-

choiee or numerical answers. The following short summaries of each

country drew upon those detwriptions and deswrilw some of the factors that

are difficult to quantify.
These short descriptions can only highlight some of the unique

characteristics and current challenges that each country faces and .

different topics are addressed for each situation. Typical themes include:

demographic characteristics. cultural values. educational systems. the role

of testing. and current educational reform movements.
A separate. follow-up study will conduct a series of ethnographic

studies of several of these environments in an attempt to deseribe. rather

than quantify, thr qualities of these societies that motivate parents and
students to value learning and to seek knowledge. Its results will lw

published in 1993.

No. of 13-year-okk in country 3,313,600

%of1dsinlAI?frome 3%

Ps Capita GNP S) 12,241

% of GNP spent on edvanion 3.3%

One of the largest countries in the world, with an area lover 8.5 million

square kilometers and a ptpulation of 150 million, it presents some

problems which an. typical of developed countries and others which are

common to undenleveloped regions. In spite of its expanse and of the

influence of different ethnic groups Europeans. Afrieans. and Asians). it
has managed. throughout its history. to maintain its linguistic unity in spite

of its cultural diversity.

Regular education in Brazil consists of pre-school. for children

under 7. which is not compulsory. elenwntury sehool from 7 to 1.1 years of

age- and secondary school from 15 to 18 years of age. Access to higher

education is achieved by means of highly selective examination.

The complexity of the education system presents problems us in

almost all Latin American countries. Mc major national concern ill

elementary school is a cycle of repeating, grades culminated by students

dropping out. Even in the first grade. 52 percent of the students fail to

compkte the requirements. Failure rates are particularly high in grades 4
through 7. Although elementary school is available to all. it only reaches 87

percent of the 30 million children bet seen the ages of 7 and 14. The great

majority of children tin not manary to finish the eight years of schooling



CANADA

required by law. The illiteracy rate, which was 29.9 percent in 1980

drolqwd to 18.8 percent in 1989: the largest porkets of illiteracy occur in

the northeastern part of Brazil 136.5 perrent).
Another current problem eoneerns the training of 1.2 million

teachers for denwntary school. Approximately 230.900 wavhers. mainly in

the rural and poorer areas, do not have formal teacher training .
There is great eoncern over investment in the various levels of the

educational system. Constitutionally. the federal government must invest

18 pen.ent of its national budget in etlucation. While many state and
munivipal governments must invest 25 percent each of their budgets. some

municipal governments are already investing up to 30 or 40 percent

because th41 consider education an important national challenge.

No. of 13-youlids io country 361,600

% of 13-year-oicis in lAll frame 94%

Por Capita GNP WS Si $17,389

% of SNP spent on elloadion 7.4%

..tn enormous land mass occupying well over one-hall of the North

Amerivan continent. Canada's imputation of 26.5 inAion includes more

thin 6.5 million whose primary languagr is French. Almat 15 percent Of

the total population are "New Canadians. immigrants who have recently
arrived from Asia. Europe. Central and South America. and Africa. This

significant population of students who speak different lanpiages and who

reflevt different cultures represents a major challenge to the ediwational

system.

Each of the 19 provinces has its unique demographics. its own

distinctive. eeonomy. which range from rural agricultural to highly

developed industrial and financial centers and its own traditions. Canada

refers to itself as a mosaic, an apt description.
Each provinee considers education to be its own responsibility and

not that of the federal government. Nine of the 10 provinres (except for

Prinre Edward Island. population 130.000) participated in 1AEP and each

of the nine provincial ministers of education agreed to having its results

lweome part of an ali-Canada statistic.
Descriptions of each province's educational priorities can he found

on pages 118 through 123.

1 0
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ENGLAND

No. of I 3-yenuolds Ia coonlry 11,474,000

% d13-011-oliis In IAN' frame 38%

Per *No GNP (liS S) $356

% RP spent on orixotion 2.7%

About 74 percent of the Chinese population lives in rural areas. Although

great attention is paid to (*duration. the conditions in many schoohi are not

suitable for spreifk subject instruction. esiwrially for science education.

Chihlren start school at 6.5 or 7 years of age and a few of them have

preschool education. Nine years of rompulsory education are divided into

6 years of primary school and 3 years of middle school. Students may enter

3 years of senior middle school Igeneral or v -ational). if they pass a highly

competitive ntranee test.
An students have to take at least one test for each subjeet at the end

of each Kenwster. Ceoups of students from China regularly attend

international comIwtitions in chemistry. physics, and mathematics

(the International Mathematics Olympics) and perform with distinction.

The rurrent curricula were designed in 1982. Sine.. the intense

entrance tests eomiwtition pimps a heavy burden on students. a reform of

sehool practiee is underway. Thr goals of the reform arr: to reduce or

eliminate some mm-basie knowledge from extbooks and to supplement

basic voeational knowledge in middle school.

lit cif 13-year-ole in country 591,900

%cif 13-yur-olis is fume 96%

Per Conlin Mr S) $10,917

% oi GNP spent to education 5.2%

England. the largest of the four rountries that comprise the United

Kingdom. has a population of 47.5 million. About 92 pereent of its people

live in cities and towns and England is vne of the most densely populatrd

countries in the world. About 2 milli, English people are from ethnic

minority communities with Asian or African-Carildwan origins.

All but a small pereentage of schools arr maintained by governmental

authorities. Under the new Education Reform Art of 1988. schools may

seek permission to remove themAyes from the control of local authority

and can be funded directly by the Departnwnt of Education and Science.

The Education Reform Act of 1q88 also introduced a national curriculum

which specifies for separate subject areas. -attainment targets"' at 10

different levels and requires testing of all students at ages 7. 11. 14. and 16.

Vocational education is also receiving more prominence.
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PRANCE

The goal of education is to develop fully the potential and abilities of

all individuals. Overall. eurrent educational policies have sought to raise

standards at all levels of ability. increase parental choiee. make higher

edueation more widely accessible and more responsive to the needs of the

reonomy, aml. generally. to the needs or a multi-ethnie soviety.

No. of 1 hear-olds in awry 771,700

% 1 lytar-oltit la IMP frame 90%

Itattpito S) U16,419

% el GNP spent as ailsattica 6.1%

A recent law governing education. rnarted in 1989. reaffirms the tradition

that elementary schools should Ove priority attention to the development

of the basic skills of reading. writing, and nuithematics. These are viewed

as essential in order to pursue higher levels of academie achievement. It is

anticipated that by the year 2.000. 80 lwreent of the students will reach

their senior year of secondary school (12th grade).

It is a widely held belief that today's youth are less well educated

than their predeeessors. In the view of many, the ',resent educational

system places too much emphasis on studies of the classics with insuffivient

stmks 4m pre-professional and srientifie preparation. This criticism is

leveled at both secondary aml post-secondary institutions.

Free. public education is considered to be a right of all children

regardless of socioeeonomie conditions and faithful attendance is a civic

responsibility. Access to a university education is oldained through Nuecehs

at the Bacculaureat examination after secondary. studies. A successful

student may select from most of the universities except medical and special

advanced institutions which have further entrance requirements.

Today' teachers. once highly regarded. are accorded much less
prestige, even though their recruitment criteria and training are still verv

rigorous. There are many other career options for competent university.

graduates esperially those skilled in mathematics and the sciences.

School funding is shared by thr national government (65 percent ).

the local community (20 percent). industry (5 percent ). and families

(10 perrent). The curriculum goals are set at the national level but local

sclorols and teachers have increasing freedom to plan the sequence and

methodology of instruction. Families are incrtmingly invoked in their

children's education aml most families help with homework and emirs,.

selection.
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IRELAND

08

110, of 13-yez1ith ia amity

% illystr-alds Leh=

PertagNe MP S)

% of GNP spa sdatdiaa

162,900

9974

$2,490

5.7%

An industrialized country of close to 10.5 million people (97 percent of

which are ethnic Hungarian). Hungary has a long and successful history of

valuing education and schooling. Culture and education have always

enjoyed high esteem throughout the society.

Like many other Eastern European eountries. Hungary is emerging
aggressively from Marxist frameworks. intked. its efforts to radically

change education during the 1980s created as much confusion as it did new

direction.
Traditionally, Hungary has had a strong. centralized, and controlled

system. Changes in educational legislation anti policy in 1985 and 1989

have opened the system to new groups of stakehohlers: teachers, unions.

employers. and parents. There are strong diffr..ences of opinion and

debates are underway. but the movement is elearly toward western ideas.

Severe butlmq constraints are slowing the pace of reform and change.

The priorities of the emerOng system have been set: changing the

foreign language requirements from Russian to other languages.

introducing a -new moral basis for learning- that aims at higher education

standards anti competition. strengthening local control of education. and

encouraging and supporting religious institutions.

Wad 131w-olds in country

% of 13-yeas-olds in IN frame

Pes Capita IMP WS S)

% of GNP spew on education

70,130

93%

$7,603

6.7%

Ireland is a small country of 3.5 million people. where agriculture and food

production are vital components of its economy. Over the past thirty years

the industrial anti technological sectors have grown in importance so flu t

today. more than oae-half of the population resides in urban areas.

About 55 percent of 4 year olds anti 99 jtercent of 5 year ohis cre

enrolled in primary school. Edtwat'on is compul,ory lwtween the ages of 6

and 15. At age 18. the student enrollment decreases to 40 percent.

Education is centralized and all primary-school teachers follow a

common set of currU.ul :m guidelines. In 1971, there was a move to a child-

eentered curriculum anti guidelines were estabfished for all subjects.

Mathematics occupies an important role in the curriculum. but science is
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taught as part of Social and Environmental Studies, and does not receive

as much emphasis.
For post-primarv schools, the department of education prescribes

curricula for a broad range of subjects that lead to public examination

the Junior Certificate after three years and the Leaving Certificate after

twu additional years.
The teaching profession is highly regarded in Ireland. Students

entering teacher-education programs have traditionally been among the

most able. There are limited opportunities for advancement, however, and

there is concern at the growing imbalance between males and females in the

teaching force.
The goal of the educational system is to provide young people with

the necessary skills and academic preparation for further personal
development, for working life, for leisure, and for living in the community.

Mg. of 13-yegr-gids in country 91,900

% of 1 lysar-olds in AU Wu 71%

Per(plio6NP(USS) SB,1112

%of 6141, spent on eduadion 10.2%

btrael's short history is a record of rapid and constant change. Its Jewish
population is increasing rapidly due to the regular arrival of large numbers

of immigrants. The total population of 4.5 million is about 18 percent

Arabic. Currently there is a surplus of highly trained people in the society.

The chief goals of Israel's educational policy are the closing of the

educational gaps among various segments of the population, promoting

social integration, raising the general level of achievement to strengthen the

productive sectors of the economy, and promoting Jewish-Zionist consciousness.

The differences among schools in socioeconomic status and scholastic

achievement are relatively high and issues of equity. equality, and

excellence are currently under discussion. Compensatory extracurricular
activities are provided to more than 30 percent of the student population

from disadvantaged backgrounds.
All children are legally bound to attend school from ages five to 15.

More than 90 percent of the children aged three and four are enrolled in

preschool programs. More than 50 percent of the high-school students are

enrolled in vocational, technological, and comprehensive secondary edueation.

Others are enrolled in academie edueation. At age 18. anyone who passes

entrance examinations may attend universities. Loans and financial aid are

available for higher education. especially to those from poor backgrounds.

Reforms are geared toward decentralization, free choice for parents.

am: increased community involvement.
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Mo. of 13.yeamids in country

13-yeareids Miro'.
Pw Capits SNP S)

% GNP spent on @declaim

669,600

6%

$13,814

CO%

Italy has only been a country for slightly more than 130 years. It is still

going through the process of beroming a single society. Although the

uhu rn l backgrounds of the various regions are different, the national

media have had a strong homogenizing effect.

Economic development is most successful in the northern third of the

country where Emilia-Romagna is located and is least evident in the South.

About 65 pervent of the population lives anti works in cities. Even though a

host of new values have changed the way petqrle think, certain cultural

traditions are still important, as evidenced by the importance of extended

families. cooperative societies, anti volunteer charitable organization*.

School learning continues to be held in high respect sinee school

certificates and degrees provide access to good jobs and vareers. The

school system is centralized at the national level but legislation is being

considered that will increase the financial and organizational autonomy of

hwal schools. There is a good network of well-equipped vocational and

technical schools.

Elementary school teachers increasingly participate in in-service

training but this is much less rommon among secondary school faculty

members. The main objective of the fairly strong teachers associations is

to protect their autonomy and areas of responsibility.

The primary school's program is relatively new. established in 1985.

and the middle school curriculum, installed in 1979. has been kept current.

Secondary schools are lwing eneouraged to eonduct research and to use

innovative instructional practices. The current economic crisis imposes

severe limitations on what is possible. but the concern about future inter-

tuitional rompetition is a constant stimulus for educational improvement.

Public schools are under public prettsun. to improve the quality of general

etiucation. to delay student specialization, and to increase ettunseling services.

h. of 13-year-ids in minify

% of 13-yeaf-olds in 1AEP frame

Per Capita GNP S)

% of GNP spent en effecolion

53,000

96%

$1,527

7.1%

Jordan is a fast-develt+ing country of about 3 million. mostly Moslems

with a small percentage of Christians. About 70 percent of the population is

accommodated in urban areas.
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KORIA

Education policy is strictly eentralized and uniform for the whole

country. Since 1964. the aim of the national education system has been to

integrate elements of Arabic and Western thought. technology. and

scientifir development. It also aims at helping every student grow

intelleetually. socially. physically. and emotionally in order to become an

ideal citizen. capable of self-support and of making a positive contribution

to society. Focus is eentereti on the diversification of seromlarv education

avademie and vocational) and on in-service teacher training. School

enrollment at the various edueutional levels has become one of the highest

in the wnrld.

However, the quantitative expansion has been at the expense of

quality. The ever-increasing use of technology in all aspects of life has

prompted a wt.'. 10-year Education Reform Plan (1989-1999). The plan

aims at producing graduates equipped with high-quality general education

geared Iowan& problem solving. critical thinking. analytical skins. anti the

ability to apply information in creative and productive ways in order to

give Jordan the skill- anti knowledm-intensive workforce it needs to

develop its domestic technological capacity and to maintain its competitive

athantage in the region-wide labor market.

Basic education has been extended to 10 years. Grath:Ines can

continue into higher edueation after passing the Ceneral Secondary

Education examination.

No. 013-yew-aids in country 811,700

% af13-year-olds in IMP frame 97/4

Per Witt) GNP (US S) $3,313

% HP spew on eduatba 4.5%

Korea is an increasingly ind'istrialized nation of 13 million people with a

growing economy atul a highly rentralized government. The pipulation.

which is homogeneous in both language and ethnic origins, is growing at a

slower pace than in the l950s and is more than 90 percent literate.

The Education Act of 19141 stipulates that the purpose of education is

to "enable everv citizen to perfevt his permtnality. uphold the ideals of

uniersal fraternity. develop a capability for self-support in life, and

enable him to work for the developtnent of a demm-ratic state anti for die

common prosperity of all humankind.-

Curriculum anti instructitmal reforms in the 1970s decreed that

leetures and textbooks be supplemented by multiple-learning materials and

extensive use of radio and television programs. Diagnostic tests anti student

workbooks guide student activity to mastery.
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Middle school students study mathematics and science four hours per

week in each subject the first year. then three to four hours per week

during the second and third years. There are generally 40 to 5.5 students in

a classroom with teachers rather than students rotating rooms.

MORAMITIQUI No. of 13-yeorsials n may 422,640

% of 1 lytirsilds MIA& frame 1%

Per Copito GNP (US S) $113

% of G1W spent OR teXCINOli

Mozambique's impulation of 15.5 million is predominantly African. Its

African people can he divided into roughly 10 different cultural groups.,

the largest of which. the Makuo-lowo. has been heavily influenced by Arab

cultural traditions including the Moslem faith. The very small non-African

group is largely Portuguese.
Before 1970. most schooling was in the hands of missionaries and the

curriculum was heavily influenced by Portuguese history and culture. At

that time. it Was estimated that only 2 percent of the indigenous population

had completed four years of primary education.
Education is now seen as an important vehiele for social change and

schooling is linked closely to reonomic development and political nerds. In

1977. education was second only to defense in the national budget.

Elementary school lasts four years and there are three types of

secondary schools: lyceum. technical., and agricultural/viwational. The

schools curricula include a substantial amount of health education.
Agricultural training is conducted both in schools and on farming sites

since learning to grow crops is a national priority.

A shortage of trained teachers has presented Mozambique with a

formidable challenge. To fill the need. the government established regional

training centers in 1975 where graduates of six years of primary schooling

were given six months of teacher training. Teachers typically instruct two

different groups of students each day, one in the morning and one in the

afternoon.

PORTUGAL No. of 13.year-olds in country 131,400

% of 1 lyter-alds IA& frame 68%

Pei &Om HP (US S) $3,740

%of GNP spew en education 4.4%

Fifteen percent of the Iberian peninsula is home to Portugars 10.5 million

citizens. With historical roots in the Roman. Moslem. and Christian

cultures. Portugal has recently joined the European Economic Community

(EEC) and is becoming an industrialized country.
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Since 1974. in response to the growing demand for seeondary

education. the country has made energetic and creative efforts to increase

the literacy levels of its population through an enormous school literary

program anti through the improvenwnt of adult basic education courses.

Nine years of schoohng are compulsory for all children. Secondary

sehools provide optional programs that are predominantly vocational or

academic. After their secondary education, students ran either enter the

work force or go on to universities.

ssessment of student achievement in basie and seetmdary education

is the responsibility of the schools and is accomplished through continuous

anti final assessments, if students do not attain the necessary results, they

are required to relwat a grade level. There are no national examinations.

The ministry of education is responsible for pedagogic. administrative.

finanOal. and disciplinary control of all primary and secondary schools.

Since 1987. important measures have been instituted to derentralize, and

as a consequence. the schools' autonomy has been increased.

Pre-primary anti elementary teachers are trained during a three- or

four-year course that includes practire teaching. Seeomiary-school

teachers must hold university degrees in their areas of specialization.

There are programs in place to complete the training ofuncertified teaehers.

The new educational policy envisions the modernization of the

country to citable it to meet the challenges of participation in the EEC.

SCOTLAND Se. of 13-year-shis in country 62,10
% af13-yeai-olis in IAD frame 99%

Pertnpita G/IP RISS) $10,917

% of GM? spent on education 5.2%

Scotland's tradition of support for a strong and broad educational system

is a proud one. There are 750.000 pupils in its primary and secondary

schools who are required to continue their education until age 16. Ninety

percent of them are in romprehensive schools.

Educational policy is the responsibility of the Scottish education

department and 12 local education authorities. Evaluation of the education

system is the major responsibility of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools.

who routinely report on educational institutions.
School teachers are trained for at least four years at the post-

secondary level and are traditionally respected members of society, though

some feel they are less valued today than in the past. School size ranges

widely in terms f number of pupils. There are many very small primary

schools reflecting the sparse population in certain parts of the country. A

revent development has been the introduction of local school boards, which

include both parent and teacher representatives.
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SPAIN

For a long time almost all sehools in the eountry had one common

eurrieulum and rommon textbooks were provided to same& for all

subjeets. Swondary edneatimt was eharaeterized by strenuous eurriculum
requirements and was reserved for snidents of strong academie aliihts.

Sinn. 1988. the standanis fnr seeondary education hase been adjusted sit
that the main pulls an nuw to provide all students a stretag basie

edueation. and to elmelnp their personalities and creativity. Alm). the %ears

of compulsory educatinn have been redneed from I I to 9 Years.

Irish-In-lion in the higher lesels uf knnwledge and skills is !trembled

only for those !thinning university careers. Iligher relueation is open to all

who ran pass elliThuti ent ra nee examinations. 14-hiesenwnt is viewed as the

resuh of diligenee. persistence. and intelligenee.
Public. opinion is that the Sosiet 1..nion has tent many university

grmluates whose training i not eitesidered of high qualits. The trend is to

improve the 411141i1 , of gradimtes and tu reelm-e their numbers.

No. of 13-year-olds in county 573,900

% of I 3-year.alds in IMP frame 80%

Pa Nita GNI" WS S) $8,078

% of GNP spent OR education 3.2%

Spain's 39.5 million people are uneeith distributed throughout the
count rs. During the past decade. its deniographics has e ehanged

signifivantls as a &dining birth rate has resulted in an increasing

pereentage of retired wnrkers within the soviets. The winrkforrt* hits Mnsed

from agricultural, to industrial. and eurrentls is Ilmt Mg to the ers
seetors of the vonnms. 1)ne of the vountr% seserost prubkms is a high

uneraphis mew rate. e?perialls amnng the slung. This has resulted in

higher ex prrta tions for bet ter eilurnied awl better tral mil graduates from

educational institutions.
The most striking feature of the elluvational seene in Spain tiolas is

the deliberate transfer id' responsibilits for dneation to the antemomous

communities. % jiul issue is the liberatim) nf edueational institution* frikin

f"\ I"P041% r ride!. and regulations and the encimragement of local cominimii%

.upport and im oho-tient. In 1990 the new federal edneatiim law

established the sharing of authorits and funding nf jrnhilie eduration Its the

federal gosernment and the- autonomous communities. Its pros isions take

effeet in 1910.

The natiemal administration defines the content of the vurrieulum for

all Spanish ssi3sft,Is. Howes vr. there are net national examinatiems: ,cheiols

es Anne achievement in their own was. Those who wish to teach at an%

level in the pubtit or pris air schonl s% stems must lime a university &grey

and appropriate twelagogical training.
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SLOVENIA

A major eurriculum and assessment ilevelspnwnt program is

underwav for ages 5 through 14 following the suecessful introdurtion sof

new eertifieute examinations foe all pupils at age Ito. The emphasis in these

examinations and in other assessments is on valid measurement of all

relevant knowledge and skills by mean* of written tests. as well as praetieal

and prnject work.

Ko. sillies-olds in country 30,243

% of Ilyeur-olds from 97%

Per (cob GNP ftIS S) $7,233

% of GNP spew on eduction 3.4%

Located at the juncture of three majnr European vultures. Germanic.
Romance. and Shale. Shovenids ediwational system for centuries ftolloweel

Germanic traditions. This pattern abruptly ehanged during the 19th
century swrupation by Napoleon's borers ami again in 1918 when Slovenia

merged with other nations to lwenme ugoslavia. The first transformation

was eharaeterized lov Romanee influenees and the sectmd into-minced a

Byzantine flavor.
The end of World War II brought with it a SOViet influence in all

areas of Slovenia's life. including eiluratiim. During that time, a number fit'

scholars devoted a great deal of energy to liberalizing those striwnt

eshwational eoncepts anti !or:actives.

Education is a strong value among Slovenia's homogenesms and

largelY Roman f atiudir pnpulation. and sehooling is mandatory until age

13. The objeetives of elementary and sevontlary edwatims include basiv

and higher-level skills us well as moral values and employment

preparation.
Teachers at all levels of ethwation are required itt have university

degrees and at the secondary level are specialists in their subjects.

Teiwhers are now aide to select their own teaching materials and textbooks

from local and internatitmal sourres. thirrently there is no national testing

or assessment !program.

TNE SOVIET ONION No. of 13-yeot-olds io cowry 4,485,000

%of 13-yeur-elas in RR frame 60%

Per (apita GNP WS S) SITU

% of GNP spent on education 7.0%

Until Septemiwr 1991. the Soviet l'niton was etomprised of 15 republics. with a

population of 290 million people of manY different cultures and languages.

New structures and relationships unfolded as the year drew to a ellaw.



Education is highly valued in the vulture and many families privately

fund a variety of educational enrichment activities for their rhildn-n.

5WI7 IE111111

TAIWAN

NMI

h. of Ilyar-akk la way 73,000

%gin-m.01616KP frame 76%

Capit VIP MSS) $27,693

% OW vent as "Imam 4.1%

.A small country of 7 million in the heart of Europe. Switzerland is made up

of 26 democratic and independent cantons. Sixty-five Twreent of its

population speak German,. 18 percent speak French. 10 percent speak

Italian. and less than 1 percent. Romansch. The remaining people speak
other languages. The economy is moving from an industrial- to a service-

centered base. Not currently part of the European Economic t .ommunity

EE(:). the country is wrestling with derisions about its own future.

Bevanse of its political structure, a national decision must refleet the

combined wishes of the 26 cantons.

Each canton makes its own decisions concerning educational policy.

teacher certification. curriculum, instructional materials, and standards.
Regional ministries of education are tiny and act by convening groups of

teachers and administrators and reaching consensus on issues affeeting

schooling. Schools tend to lw small and hwal and are often administered by

senior teacher rather than lq a full-time director.
There is growing concern over the level 14 preparation being

provided their young citizens (only 11 percent go on to univermitiest as they

face direct competition from their peers in neighboring vuuntries.

No. of 13-year-okk mammy 392.000

% of 13-am-alik ift IAR frame 100%

Pet WHO the WS S) 54.35$

% of GNP speni on !exam 3.6%

Taiwan is a mountainous. prosperous. and industrialized nation of 20 million

Iwolde. 85 percent of whom arr Taiwanese and 14 pereent mainland Chinese.

Education is highly valued and centralized. All schools UM' the sanw

set of tritthooks. While basw facilities such as laboratories, computers, and

instructional materials are readily available. edtwational exprrts in Taiwan

fed they are not properly used in most schools. Teachers are highly

regarded and there is no shortage of mathematics and science teachers.

tfter-school academic-enrichment programs are popular for

secondary school students. Most parents provide strong home support for

school programs and regularly pay for extra educational materials.



An important educational goal is to develop a sense of dignity in

students bv building their eonfidence in subjects in which they have shown

potential. About one quarter of the students leave school for employment

at about age 15. The others who pass competitive national entrance

examinations go on for technical education or university training.

THE UNITED STATES No. of 13-yew-olds in gusty 3,451,500

%Of 13-yearlithialAEP hum 911%

Per Ca* SIP KIS Sl $19,799

% 01611? spat aft Awl* 7.5%

In the United States. public education extends through grade 12 and about

three in four students graduate from high school at the expected time:

about 91) pereent earn their secondary diplomas by their early 20s. Half of

hi;o-sehool graduates enter eollege, and almut one in four will eventually

enter the full-time labor fume with a four-year college degree.

At present. the nation is engaged in a concerted effort tn raise

educational achievement in a system that is highly decentralised.
Faltwational authnrity fur elementary and *evondary ethwation exists at

the state level and is decentralized vonsiderably ynnol that level to almut. be.

15.000 local school districts.
The nation's 50 governors and the president have recently

established six goals for edueation to be readied by the year 21NHt. One

such goal is to he Number 1 in the world in mathematics and s. :mice by

that year.
The United States has been involved in an educational reform effort

for Inner than a drench.. This effort. stimuhited hy the report of a national

Educational Excellence Commission. is being carried out by governors and

legislators: mathematics particularly has lwen a target for imprnvement.

However. the National Assessment of Eduvational Progress ( NAEP).

through regular assessments for more than 20 'ears. has found no sus-

tained improvement in mathematics and scienee for that period. although

there bus been a recovery from declines ir roficieney during the 1970s.

There are currently under diseussion significant changes toward a

more centralized system Mduding voluntary national curricula, a national

test. and achievement standards. Adoption of these features would

vonstitute a major shift in the United States' edtwatiimal
These radical departures from traditional practiee are being

considered and promoted bevause of concerns about the country's ability

to compete suceessfully in an increasingly technoloOral global market place.
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CANADIAN PROTINCIS

AtDIRTA Allwrta is a resouree-rich province with a multiculturalimpulLhion of

approximately 2.4 million. .Almid 80 percent of the people live in urban

centers.
%II children in Alberta are entitled to public education and arr

require-el to attend sehool until age 16. The province supports two major

school systi ms in Alberta: public and Catholic. Approximately 20 percent

of all students attend Catholic schools.

The provincial government has primary responsibility for education

and curricula but shares it with local school !wards. Since 1982. student

learning has lwen monitored through a provincial assessment program for

.4tudents in grades 3. 6. and 9. Provincial examinations. whieh count for 50

perivnt of a student's final grade in selected twelfth-grade courses. have

been in place since 1984. School boards are responsible for the

instructional nerds their students and for individual student progress.

The system strives to achieve equity. exrellencr. and effectiveness in

meeting its students' needs.

Alberta is kern on ensuring that its students are adequately prepared

to live happily and productively in an international marketplace. Its
citizens vonsider international comparisons. such as I AIM an important

indicator of how well this goal is being arhieved.

BRITISN COLOMBIA Geographira By. British Colinnbia is Canada's third largest

provim.e and has a population of about 3 million. I;reater Vincouver is

home to 50 percent of the population with another 20 iwreent residing in

the towns and cities of the extreme southwest.

British Columbia's society is becoming increasingly diverse. Twenty

years ago. immigrants were easily integrated into a Euroventrie education

system. Today. spevial school program* are needed to integrate Asian

students into the schools.



The ministry of education, which is responsible for overall funding

and direction of the system, plays a leading role both in the development

and maintenance of curriculum and educational standards. Local boards

of trustees are responsible for distribution of funding, hiring of teachers.

and delivery of programs and services.
British Columbia's education system. spurred by the

recommendations of the latest Royal Commission, is undergoing

considerable and very exciting change. Based upon prinripks

coneerning the nature of learning, the curriculum and assessment pnwess

is learner-focused rather than subject matter-focused. Educational change

is well underway.. with significant momentum and support.
The purpose of the British Columbia school system is to enable

students to develop their individual potential and to acquire the

knowledge. skills. anti attitudes needed to contribute to a healthy stwiety

and a prosprnms and sustainable economy.

MANITOSI Sixty percent of this large pnwince's I million people live in or nem-

the capital city of Winnipeg. Brandon. the next largest city, has only 'MOM

inhabitants.
MI students have aceess to free public edueation until the age of 21

and attendance is compulsory until age 16. The goals of elementary

eduration are to develop basic skills as well as to introdme students to
family and societal values. while seeondary schools focus on academie and

vmational preparation and the development of critical thinking skins.

Curriculna are designed at the provincial level by committees that

develop content descriptions and sclqw and sequence patterns across

grades. Lona adaptations are allowed but textbooks and other
instructional materials are approved at the provincial level. Evaluation is

thr responsibility of local faculties hut periodic provincial subjeet matter

examinations are administered to 12th graders.

Teachers. who are required to have a university degree. are fairl%

well regarded and paid on a scale similar to other professionals. There is

SOMP concern that SOIlle of the many ethnic groups in the province are not

represented among Manitoba teachers. Elementary school faculty are more

child-focused while secondary teachers are more disvipline-oriented.

Family participation in sehmtl activities varies according to parents'
educational and smineconomie status. Pressure on students to work hard

depends upon parental values.

_LA



NEW BRUNSWICI Compared with taller ",:anadian provinces New Brunswick is

relatively small in terms of its physical size (72.515 square kilometers). It

has a population of 727,000. a which almost half resitirs in item!) areas.

New Brunswick is Canada's only officially bilingual province where

about 64 percent of the total population classify themselves as English-

speaking and 32 percent claim French as their first language. The

remaining 4 percent are bilingual or speak different languages at home.

The provincial rmvernment finances all public schools. The

curriculum is preset-flied and authorized by the ministry of education. The

provinee's schools and school hoards are operated on the basis of language.

There are 27 English-speaking districts and 15 French-speaking districts

with a combined total of 415 schools. Those now entering the teaching

profession in New Brunswick must complete a four-year degree program.

Education is deemed necessary for economic self-reliance and human

development. Serious efforts are lwing made to impruve anti enhance

public schooling. Just reeently. a provincially financed. full-day

kindergarten prugram was introduced for 5-year-olds. ln the near future.

the relase of a provincially sponsored study dealing with excellence in

education is expelled to initiate dialogue among all the stakeholders in

public education.

NEWFOUNDLAND Newfnundland includes the island portion and a large territory

on the mainland of Canada known as Labrador. Although the provinee is

geographically large. it has a small population of just more than 500.000.

Thr total sehool population. Kindergarten through grade 12. is
approximately 125.000 and is decreasing rapidly berause of a low birth

rate and continuous emigration.
The language of instruction in almost all sehtto,s is English. There is a

small population of French-lwaking natives and immigrants in the

province. but 98 percent of those assessed are English-speaking.
Although New foundland's per-pupil exiwntliturr is among the lowest

in Canada. ducation is highly valued and the province commits 11.5
percent of its gross national prmbirt to it. the highest percentage of the 10

provinces.

The province has a centralized curriculum ami the teacher

population is well educated. A svstem of provincial examinations sets the

standard for graduation from secondary school, and an assessment
program to evaluate strengths and weaknesses in the husk skills areas has

'teen in place for more than a decade.



Although the province was not totally satisfied with its performance

on the 1AEP testing, the trends of its own testing programs has shown

continuous improvement. This gradual improvement gives a real sense of

optimism about Newfoundland's education system and it is felt that good

assessment programs with measures of accountability will further improve

its education system.

NOVI SCOTIA Nova Scotia is a small province with a total area of 54.400 stivare

kilometers and a population of approximately 895.000. Close to half the

population is of British origin and about 6 percent is French. The rest of

the population includes sizable groups of Germans., Dutch. Blacks and

Native people. Forestry, fishing, mining, construction and agriculture

make up a major part of the economy along with service and tourist

sectors.
Nova Scotia has many connections with the traditions and values of

the British Isles. Education was of particular concern to the settlers. many

of whom were from educated British families. Shortly after their arrival

they set up schools to ensure the education of their children. The Acadian

French also have a significant population and have maintained their

culture and language.
All children in Nova Scotia are entitled to a free public school

education to the age of 21. and attendance is compulsory from the age of 6

to 16. The provincial government has overall responsibility for the

elementary and secondary schools. with 21 local school boards handling

the operations of the schools. Funding is alloc ted on a formula basis with

both provincial and local input.
Teacher training is provided at a provincially run teachers college

and at universities. All institutions have supervised practicums as part of

their training programs.
Academic. vocational, and technical programs are available to meet

the needs of the population. Promotion and placement are a responsibility

of local school hoards and no central examination system is used. The

province does, however, have provincially developed achievement tests at

grades 5. 9. and 12 to monitor curriculum throughout the province. These

assessment insteUments are not used for promotion purposes.

The province is in the proeess of reviewing curriculum offerings and

tff devehping new guidelines for credit requirements for high school

completion and issuance of graduation credentials.



ONTARIO In Ontario. education is the shared responsibility of the ministry of

education and the local school boards. The ministry establishes the goals of

education. provides broad curriculum guidelines. aporoves textbooks.

establishes requirements for diplomas and certifkates for both teachers

anti students. and distributes operating grants to school boards. it is the
responsibility of local sehool hoards to deliver education programs and

services to their students.

permanent residents of Ontario between the ages of 6 and 15 are
required by law to attend school. Approximately 2 million students are

enrolled in elementary or secondary schools. Instruction in Ontario's

schools is offered in either English or French. In 1990-91. close to MOM

students reveivell their education with French as the language of

instruction.

The last decade has seen a significant increase in immigration, and

about two-thirds of thetie new ehihiren start salutel with a first language

other than English or Frew!). To serve the needs ttf the various cultural

rommunities. all newcomers are given the opportunity to take courses in

English or French as a second language. Elementary sehool students are

;.,iyen the opportunity to learn about the language and customs of their

home eountry through tlw I lentage Languages Program.

Elementary schools attempt to shape a child's attitude towani
learning and provide the basil' skills anti motivation for secondary studies.

Secondary schools (grades 9 to 12) offer a wide variety of courses to

;trepan students for post-secondary education or employment.

The ministm of education does not administer any provMee-wide

examinations. The only school examinations are those given to nwasure

students' readiness for selected academic vourses and these are reviewed

by the ministry to improve thr consistency of ey ablution practices across

the province.

t C Quebee has a population of almost 7 million in-ople. The largest

linguistic groups are the Francophones (nearly 83 pereent) and the

Angbyhones (more than 12 percent). School attendance is eompulsory for

all youth from age 610 16. Avvess to the public school system six years of
elementary education, five years of secondary education is fret- for all

students.

The ministry of education determines the programs of study and the

rules governing the organization of edurational services anti approve's

textbooks. It also administers compulsory examinations at the end of
secondary school.



AU elementary and secondary teachers must hold a university degree

and are required to follow the same programs of study. although they have

a choice of teaching methods and materials. They also have a major part of

the responsibility for the summative evaluation of their students' learning.

For the next three years. the ministry's plan of action identifies the

following priorities: reduction of the school drop-out rate. consolidation of

vorational edueation reforms and of the improvements that have occurred

in general education.

sAsiTtsill1111 Saskatchewan. officially a province of Canada since 1905. has a

population of about 1 million. Approximately one-third of the province's

people live in the two urban centers of Re ;dna and Saskatoon. Forty-four

pervent of the province's students are enrolled in rural areas. Ethnic
diversity is a feature of Saskatchewan. In addition to the Native people. the

province's ethnic makeup reflects waves or immigration from various parts

of the world.
Enrollments in kindergarten through grade 12 in publicly funded

schools I publie and Catholic) are estimated at 200.000 with approximately

IOM00 students enrolled in French language schools ami French

Immersion programs. The department of education issues official

curriculum guides and lists of appropriate teaehing resourees. Alternative
English and French programs are offered at the secondary level. The
department of education administers provincial examinations in 18 subjet

areas ft.,. grade 12 students. However. only students of non-accredited

teachers are obliged to take them.
The curriculum and instruction review process of the 1980s resulted

in a new core curriculum. A variety of provincial initiatives in the areas of

student. program. and curriculum evaluation are also being undertaken.

IAEA' is the first international study in which Saskatchewan has

participated in recent years. Comparative information from the project

will be valuable to the province's educational community and to the public

at large.



Procedural Appendix

INTRODUCTION The second International ANNrmonrot of Educational Progress t REP). comlueted

in 1991. is an international eomparative study of the mathematic?, aml science skills of

samples of 9- and 13-year-old students from 20 eountries. The first IAEP in 1988 provided

results on the mathematics and wiener aehievement of 13-year-o4ds from six rountries:

t ;amnia iwhirh conduiled separate surveys in four lirovinceo. Ireland. korra. pain the

Mteil hinphim. and the United States.12

applies a technology develowd for a ( nited States 'project. the National

ssessment of Educational Priogress NA EP). which has condurted nafional surveys of the

educational achievenwnt of United States students for more than 20 years. Using reliable

and uniform scientific procedures. NAM' has obtained compnthensive etiocatmai

achievement data and reported tremis over time on stmient performance. Sinn- 1983-

Edtwational Testing Sees ire (ETA) has administered N AEI' as well as related projects.

including I %EP.

!AEI' was designed to collect anti report data on what students know anti tan do.

on the educational and ruhural factors dz.mmiutrd with achievement, and on students'

attitudes. backgrounds. and claw:room experienres. Hy utilizing existing NAM' terhnology

aml procedures. the time and money required to rondurt these international comparative

studies was reduced anal many interested yountries were able to experiment with these

innovative lisyrhometrie techniques.

%her the first international assessment. interest from representatives or si.veral

foreign countries primpted ETS staff to iievehp a proposal for a seemul international

assessnwnt that sought to expand upon the 1988 experienee. This second project was a

four-part survey: a main assessment of 13-year-olds performanee in mathem.dies and

science: an assessment of 9- year-olds' iwrformanre in mathematics and science: an

experimental. performance-based assessment of 13-,ear-ol4s* ability to use equipment

and materials to solve mathematics anti science problems: and a short probe of the

tleography skills and knowledge of 13-year-olds. All countries participated in the main

assessment of 13-vrar-olds: participation in the other assessment components was

optional.

-trchic E. Lapointe. Nancy A. Mewl. awl Cary W. Phillip*..i itarid of Differences. -In Inierna-
tianal Assessment (4. Mathematics mid Science. Princeton. NJ: Educational Testing Ser. ice. 1989.
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The IAEP project was asked to provide separate. state-level results for the state of

Colorado, which opted to asseas its 9- and 13-yearAd students in mathematics. science.

and geography. The results described in this report. however. include performance

statistics only for the United States as a whole and for participants from the other 19

countries. The results from the Colorado state project will lw reported in a separate

publication.
Each participating country was responsible for earrying out an aspects of the

projeet. including sampling. survey administration, quality rontrni, and data entry using

standardized procedures that were developed for thr projeet. Several training manuals

were developed for the IAEP project. Throe romprehensive documents. discussed with

participants during several international training sessions. explained in detail each step of

the assenament process.0
The second International Assessment of Educational Progress is supported

financially by the National Science Foundation ami the U.S. Department tit' Eduration's

National Center for Education Statistics for thr expenses of overall coordination.

sampling, data analysis, and reporting. The Carnegie Corporation provided additional

fumis In enver the travel expenses of some of the participants who mold not meet the

1-man-vial burdens of traveling to the projeces enordination and training meetings. held in

Canada. England. France. Hong Kong, anti the United States. Derisions concerning the

design anti implementation of the project were made ennaboratively by the representatives

of the provirwes and countries involved in the survey. Tlw National Araderny of Sciences'

Board tm International Comparative Studies in Education reviewed plans fur 1 AEP at

several stage,' af its develtpment ami made sugpestiuns to improve the technical quality a

the study. The board is responsible for reviewing the soundness of the technical

proeethires of international studies funded by federal agencies of the U.S. govermnent.

DEVELOPING ?NI ASEEEENIENT The LIEl' assessnwnt wasdevekqwd through a consero:us-

Imihling prot-ess that involved curriculum and nwasurrnernt experts from each of Ow

iiartiripating mantra.* and twovitwes. As models. several existing NAM' frameworks were

reviewed by participants and evaluated as to their appropriateness for their uwn

eountries* curriculums. Together. the partitipants then adapted the NAEP frameworks to

refiret an international consensus of subject-specific topics and cognitive priwesses that

they believed reasonably reflected curriculums Ewing implemented in their own school

systems."
Once the participants hail agreed upon common frameworks anti the relative

emphases that would be 'dared on each topic aml tognitive prtieess category of the

astleasment. more than one-half submitted test item from their rountries* own assessment

programs that they felt were appropriate and met the requirements of the IA EP

assessment. Many questions from the United States NAEP assessments were included as

well. These items, more than 1.500. were then distributed to each country and each was

evaluated ami rated for its quality, relevance to tlw framework, and appropriateness for

that ettuntry's culture and curricula. The items with the highest ratings across all

countries were plared into a pool of acceptable questions from which a subset was selected

and pilot-tested in all of the participating provinces anti rountries.i5

33Sre the MEP Technical Report for a full discussion of the standardized assessment procedures.
34See The 1991 MEP Assesament: Objectives for Mathematics. Science. and Geography for a fun

discussion of the development of the frameworks and selection of questions.
aSthw partkipant. Slovenia. joined the project after Ow pilot testing had hem completed.



All questions for the IAEP assessment were sereened by subject-matter experts and

subjected to ETS editorial and sensitivity review procedures to dried any potential bias

or lack of sensitivity to any partkular student group. In non-English-speaking countries.

each question was translated into the appropriate language and then checked for accuracy

by language experts at ETS. The IAEP assessment invluded 13 separate language groups

among the 20 countries. All countries made minor adaptations to the items. math as

ehanging mathematical notations te.g.. decimals points to rommas). units of measurement

yards to meters). and the names of people. places. and types of plants and animals to

reflect hwal usage. These adaptations did not alter the psychmnetrir nature or enntent of

the assessment questions.

In the final administration of the assessment, about 70 isamitive test questions or

items were *riveted for each subject area and for each age level. Each assessment

contained a range of questions that measured achievement of the objectives developed by

the participants. The mathematics portion of the assessment for both 9- and 13-year- phis

enntaineil about one quarter ronstructed-response questions requiring students to

generate and write their own answers, while the remaining questions required students to

select from several response dopier:I. All of the :wiener and geography items used a

muhiple-choice format.

FIGURE A.1 describes the pereentage distributions of questions for 9- and 13-

y ear-ohl students by topic and cognitive pnwess. The target iwreentages of questions

within each eategury were established at the Onset of the prujeet. The final numlwrs and

iwreentages of questions within each topic anii pnwess eategory represent final decisions

after esamination of the results tiE 1:that-testing in the partieipating rountries. After final

data eollevtion. responses for each question were analyzed to ensure the results could be

summarized aemrately for all impulations. At that time. mime questions were removed

from the summary statistics as indicated in a later sertion.

Iterause it is particularly instructive to policymakers and educators to interpret

achievement results in context. !AEI' developed three siliarate biwkgrnund

questionnaires including one each for the student, the school. and the country. These

asked barious questions about resources within the school and at home. currieular

emphases. instruetional practices. as well as other school and non-school factors that may

inflamer learning. In addition, a limited set of subjeet-sfweifie barkground questions

asked students for information about tiw mathematies. /wiener, and geopliphy instruction

they reveived and probed their own attitudes about these subjects. In this report. the

answers to background questions are examined along with student performanee for

example. the relationship between how much television students report watching and their

performanee on the I AEP assessnwnt. Since REP was designed to rolleet only a limited

amount of baekground information from students at one !swim in time, these analyses

eannot ltr used If t establish eause-and-effect relationship*. which mat lw impacted by a

great numlwr of variables.

Some of the countries asked other background questions in addition to those

required by the project in order to evaluate issues relevant to tiwir own cultures. These

additional items appeared at the end of the rommonly agreed-upon questions.



PISUIR A.1

Percentage Distributions of Questions for 9- and
13-Year-Olds by Mathematics Topic and Cognitive Process**
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ASSESSMENT D E SI 0 At eat+ age level. two separate booklets. one for ravh 24 uhirct area in the

main assessment. were prepared. At age 13. the mathematics and science booklets also

included a small number of geography items for countries that chow to assess geography.

At each age. students wen., administered either a mathematics or a science booklet. The

administration instructions and prowedures for both the mathematics and science

a4Segsments were identical and permitted sampled students at a partieular school to lw

assessed together in a single 90-minute session.

At age 9. each assessnwnt booklet was composed of five parts railed -blowks-: four

15-minute bhwks cognitive questions followed by an untimed 1214wk of background

questions. For age 13. students were administered four 15-minute blocks of cognitive

questions. followed by 7 minutes of background questions. Those eountries assessing

geography also administered a final block that included 7 112 minutes of geography items.

followed by 2 112 minutes of geography-related background questions at the end of the

aSAPPIsment.

in each subject area. one common block. -an overlap bliwk: asked 9- and

13-year-ohl students to respond to the same act of items. This overlap block permitted

IAEP to compare perform we at the two age levels. (At age 13. the overlap Work

contained a few additional questions at the end of the block.)

1



The test questions in earh bind* were arranged in easy-ttemore-diffirub order and

reflected a broad range of roment and cognitive processes based on the frameworks

described earlier.

In onlyr tn minimize the possible effects of fatigue on final results, the rognitive

lobwks were administered in two different sequences. Students from one-half nf the schools

in each rountry answered the four rognitive blocks sequentially (Part I. Part 2. Part 3.

Part 4) followed by the harkgrmind questions t Part 5). Students in the other half of the

schoobt mpontled to the fnur eognitive blocks in a different order Part 3. Part 4. Part I.

Part 2) followed by the background questions t Part 5). Countries that opted for the

geography assessment administered this block (Part ()Oast in all sehouls.

$ AMPLING The sampling design for thr IftEP survey railed fnr representative samples of 3.309

students from about 110 when& each partivipating cnuntry at each agr Three

countries Brazil. Korea. and Mozamhique which begin the school year in Mars+.

cunducted the survey in September 1990. The remaining 17 eountries contlueted the

assessment during on equivalent period in thr whimsl year. in Mardi 1991. School samples

were drawn from public and private eienwntary and seetmdary schools. Samples of 9-and

13-year-ohl students were drawn from those horn during val.-whir years 1981 and 1977.

respeetively. Students assessed in Brazil and Korea were six months older thorn between

Job I. 1976 and June 30. 077) !weansr they were assesses{ sit months earlier.

The 1AF.P sample design was a two-stage. stratified. duster design. Thr first-stage

sampling units were usually individual schools bin in some instames. emit:listed of two or

more small sehools whim! dusters). Typically. 110 schools or selood dusters were

seleeted with prohability prnportionate to the estimated number of age-eligible students in

the school. 1 the second stage ccl sampling, a list of age-eligible students was prepared for

each samphil school. % systematir sample of 30 to 35 students was typically drawn from

each *whistl and one-half of the s.ampled students were assigned the mathematies

assessment and the remaining half, the wiener assessment. Thus. each country ty &idly

assessed 1.b.10 students in each sillsket area at ear+ age level.

Earl' partilipating eountry had the option of !At-fling its own samples ilf s.ebuois

and students or of having Werstat. Inc.. a sampling and survey design subcontractor for

the prnjeet. .8414 the sampls. Five participants. irwluding Korea. Mnzambique. Ontario.

Queher. and the United States. spied to have %Vestal i4ec1 their samples. Countries anti

provinees that eke-ted to !whet their nwn samples were trained in the use id spetialls

designed romputer stiftware ereated fnr this purpose.

Most of the participants used the I EP design and software. Special fireumstanees

in some of the participating countries necessitated the tievehqiment and use of alterrustive

sampling provedures. Their designs. sampling pnwetlures. atni final weights were

reviewed anti appnwed by Westat. For example. China and the Soviet Union used a three-

stage sample (first selecting primary sampling units. PSIs. eonsisting of defined

geographic arras) beeanse centralized lists of school enrollments for the entire rountry ehu

not exist. In Englaml and Switzerland. the need to sample whole elassrnoms meant that

ahernatise within-sehool samiding procedures using classrooms as sampling units had to

Is- designed ami implemented.3"

.16Thr sample designs used by each partiripant are desyribrd in detail in the 1.1EP 7'f-chaired Report. IIII

1J



Some countries drew samples from virtually all children in the appropriate age

group and others confined their assessments to specific geographic areas. language

groups. or grade levels. The definition of populations often coincided with the structure of

school systems, political divisions, and cultural distinctions. All eountries limited their

aseeSsIllefit to students in school, which for some. meant excluding significant numbers of

age-eligible children.

In Brazil, two separate samples of 13-year-olds were drawn, one each from the

cities of Sao Paulo and Fortaleza. In Mozambique. a single sample of 13-yearolds was

drawn across two cities, Mapuio and Beira.

In Canada. nine out of 10 provinces drew separate samples of 13-year-olds and five

of these drew separate samples of English-speaking and French-speaking schools, for a

total of 14 se.;arate samples. Taken together, these samples represent 94 percent of the

13-rear-olds in Canada. Four Canadian provinces six separate samples participated

in the 9-year-old asaessment. representing 74 pereent of the children that age in Canada.

The assessment of native English-speaking students who were enrolled in French

immersion programs (where they receive all or most of their instruetion in French) was

not handled in a consistent way across the provinres. In Manitoba and Saskatchewan they

were a part of the French samples and assessed in French. In Alberta, British Columbia,

Newfoundland. Nova Scotia. and Quebec they were part of the Eng Bah samples and

assessed in English. In Ontario. French-immersion students were part of the English

sample and some schools assessed these students in English and others assessed them in

French.

The characteristic's of the sampling frame of ea.+ of the participating countries at

each age level are documented in FIGURES A.2 and A.3.

The first four columns of Figures A.2 and A.3 indicate the representativeness of

the sampling frames. The first column provides the number of age-eligible children in the

country. The second and third columns give the estimated pereentages of age-eligible

children included in the sampling frame for the country as a whole and for the defined

population. If the defined population is the whole country. these two percentages are the

same. If the population is limited to a specific region or language group, the percentage in

the third column reflects the coverage of the sampling frame within those defined limits.
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The last three columns of Figures A.2 and A.3 document the characteristics of the

sampling frame and the achieved samples of each participant. The rah column indicates

the number of schools in the sampling frame and the sixth column, the estimated number

of age-eligible students in those schools used to draw the school sample (i.e., the estimated

measure of sire). The last column shows the estimated number of age-eligible students

represented by those who actually took the assessment (i.e. the sum of the student

sampling weights).

Some inconsistencies ran be seen in Figures A.2 and A.3 because data are drawn

from different sources, rover different time frames, and in some cases reflect estimates.

For example, estimated numbers of age-eligible students are often based on grade data

rather than age data. On occasion, the estimated number of age-eligible students in the

school frame or represented by the study is larger than the total number of age-eligible

children in the country. Also, the estimated pereentage of age-eligible children in the

country included in the sampling frame is not always derived directly from the total

number of age-eligible students in the school frame or represented by the study and the

total number of age-eligible children in the country. The numbers presented represent the

hest available data for each characteristic of the sampling frames.

The numbers of schools and students assessed and the school and student

cooperation rates for each participant at each age level are provided in FIGURES A.4 and

A.5 that follow. Typically. if more than 5 percent of the originally sampled schools or

school clusters refused to cooperate in the survey, alternate sehools were selected. The

total number of schools assessed (column I) ineludes both originally sell-lied and alternate

schools that actually participated in the assmsment. The total number of students assessed

(column 2) includes all students assessed in mathematics in those schools.
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FIGURE 4.4
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The sehool response rates in the third column reflert only the percentage of schools

that were originally sampled and that participated in the assessment. The school response

rate was calculated by using weights that take into account the number of students that

would have been sampled if the school had partiripated in the study. Thus. the

cooperation of large schools tin terms of expeeted numbers of students) received greater

weight than the cooperation of smaller schopls. The student completion rate (column 4) is

the pereentage of sampled students that were actually assessed in both the original and

alternate schools. This ran- was calculated without weights. The combined overall

response rate teolumn 5) is the product of the weighted school response rate and student

compktion rate.
Populations with a rombined nonresponse rate below .80 hut at least .70 have been

identified in all figures that show performance data with a warning that the results should

l. interpreted with caution because of possible nonresponse bias. Populations with a

combined nonrespomw rate below .70 have been identified in all figures that show

performance data with a warning that results should lw interpreted with extreme caution

beeause of possible large nonresponse biases, and for that reason, these populations have

been listed in a sperial group of populations with exdushms or low partieipation.

Sampling weights have been adjusted to amount for school and student

nonresponse. No other adjustments, such as mist-stratification. have been made.''

Typically. most students age are in their third and fourth years of schooling, and

most students age 13 are in their seventh and eight years. However. because the entry age

and promotion policies differ from country to country, the distributions of students by

year in school vary among partieipants. While ehildren in most countries begin their first

year of schooling at age h. children in England and Sentiand start at age 5 and children in

Brazil. parts of China. Mozambique. Slovenia. parts of the Soviet Union. and German

Switzerland do not start until age 7. hi In. land. children are required to begin school at

age h and in thr distributions presented in FBA ES th and A.7 this is considered to be

sear I. however. almost all Irish children have had two additional years of infant school.

which is available tn all ehildren and which includes academic work.

:li),.II of the computation of school and student weight are proviihs1 in the IAEP Torhnital Report.
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IGURE 4.6

Mathematics, Age 9
Percentage Distributions of Sampled Students
by Year of Schooling**
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FIGURE A.?

Mathematics, Age 13
Percentage Distributions of Sumpied Students
b% Near a schooling"
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DATA COLLECTION Each participating rountry and Canadian provinee appointed a National

t ;coordinator to administer data collection for the 1AEP project. These individuals were

provided with a detailed IAEP National Coordinator's Mammal and training at one of two

regional meetings. While participants strove to implement all proeedures as outlined.

occasionally they enrountered situations where deviations were necessary. The

administration preredures used by each participating country and Canadian provinee are

summarised in FIGURE A.8.

local schonl personnel or external administrators condurted the assessments at the

selected schools. using standardized procedures provided in the REP School

Coordinator's Manua/ during the sperified assessment period (see Figure 4.8). The

administration script read aloud to students and the time limits for each part of the test

were the same in all countries.

In addition to providing administrators with the IAEP Schaal Coordinator's

Manua& IAEP reeommended that each country train each administrator in the

priwedurrs for conducting the assessment. To facilitate the training pnwess. 1AEP

ilevelolwd a training package that included a script for the trainers. suggested overhead

transparencies, and simulations on how to complete the (orms and implement the

prim-duns*. Based on their own testing programs. participants determined whieh method

of training would be most helpful and efficient. Some of the countries ronducted regional

training sessions or used telephone eonferences amd audintapes to supplement the 14E1'

Sclumd f:ininlinator's %mud (see Figure A.81.

Countries were provided with a practice test that students could take a day or two

prior to the arisrspirnen1 to help them prepare for the assessment. It was designed

particularly for students who were unfamiliar with multiple-ehoire formats. Countries

were not required to use the practice test if they felt it was unnecessary thee Figure A.8).

QUALITY CONTROL AND ON SITE OBSERVATIONS In order to ensure that the

assessments had been canducted uniformly in all locations. each countr y. was required to

develop and follow a quality-control plan approved by ETS. The panicipants were

encouraged to eonduct unannounced site visits tu a random number of Icartiripating

chools on the clay of the assessment to determine if the standardized proerilures of tic

assesstprht were being followed. Observation of 20 pereent on the assessments was

recommended. Bernina- of limited resourees, some countries conducted fewer visits

I see Figure A.8). Sonw eountries felt that makingunannounced site visits would

jeopardize their relationship with sehools and instead implenwnted informal monitoring

systems.

The quality control visits were typically condurted by officials from the ministry.

research center, or by external staff him! and trained in IA EP test administration

procedures. An MEP Quality Control Obsereers Manual was developed as a guide for

observatimi cisits. The main loirpose of the visits was to document that the test

administrator had maintained test security anti correilly followed the administration

set ipt. time limits. and rules for answering student questions.
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The project considered quality control of administration crucial to the validity and

reliability of assessment results, and therefore, a second, independent group of observers

was hired by ETS to make site visits within each of the countries. These observers, trained

in the same procedures, in most cases, were fluent in the language of the asseiament and

familiar with the cultural idiosytwrasies of the populations being assessed. They visited

testing sessions and interviewed project personnel on the management of the assessment in

all participating countries except Brazil and Mozambique.

DATA DROWSING Once the assessments had been completed, the booklets were returned to a

central location within each country and checked for rompleteness. The conetrueted-

response items for the mathematics assessment were hand-seered, using standardised

scoring guides. Ten percent of these booklets were scored by a second scorer. The average

of the percentage of accurate scores across all questions is given in Figure A.8.

Afterwards, all responses were either key-entered or scanned into a database.

Each country was responsible for developing a preliminary data file that followed

standard formats and contained student responses and other demographic information for

each population assessed. Requirements for the data files, including 100 percent

verification of key entry, were specified in the 1AEP Data Processing Manisa Specially

designed software was created for data entry and verification, and data processing

personnel from each country received training in these procedures at one of five regional

meetings. All participants were required to use the verification program, which checked

for duplicate identification numbers and responses that fell outside the expected ranges.

and io molve inconsistencies in the data.

All database management and data analysis activities were ronducted by a

Canadian Data Analysis Group consisting of individuals from FAlucan. Inc.. GRICS. the

Quebec Ministry of Education, and the University of Montreal.

Completed data files were sent to the IAEP Data Processing Center where fdes

were verified a second time and item analyses were conducted to identify other problems

in the data files. In several cases, responses to a specific item from a specific population

had to he removed from the master data file because of a printing or translation error.

Each participant also sent 10 samples (selected at random) of each type of test booklet and

questionnaire so that the data files multi he re-rhecked against the original sourer-

doeuments. If the student response portion of the records that were checked contained

one percent or more errors, participants were required to rekey the entire data file. This

happened in one instance and the data file was rekeyed.

ITEM PRIMUS CORRECT The first stage of analysis involved the calculation of the percentage

of correct answers and standard errors for individual questions. For each population, the

weighted percentage of correct answers was calculated for each question. The results of

students who omitted questions at the ends of sections In-cause they did not reach them

were excluded from the calculations for those questions. For each percent correct. an

estimate of its standard error was calculated using the jackknife procedure. Perrentages

and standard errors were calculated fm- subgroups within each population, including

gender and grade. Statistics for Canada were calculated using an appropriately weighted

sample of responses drawn from the individual Canadian populations.
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CEUITIR ANALYSIS To be most useful, survey results should provide educators. policymalters.

and the public at large with an easily understood summary of performance in a specific

content area, while taking into account country-to-coantry differences in performance

within sub-areas of the subject being assessed. For example, it is possible that a certain

topic within a subject might be more difficult for some populations than for others. This

country-by-topic interaction, due to a large extent to differences in curricular emphasis.

might affect the relative performance standinp of the various populations depending

upon the relative importance assigned to each of the topics in the overall summary

measure.

To meet these dual needs. 1AEP conducted a lorries of analyses before deciding

which questions could be combined into a summary measure of mathematics. These

analyses began with a matrix with rows corresponding to the countries and with columns

corresponding to the eel's in the topic by process matrix (e.g.. one cell consisted of

questions measuring the Numbers and Operations topic and the Conceptual

Understanding process). The entries in the table were the average percent correct for a

given country for questions in the topic-by-process cell. These average percents correct

were transformed into normal deviates and then converted into country-by-cell

interactions by removing the overall country and topic-by-process main effects. The

interaction matrix was then analysed using the interactive K-Means cluster-analyais

technique..m The aim of the analysis was to obtain aggregate sets of questions where the

country-by-cell type interaction within an aggregate set was negligible. Solutions involving

one. two, three, and sometimes more dusters were examined in order to define legitimate

groups of items for summary analyses. These analyses confirmed the reasonableness of

summarizing across all questions in mathematics at each age level except for one item at

age 9 and one at age 13 that were identified in the differential item functioning (DIF)

analyses described below.

DIFFERENTIAL !TIM FUNCTIONING While duster analyses focus on differences in

performance across groups of questions defined by topics and proresses, differential item

functioning (D1F) analyses identify differences in performance on a single item. These

latter analyses are likely to pick up the effects of cultural and linguistic differences as well

us curricular differences. A generalized Mantel-Haenssel btatistie was used for these

analyses." A test question was identified as functioning differentially across populations if

students of equal ability but from different populations had different probabilities of

answering it correctly.

Differential item functioning analyses were conducted for each question for each

country. For countries assessing in more than one language. items within language groups

were considered separately. The questions were then ranked in terms of their across-

population DIF statistics and the magnitude of their ordered DIE statistics was compared

with referenee values that would be expected to lw obtained if there were no differential

item functioning for any question. Questions with across-population DIF statistics that

were significantly larger than the reference values were identified as outliers. These

questions were deemed to be exhibiting differential item functioning and therefore

inappropriate for inclusion in summary statistics.

38J.A. Hartigan and M.A. Wong. A K-Means Clustering Algorithm. Applied Statistics, Vol. 28.
No. 1. 1979.

39Grant W. Somes, The Generalized Mantel-Haensset Statistic. The American Statistician.
Vol. 40. No. 2. 1986.
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The differential item functioning analyses identified one question at age 9 and one

question at age 13 that were outliers. Throe questions were removed from subsequent

summary analyses. The question removed at age 9 was categorised as Algebra and

Functions. Conceptual Understanding. The question removed in age 13 was categorized as

Numbers aml Operations. Procedural Knowledge.

SUMMAR? MEASURES Weighted average wrcentages of correct minnows were computed for

each topic and process arra and across all questions within mathematics for earh

population. They were computed by averaging across the individual weighted pereents

correet for the items included in each category. For each average. an estimate of its

standard error was raleulated using the jackknife procedure. Average percentages and

standard errors were eakulated for subgroups within each population including gender

and grade. Statisties for Canada were rakulated using an appropriately weighted sample

of responses drawn from the individuid Canadian liopulations.

TESTS 01 $ IGNIFICANCE Honfernmi multiple romparisom pm-edam was used to determine

the statistical significance of differenres in performance iwtween participating rountries.

This peueedure holds the probability of falsely declaring a significant difference to 5

percent across the entire set of imisvible iairwise romparisons between the comprehensive

populations. pupulations with exclusions or low participation. and Canadian populations.

The procedure used to determine the statistical significance of differences in the

performative between males and females was to divide the differenee hetween the twn

averages by the square rnot of the sum of the two variances. %Airs of 2 or larger were

cited as statistically significant.

The procedure used to determnie the statistiral signifieanee of different-es in

performative of a populatiaan on a ',articular topic or proces.s arra atul on the mathematics

test as a whole looked at the difference lwtween a population's deviation frnm the average

for the topic or prowess and its deviation from the overall average. %slues greater than 0

indicated performaiwe in the category was relatively higher than performance overall and

values less than 0 indicated performance was relatively lower than performance overall. If

the absolute value of the difference in those deviations was equal to or greater than twice

the standard error of that differenee. it was cited as statistically significant.

The linear relationship heiwten levels of a barkgroond variable and average

performance was estimated by. applying a set of orthogonal contrasts to the setof average

performance by level of the background variable. The linear component was estimated by

the sum of b = where the si are the average percent eiirreet for students with level j

on the lowkground variably and the ei are defined so that Ii vorresponds to the shqw of the

unweighted regression id- the overage percents correct on tlw levels of the background

variable. The statistieal significanee of b was evaluated by comparison with its standard

error. eomputed as thr Iowan. root of the sum where SEi is thr stamlard error

of tt. Woes al, that were equal to or greater than twice the standard error were

considered in be statistically significant.



Data Appendix

Mathematics: Age 13

IAEP AVERAGE

Populations

BRAZIL FORTALEZA 32.4 (0.6) 35.2 (0.9) 30.5 (0.6)

BRAIN.. SAO RWL0 37 0 (0.8) 37.9(09) 382 (0-9)

CANADA 62.0 (0.6) 63.0 (0.7) 60.9 (0i)
CHUM 80.2 (1 0) 81 7 (1 0) 78.5(1 1)

ENGIAND 60.6 (2.2) 60.8 (3.0) 60.4 (22)
FRANCE 64.2 (0.8) 65.5 (0.9) 62.8 (0.9)

MINIM 68.4 (0.8) 68.5 (1 0) 68.3 (0.9)

MAW 60.5 (0.9) 62.6 (1.2) 58.4 (1.1)

ISRAEL 63,1 (0.8) 64.4 (0.9) 61.8 (1.1)

ITALY 64D (0.9) 65.8 (1 1) 62.1 (0.9)

JORDAN 40.4 (10) 41 4 (1.2) 39.1 (1.9)

KOREA 73 4 (0 6) 74 4 (0 9) 72.2 (1 0)

MIHAMWOUE 28.3 (0.3) 28.8 (0.5) 27.8 (0.3)

PORTE& 48.3 (0.8) 48 9(1 .3) 47 9 (0 9)

SCOTLAND 60.6(0.9) 60.4 (1 0) 60 8 (1.1)

SLOVENIA 57 1 (0 8) 58 1 (0 8) 56 1 (1 0)

SOVIET UNION 702 (1 0) 70 0(1.3) 70-3 (0.9)

SPAIN 55 4 (0.8) 57 1 (1 !I 53.8 (0.8)

SWITZERLAND 70 8 (1.3) 72.81) 5 68.7 (1 1)
TAIWAN 72 7 (0 7) 73 1(0.9) 72.4 (09)

UNITED STATES 55 3 (1 0) 56 8 (1 1) 54.8 (1 3)

Average Percents Correct and Standard Errors

TOTAL MALE FEMALE TOTAL

58.3 Canadian Popo Miens

ALURTA 64.0 (0.7)
BMTISH COLUMBIA 66 2 (0.7)
MAINTOBA-EINLISII 5110 (0.8)
MANITOBA-FRENCH 63 1 (0 6)
NEW MIUMANICK-ENGUSH 57.7 (0 5)
NEW BRUNSWCII-FRENCII 60.6 (0.4)
IMWFOWIDLAND 589 (06)
NOE SCOTIA 59 7 (0.6)
ONTARIO-EEL= 58 3 (0.8)
ONTARKI-FREER 53 5 (06)
autsimantism 65.7 (0.9)
GUESEC-FRENCR 68 7 (0 7)
SASKATCHEWAN-ENGLISH 62.0 (0.7)
SASKATCHEWAN-FRENCH 67 5 (1 0)

Percentile Scores and Standard Errors

MALE

64 5 (08)
66.8(08)

FEMALE

63 4 (0 8)
654(1 0)

58 0 (0 9) 57 9 (1.0)
64.5 (1 1) 61.9 (0 8)
58 3 (0 7) 57.1 (0.7)
60.5 (0 6) 60.7 (0.6)
57 8 (0 7) 59.9(0,8)
60.7 (0.9) 56.8 (0 8)
59 3 (1 0) 57.4 (0.9)
53.5 (08) 53.5(0 8)
65 7 (1 6) 65 7 (0 8)
69.5 (1 0) 67 5 (0.8)
63 2 (0 9) 60 7 (1 0)
68 8 (1 5) 66 3 (1 4)

1ST 5TH BOTH 95TH 99TH

Populations

BRAZIL FORTALEZA 10 9 (0 4) 14 7 10.6) 17 3 (0.3) 56 8 (2.1) 65 3 (0.5) 80 8 (3 5)
BRAZIL. SAO FIWI.0 10 3 12.1) 16.7 (1 0) 18 7 (0 9) 62.7 (0 7) 70 7 (1 5) 82.710 7)

CANADA 21 3 (06) 32.0 (0.0) 37.3 (0 0) 86.7 (0.0) 91 8 (4 3) 97 3 (1 3)

CHINA 37.0(2 2) 49.3(2.7) 57 3 (3,3) 96.0 (1 3) 98.7 (1 3) 100.0 (0 0)

ENGLAND 187 (19) 27.4 (3.3) 34.5 (3.7) 89.3(05) 91.3 (1 3) 97 3 (1 0)

FRAM 22.7(3 0) 30.7 (0.8) 37.3 (1 0) 89.3 10 0) 92.0 (5 3) 97 3 (1.3)

HWIGARY 21.3(0.9) 32.4 (2.3) 38 7 (1 3) 93.3 (00) 96 0(00) 98.7 (0.0)

MIA= 17 8 (1 3) 26.8 (1 7) 33.3 (20) 861 (0 0) 90.7 (0.0) 95 0(4 2)

MEL 21 3 (1.0) 30.7 (1 0) 37.3 (0.2) 87.8 (2.6) 90 7 (0.0) 96 0 (3 9)

ITALY 23.0 (1 3) 32.4 (09) 36 5 (1 5) 88.0(00) 918 (1) 5) 96 0 (0.0)

JORDAN 13.3 (0.0) 17 6 (1.2) 21.3 (1 5) 65.3 (3.1) 75.7 (3.3) 89 3 (5-2)

KOREA 20 0 (0 0) 33.3 (1.5) 41.3 (1 5) 96.0 (0 0) 97 3 (1 9) 100.0 (0.0)

MOZAMBIOUE 11 5 (1 1) 16.2 (0.6) 18.7 (0.1) 44 6 (1 4) 50.0 (3.2) 50.0 (2.2)

PORTUGAL 17 3 (0 9) 23.9 (1.3) 28.0 (0 5) 74.7 (0.9) 80.6 (1 73 89.7 (2.6)

SCOTLAND 21.3 (0 8) 29.0 (2.8) 34.7 (0.0) 86.7 (0.0) 90.7 (00) 96 0 (0.0)

SLOVEMA 21 3 (0 0) 27.1 (3.9) 32.0 (0 1) 82.7 (02) 0 (2.6) 94 7 (0 0)

SOCET UNION 2C.9 (2 4) 35.2 (1.4) 42 7 (0 8) 92.0 (0 0) 94 7 (00) 98 7 (0.0)

SPAM 20.3 (1.6) 28.6 (0.5) 32.9 (2 0) 7.4 (0.8) 84.7(1 3) 91.912 0)

SWITZERLAND 30.7 (1 2) 42.7 (0.8) 50 7 (1.9) 93.3 (1 3) 94 7 (0.0) 98.7 (0 0)

TAMAR 18 7 (1 4) 26.7 (0.0) 35.0 (3.0) 97 3 (1 3) 98 7 (00) 100 0 (0 0)

UNITED STATES 17 3 (3 8) 24 0 (0.6) 29 3 (00) 82 7(1 3) 90 7 (0 1) 97.3 (00)

Canadian Panniations

ALBERTA 23.5 (2.6) 33.3 (0 0) 38.7 (3 5) 88.0 (0.3) 92.0 (1 8) 97 3 (0 0)

BRITISH COLUMBIA 25.3 (0.7) 35 6 (2.1) 41 3 (0.0) 90 7 (4.0) 94 7 (3 6) 97.3 (1 3)

MANITOSA-ENGUSH 20.0 (1.7) 28 0 (2 7) 33 3 (4.2) 82.7 (0 0) 86 7 (0.0) 96.0 (3 51

MANITOBA-FREIICH 26 7 (2 7) 34 7 (2.4) 41.3 (00) 85.3 (0 0) 89.3 (0 0) 94.7 (0.01

MEW BRUNSWICK-ROUSH 20.0 (0.0) 27.5(1.6) 33.3 (0.0) P2.7 (00) 89.3 (2.0) 96.0 (0 0)

NEW BRUNSWICK-FRENCH 20.3 (1 3) 30.2 (3.1) 30.0 (0.0) 85.1 (1.3) 89.3 (00) 93-3 (0 0)

NELWOUNKASID 18.7 (1 3) 29.3 (0.4) 34.7 (0.0) 84 0 (2 1) 0 (5.8) 96.0(2.7)

EIVA SCOTIA 20.0 (0.0) 29 3 (1.2) 35.1 (1.5) 85.3 (0.0) 90.7 (0.0) 97.3 (0.0)

ONTARIO-ENGLISH 20.0 (1 2) 29.3 (0.0) 34.7 (0.0) 84.0 (2 0) 89.3 (1 3) 96.0 (1.3)

ONTARIO-FRENCH 18.7 (02) 25.3 (11) 32.0 (00) 750 (3.0) 82.7 (0.0) 92 0 (2.3)

,. (WEEC-EINIUSH 23.0 (2.5) 33.8 (3.9) 41.3 (1.3) 90.7 (0 0) 94 7 (2.4) 98 7 (00)
0108-FRENCH 29.3 (1.4) 39.7 (1,8) 45.3 (2 8) 89_3 (0.0) 93.3 (0.0) 96.4 (2.7)

SAWIATCREWAII-ENGLISH 21.3 (1.3) 29.7 (4.5) 37.3 (5.8) 86.7 (3.8) 90.7 (0.0) 96.0 (00)

SASKATCHEWAN-FREER 32.0 (1.3) 36.0 (2.9) 46.5 (3.7) 87.8 (3.9) 90.7 (2.5) 96.0 (1.3)



Mathematics: Age 13

Topic and Process Averages and Stanoad Errors

MANNERS
AN MEASURE-
orsonons MEW GEOMETRY

IMP TOPIC AVERAIM 813

PoludaVoin

BRAM. 35.8 (0.7)
sum zarkfitti 40.9 (19)
CANADA 65.6 (0.6)
CNN 64.9 (0.9)

ENGLAND 58,5 (2 0)
MEE 65.0 (0.7)
KNOW 69.4 (01)
MAIO 65,1 (0.8)
=Nil. 64.8 (0.7)
ITALY 63.8 (0.8)
JORDAN 42.8 (1.0)
KOREA 77.4 (0.6)
MOZAMBIQUE 33.8 (0.4)
KRUG& 52.1 (0.8)
SCOTIAN 59.7 (0.6)

SLOVEMA 62.2 (0.7)
SOVMT MON 692 (1.0)
SFSM 60.1 (0.6)
SUMERIAN 73.6 (1.0)
TAIWAN 74.7 (0.6)
1111171:1) STA113 61.0 (1.0)

Cleittiall Fopviativas

ALBERTA 68.6 (0.7)
Rano COLUMBA 69.3(0.7)
MANNA-EMU= 62.5 (0.7)
IMINTOSA-FREICH 67.1 (0 7)
NEW BRIMSWICGINGLISH 62.4 (05)
NEW BRINISWNX-FREMN 65.4
NEWFNIIMAIM 61.9
NOM SCOTM 62.9
OlITARIO-BIOLNII 611
ONTARNI-FRIEN 58.0
OIMBEC-ENUSII 68.7
OUSEC-RMIIMI 72.3
SAMLUDIEWAII-ENGLISH 66.1
mujorNEwAN4Recti 73,9

(0.4)
(0.6)
(0.6)
(0.8)
(0.6)
(0.9)
(0.6)
(0.6)
(1 0)

45.9

20.5 (0.5)

822

28.6 (0.8)
24.1 (0.5) 34.3(1 5)
49.9 (0.6) 6P i (0.7)
71.3 (1.5) 60.2 (1.1)
512 (2.5) 70.3 (2.4)
52.7 (1.0) 73.1 (0.8)
55.1 (1,0) 73.3 (0.8)
49.4 (1.0) 59.9 (1.1)
47.2 (1.1) 65.6 (1.0)
62.8 (1.1) 75.3 (1.0)
32.0 (1,0) 43.5 (1,1)
59.5 (0.9) 77 4 (0.6)
20.1 (0.3) 292 (0.5)
31.9 (0.7) 49.0 (1.3)
51.0 (12) 09.6 (0.9)
43.1 (0.9) 63.1 (1.0)
59.7 (1.1) 77.6 (1.0)
37.9 (0.8) 60.0 (1.2)
62.0 (1.5) 76 6 (1.3)
63.7 (0.9) 78.6 (08)
305 (1.0) 54.3 (1.0)

54.3 (0.9) 67 2 (0.8)
54.1 (0 9) 69.6(0.9)
45.6 (0 8) 58.4 10 9)

48.5 (0.7) 66.6 (0.8)
51.3 (0.6) 62.4 (0 6)
46.5 (0.5) 64.5 (0.5)
45.1 (0.7) 65.1 (0.9)
47.3 (0.8) &LI (0.7)
4.2 (0 9) 63.4 (1 0)
38.8 (0.7) 59.0 (1 0)
53.5 (1 7) 70.6 (1 0)
56.4 (1 0) 78.1 (08)
49.6 (0.9) 62.9 (1 2)
53.8 (1 3) 69.2 (1 3)

NIA AMAIN-
SM. STATIS-
TIC$, AND
PROBABILITY

ALUBRA
AIM
FUNCTIONS

COMEPTUM.
NKR-
SWOON

OA 542 80.8

43.8 (0.6) 32.3 (0 9) 35.3 (0.7)
49.7 (1.0) 35.6 (1.1) 38.5 (0.9)
76.4 (0.6) 52.7 (0.7) 65.1 (0.6)
;5 4 (1.2) 82.4 (0.9) 81.6 (1.0)
79.5 11.8) 54 0 (2.8) 62.0(2-1)
79.3 (0.7) 57.0 (1 0) 67.4 (0,7)
75.9 (0.6) 69.6 (0.9) 69.8 (0.7)
711 (1.0) 55.6 (1 1) 61.5 (0.8)
74.8 (0.8) 64.7 (1.0) 63.8 (0.8)
71.7 (0.8) 52.6 (1.2) 66.6 (0_8)
45.7 (1.0) 38.1 (1.3) 44.9 (0.9)
81.2 (0.7) 70.8 (0.8) 78.3 (0.5)
35.4 (0.6) 20.5 (0.5) 34.0 (0.4)
68,6 (1.0) 43.1 (1.1) 51.5 (0.9)
79 1 (0.6) 52.6 (1 2) 61 8 (0.9)
63.6 (0.8) 51.6 (1.0) 58.5(0.7)
76.1 (1.3) 71.9 (1.1) 70.3 (1 0)
67.7 (0.8) 52.2 (1.2) 58.4 (0.7)
81.8 (1 1) 62.7 (1,9) 71.7 (1.1)
81.2 (0.6) 69.2 (09) 74.7 (0 7)
72.2 (1 0) 49.2 (1.6) 57.4 (0.9)

80.0 (0.7) 52.1 (0 9) 68.3 (0.7)
79.910 7) 60 2 (0 8) 65.5 (0.7)
73 6 (0 9) 50.8 (10) 60.5 (0.8)
75.0 (0I) 58.5(0 7) 64.8 (0.7)
71.0 (0.6) 43,2 (0.6) 61.4 (0.5)
72.3 (0.5) 54.3 (0.4) 63.7 (0.4)
72,4 (0 7) 52.7 (0.6) 61.8 (0.7)
73.8 (0.7) 53.5 (0.8) 61.8 (0.6)
73.6 (0.8) 49 5 (1.0) 50.8 (0.8)
69.0 (0 7) 44.7 (0.9) 56.6 (0.7)
78.1 (1.0) 596 (1.1) 68.3 (0.9)
81.1 (0.6) 58.4 (1 0) 72,6 (0.7)
78 3 (0.7) 54.6 (0.8) 64.0(0.7)
76 0 (72) 61.6 (1 4) 70 1 (12)

PMICEMNIAL INNEN
KINVIVIBMIE MIN
58.4 55.9

X113 (0.8) 31 0 (0.5)
35.5 (1.1) 36.0 (01)
61,9 (0.7) 5&9 (0.5)
83_0 (0.9) 75.5 (1 2)
59.0(2.5) 60.8 (2.0)
65.7 (0.9) 59.3 (0.6)
70_8 (0.8) 64.2 (0.8)
62.0 (1.2) 57.9(0.8)
65.3 (0.9) 59.8 (0.9)
E2.1 (1.1) 633 (01)
38.5 (12) 37.9(1.0)
73.4 (0,7) 68.5 (0.7)
22.9 (0.4) 2&2 (0.4)
47.1 (1.0) 46.4 (0.7)
59.2 (1,0) 50.9 (0.9)
59.0 (0.9) 53.7 (0.8)
732 (12) 66.7 (1.0)
55.8 (0.9) 51.9(0.8)
60.0 (1.4) 71.9 (1.3)
74 7 (0 7) 68.6 (0.8)
56.0(1.3) 52.3 (1.0)

52.6 (0.8) 61.0 (0.7)
68.0 (0.8) 618 (0.7)
58.8 (0.9) 54.4 (01)
66.0 (0.7) 58.2 (0.6)
55.440.6) 564 (0.5)
12.6 (0,4) 55.3 (0.4)
60.3 (0.7) 54.3 (0.6)
582(0.6) 57.1 (0.6)
58.5 (0.9) 55.5 (0.8)
54.1 (0.8) 49.6 (0.6)
E86(1.0) 61.9 (1.0)
68.0 (0.8) 65.3 (0.8)
64.4 (0 8) 57.2 (0.7)
69311 0) 62.9 (1 1)



Mathematics: Age 13

Percents Reporting, Average Percents Correct, and Standard Errors

Populations

BRAZIL FORTALEZA

BRAZIL SAO RW10

CANADA

CHUM

ENGLAND

FRANCE

HUNGARY

IRELAND

ISRAEL

ITALY

JORDAN

IWREA

maim
PORTUGAL

SCOTIAN

SLOVENIA

SOVIET UNION

SPAIN

SWITZERLAND

TNWAN

UNITED MAUS

Amounts d Weedy Mantomoths ibutamodi

%
P
%
P

%
P

%

P

%
P
%
P

%
P
%

P 57(11) 66(1.2) 63(1.2)
% 41 (1.4) 42 (1 3) 17 (1.1)

P 61 (0.9) 64 (1 1) 67 (1.1)

% 43 (1.7) 30 (1.6) 27 (1.4)

P 65 (0.9) 62 (1.7) 66 (1.2)

% 57 (1.5) 29 (1.2) 14 (1.0)
P 41 (1.1) 38 (0.9) 47 (2.0)

0-1 AR 24 NRS 4 NRIUWORE

42 (1,4) 39(12) 18 (1.4)

31 (0.6) 34 (0.8) 40 (1.5)
55 (1.7) 30 (1.2) 16 (1.2)

37 (1.1) 38 (1.0) 43 (1.3)
58 (1 1) 27 (0.9) 15 (0.8)
61 (0.6) 64 (0.8) 62 (0.9)
28 (1.8) 3511.61 37 (1.8)

78 (1.3) 80 (1.3) 84 (0.9)
65 (3.4) X) (32) 6 (0.8)
59 (2.3) 65 (2.5) 61 (3-5)
45 (1.5) 38 (1.4) 17 (1 3)

59 (0.9) 69 (1.0) 69 (1.0)
68 (1.3) 21 (1.2) 11 (0.7)

67 (0.9) 72 (1.1) 75 (1.4)
owl) 35 (1 4) 17 (1.3)

% 29(1.2)
P 71 (1.3)
% 63 (1 6)
P 32 (0.5)
% 72 (1.4)
P 48 (0 8)
% 75 (1 6)

P 59 (0 9)
% 54 (1.5)
P 57 (0 7)
% 39 (1.9)
P 66(1 3)
% 52 (1.9)
P 55(1 0)
% 51 (1 7)
P 71 (1 5)
% 47 (1 3)
P 63 (09)
% 63 (2.1)
P 52 (0.9)

Canadian Populations

ALBERTA

BRITISH COLUMBIA

INANTO1344/111USM

NANITOBA-MENCH

NEW BRUNSWICII-ENGLISH %

NEW BRUNSWICX-FRENCH %

IffiVFOUNDLAND

NOVA SCOTIA

ONTARIO-ENGLISH

ONTARIO-FRENCH

QUEBEC-ENGLISH

QUEBEC-FRENCH

SASKATCAEWAN-ENGLISH %

SANLATCKSVAN-FRENCH %

% = Percentages ol Students
P Average Percent Correct

58(1.6)
64 (08)
59 (1 5)
65 (0 8)
70 (1 1)
58 (0.9)
52 (1 6)
63 (0.8)
67 (1.1)
57 (06)
57(1 3)
60 (0.6)
53 (1.4)
59 (0 7)
59(12)
58 (06)
58 (1 7)
58 (0.8)
63 (1 7)
5410.7)
55 (1 9)
64 (12)
57 (1.4)
68 (0.8)
65 (1.5)
62 (0.8)
52 (3.4)
69 (1.5)

38(1.1)
74 (0.8)
27 (1 4)
30 (0 7)
19 (1.3)
53 (1 4)
21 (1 4)
65 (1 5)
32 (1 4)
59 (1 3)
28 (1.0)
72 (1.2)
26 (1.4)

33(1.1)
75 (0.9)
11 (1.2)
29 (1.3)

9 (0.8)
53 (1.8)
4 (0.6)

61 (2.2)
15 (0.9)
57 (1.4)
33 (1.5)
73 (1.4)
22 (1.3)

56(1 0) 61 (1 1)
34 (1.3) 15 (1 2)
73 (1 2) 69 (1.6)
29 (12) 24 (1.2)
76 (1 0) 38 (0 8)
22 (1 5) 15 (1.3)
60 (1.9) 63 (1 6)

2711 3) 15 (1.2)
66 (1.1) 63 (1,5)
30 (1 4) 12(0.8)
69 (1.0) 66 (1 3)
20 (1 0) 10 (0.8)
59(1.1) 55 (1.6)
31 (1 6) 17 (1.5)
66 (1 0) 59 (1 2)
23 (1.0) 10 (0.9)
59(1.0) 59 (1.3)
26 (1 0) 17 (0.9)
64 (0.9) 61 (1.0)
29 (1.0) 19 (1 1)
60 (1 0) 59(1.0)
27 (0.9) 14 (0.9)
63 (0.9) 62 (12)
27 (1 .3) 16 (1.3)
59 (1 4) 59 (1 5)
24 (1 4) 14 (1.2)

56(1.0) 55 0.2)
30 (1 6) 15 (1.1)
69(1.4) 67 (1 4)
28 (1 3) 14 (08)
71 (0.9) 68 (1.1)
24 (1.3) 11 (1.0)
63 (1.1) 59 (1.2)
32 (2.8) 16 (2.6)
67 (1 5) 65 (22)

Populations

Anima at Daily Hamersk
NO NM I HAMS 2NRIMIONE

BRAM FMALEZA % (0.7) 45 (1.7) 48 (1.8)
P 28 (1.1) 32 (0.6) 36 (0.9)

BRAZIL ski PAULO % (1 .0) 49 (1.a) 45 (1.9)
P 29 (1.3) 37 (1.2) 41 (0.8)

CANADA % 8 (0.6) 65 (0.9) 27 (1.0)
P 63 (1.3) 63 (0.6) 59 (0.9)
% 3 (0.7) 52 (1.8) 44(1.8)
P 78(2.9) 80 (12) 80 (1.0)

ENGLAND % 2 (0.5) 64 (2.7) 33 (2.8)

P 50 (3,7) 60 (2.1) 63(2.8)

RIANCE % (02) 44 (1.6) 55 (1.6)
P 52(5.2) 62 (1.1) 66 (0.7)

HUNGARY % (0.1) 42 (1.3) 58 (1.3)
p (1.9) ) 70 (0.9)

MAIM % 1 (0.5) 35 (1.8) 63 (1 .9)
P 33(8.3) 57 (1.3) 64 (0.9)

MUM % 1 (0 2) 49 (1.9) 50 (1.9)
P 521- '1 65 (0.8) 62 (0,9)

ITALY % 0 (0.1) 19 (1.2) 79 (1.3)
P 43 (3.8) 63 (1.7) 65 (0.9)

JORDAN % 3 (0.5) 40 (1.9) 56 (2.0)
P 34 (2.2) 40 (1.0) 42 (1.3)

NOM % 3(0.5) 56 (1.6) 41(1 T)
P 69(4.0) 73 (0.7) 75 (0.9)

NOZAMBIDUE % 2 (0 5) 55 (1.8) 42 (1.8)
P 31 (2.3) 32 (0.4) 30 (0.4)

PORTUGAL . % 5(1.3) 65 (1.7) 30 (1.6)
P 44 (2.4) 61 (1.0) 47 (1.3)

SCOTLAND % 16 (1 4) 70 (1.2) 14 (1 1)

P 57 (1.6) 62 (0.9) 62 (1 7)

SLOVENIA % 1 (02) 70(1.6) 28(1 7)
P 57 (8.0) 59 (0 8) 53(1 1)

SOVIET WWI % (02) 47(1,6) 52 (1.6)
P 55 (6.7) 69 (1.5) 71 (1 1)

SPNN % 1 (0.4) 33(1.5) 64 (1.5)
P 47 (4.5) 56 (1 0) 57(0.8)

SWITZERIXID % 1 (0 2) 79 (1.3) 20 (1.3)
P 62 (5.1) 71 (1.3) 71 (1 3)

1NWAN % 4(0 6) 55 (1 1) 41 (1 3)
P 54 (2.9) 68 (09) 81 (1 0)

UNITED STATES % 10(1.2) 61 (1.7) 29(1.8)
P 53(19) 56(13) 56(11)

Canadian Populations

c'aALMA 11 (1.1) 68(1.5) 20 (1 3)
P 64 (2,1) 65 (0.8) 62 (1 3)

BRITISH COLUMBIA % 8 (0 8) 66 (1 4) 25 (1 5)
P 66 (2.1) 66(0.8) 6611 1/

MAMMA-0GL= % 1811.2) 63 (1 7) 18 (1 4)

P 59 (1.7) 59(08) 5311 4)

NINTITOBA-FREISCH % 11 (0 9) 69 (1 4) 19 (1 3)
P 68 (2.2) 64 (0.7) 59 (1.4)

NEW anueswice-ususe % 8 (0 7) 75 (1 1) 16 (0 9)
P 56 (1.6) 59(0.5) 55 (1.2)

NEW BRUNSWICK-FRENCH % 9 (0 7) 74 (1.3) 17 (1.1)
P 65 (1.4) 62 (0.4) 55(0 9)

NEWFOUNDLAND % 6 (0.8) 68 (1.5) 26 (1 5)
P 59(2.1) 60(06) 56(1 1)

NM SCOTIA % 7 (0 8) 69 (1.2) 23 (1 2)

P 60 (2.0) 61 (0.6) 56 (1 2)

ONTARN-ENGLISH 9 (1 0) 63 (1 4) 28 (1 6)
P 62 (1.7) 60 (0 8) 54(1 2)

WITANO-FRENCH % 9 (0 8) 68 (1 3) 23 (1 3)
P 56 (1 7) 54 (0.6) 52 (1 2)

QUEBEC-ENGLISH % 5 (1.1) 61 (2.0) 33 (1 9)
P 69 (1 6) 66 (1 3) 65 (1 0)

OUEBEC-FRENCM % 4 (0.6) 67 (1.8) 29 (1 9)
P 71 (2.2) 69 (0.8) 69 (1.2)

SASKATCHEWAN-ENGLISH % 21 (1 4) 6611.4) 13 (0.9)

P 66 (1.2) 62 (0.8) 57(1.5)

SASKATCHEWAN-FRDICH % 13 (2.5) 72 (2.9) 15 (2.1)
P 69 (3.7) 68(1 0) 63 (3 2)



Mathematics: Age 13

Percents Repotting, Average Percents Correct. and Standard Errors

Populations

Anima of Daily Ts loolskin Kind's
O'IMR 2-4 MIS 5101SMIORE Canadian Populations

Amon)* ol Daily Tertian Vng
04 SR 24 HIM MUNN

BRAM FORTALEZA go 30 (1 4) 49(1.4) 21 (1.5) ALBERTA % 20(1 5) 68(14) 12 (1.0)
31 (0 7) 36(0.8) 32 (0.9) P 68 (1 3) 64 (0 7) 56 (1.4)

BRAM SAO MULD 27 (09) 54 (1.0) 19 (1.2) MUSH COLUMBIA % 23 (15) 64 (15) 13 11.0)
34 (1 0) 40(0 9) 39 (1.4) P 69 (1.3) 67 (0 7) 59 (1 5)

CAMWA 18 (09) 68 (1.0) 14 (0.7) MANITOBA-ENGIAll % 15 (11) 68(12) 18 (1.2)
65 (1 0) 63 (06) 55(1.0) P 60 (1 7) 59 (0 7) 52 (1 4)

CHRIA 65(1 6) 29(1 5) 7 (0 5) MANITOBA-FRENCH % 19(1 6) 68 (1 9) 15 (1.3)
80 (1 1) a° (1 .4) 77 (1 6) P 67 11 3) 64 (0.9) 57 (1 7)

ENGLAND 17 (4 6) 68 (3 9) 14 (2 2) NEW BRUNSWICK-ENGLISH % 13(0.8) 68 (1.1) 19 (1 1)
66 (30) 61 (23) 5112.5) P 60 (1 3) 59 (0.6) 52 (0.9)

FRAM 51 (1 5) 44 (1 3) 5 (0 7) NEW EIRMISWICI-FREICH % 14 (1 0) 70(1 1) 16 (1 0)
66 (1 0) 64 (0 9) 57 (1 7) P 61 (1 4) 62(0.5) 54 (0 9)

HUNGARY 11 (0 8) 75(1.2) 13(1.0) NEWFOUNOLMO % 11 (0.8) 66(1 2) 23 (1 0)
70 0 9) 69 (0 7) 61 (1 7) P 57 (1 5) 61 (06) 55 (1 0)

IRELAND 29 (1 5) 63 (1 4) 9 (0 9) Min SCOTIA % 12 (01) 68(1 7) 21 (1.5)
64 0 1) 61 (1 0) 50(1.8) P 61 11 6) 62 (0 8) 54 (11)

ISRAEL 11 (1 1) 69(1 3) 20(1 2) ONTARIO-ENGLISH % 17 (1 2) g7 (1 4) 16(1 2)
60 (1 9) 65 (0 8) 60 (1 3) P 61 (1 7) 59 (0 8) 51 (1 2)

ITALY 26 (1 6) 69 (1 4) 5 (0.7) ONTARIO-FRENCH % 15110) 68(14) 17(1.1)
60 (1 7) 66 (0 7) 59 (2.7) P 58 (1 4) 54 (0.6) 50(12)

AMMAN 35 (1 2) 513(1 2) 710.8) OtEBEC-ENGLISH % 22 (1 5) 64 (1 3) 14 109)
39 (1 0) 42 (1 3) 40(1 8) P 68(1 7) 66(1 1) 60(1.5)

KOREA 24 11 3) 65 (1 3) 11 (09) ottfuvrance % 18 11 31 71 (1 4) 11 (1 0)
81 (1 0) 72 (0 7) 63 (1 4) P 71 (1 2) 6910 7) 64 (1.7)

MOZAMBIQUE 36(1 5) 44 11 6) 20(1 2) SASKATCHEWAN-ERMAN % 14 (1 0) 73 (0.9) 13 (0 9)
31 (0 6) 31 (0.4) 30 (0.6) P 65(1 6) 631081 55 (1 4)

PORTUGAL 22 (1 5) 66(1 6) 11 (1 0) SASKATCHEWAN-FRENCH % 22 (2 6) 69 (3 1) 9 (1 8)
43 (1 5) 51 (0 8) 50(1.4) P 73 (2 2) 6811 2) 59 (4 3)

SCOTLAND 10 0 0) 6611 3) 24 (1 3)
65 (2 6) 62 (0.9) 54 (0 8) % Percentnes ut Students

SLOVENIA 32 (1 6) 63 (1 6) 4 (16) P Average Percent Correct
58 (1 0) 5710.9) 54 (21)

SOVIET UNION 12 (1 1) 71 (1 9) 17 (1.0)
70 0 8) 71 (1 0) 67 (0 8)

SPAM 26 (1 2) 63 (1 3) 10 (0 8)
58 0 2) 57 (0 9) 49 (1 3)

SWITZERLAND 41 (1 3) 52 (1 3) 7 (0.8)
72 (1 1) 70 (1 5) 72 (2.3)

TAIWAN go 32 (1 2) 57 (1 4) 10 (0 7)
82 001 7010 9) 59 (1 8)

UNITED STATES 160 6) 63 0 6) 20 (1 7)
60(2 2) 57 (09) 47 (1 8)

1



Mathematics: Age 13

Percentages of Students Responding Correctly to IAEP Assessment Items

Topic: Numbers and °Derail=

Identify a whole number given some of its Pro Perties
Identily what information is mrssuig Mom a !Mien)

Translate a fraction with denominator 10 into decimal form

Subtract (with regroupirigt a decimal from a decimal

Choose a number that males an inequalifY tive
Solve a problem about temperature in which the numbers

go (1elow zero

Relate a subtraction fact to an addition fact
Find two digits that are missing from an addition problem

Identity the operation needed to solve a one-step word problem

On a map. find the length of the shortest route between tWO MSS
Supply the number being subtracted in a subtraction problem

Identify a property of odd and even numbers
Solve a two-ste0 Orebem uwotving ace and war of butt

Solve a word problem mvolving simple ratios

Translate a fractron into a decimal

Relate odd and even to consecutive integers
Interpret a whote number that is given as

the sum of multiples of powers of ten
Solve a problem by finding a percent ot a number

Choose the mixed n per that MC. eSpOnds to a Point on a
number line

Solve a problem by using division and treating the remainder
appropriately

Multiply a (*mai by a decimai
Express a decimal as a percent
Solve a Mree-step problem by using several operations on

whole numbers
Reinterpret multiplication by a decimal as division

Pink out the smallest decimal from a set of hve decimals

Find the smallest common multiple of two integers

Solve a probiem requirmg division by a mixed number

Toptc: Musurement

Determine a length an a map using a map scale
Pick out possible dimensions of a rectangle of a given area

Find the length of one side Ot a souare. given its area

Relate length of a stick to the number of stick-lengths in some
given length

Find the volume of a box

Solve a word problem involving perimeter at a rectangle

Solve a word problem using diwsion and conversion between
meters and centimeters

Pick a possible length ana width for a rectangle of a given
distance around

Solve a twu-steo problem involving area and volume

Compare the areas and perimeters of two figures

EP
Item
Average

as
81

79

79

78

77

76

75

72

68
67

67
65

57

57

56

55

54

50

47

46

45

42

34

34

60
60

ss

53

52

50

46

44
43

43

Topic: Measurement Icontinued)

1AEP
lam
hemp

Find Me ammeter on an irregular figure 41

Find area of a region bounded by straight lines and part ot a circle 38

Find the total surtace area of a cube 33

To4Uc: Geometry

Pick out a possible scale drawing. based on a description 79

Identify a line of symmetry 75

Recognize the diameter of a circle 74

Identity a circle from its basic preemies 72

Solve a problem involving angle measure 66

Solve a problem involving perimeter 60

Relate a two-dimensional pattern to Me shape obtained by tolding
the pattern 58

Find how many of a shape are needed to cover a larger figure 57

Salve a problem involving angle measure 56

Solve a problem Involving anole measure 53

Solve a problem implying acute angles 41

Topic: Data Analysis. Statistics. and Prebability

Interpret data from a circle gratin 87

Using clues about cards. figure out which card was chosen 82

Interpret data from a ler graph
Interpret data from a ene graph 72

Use data from a piclOdralin 70

Salve a simple probability problem 65

interpret data from a line graph 57

Compute an average 56

Interpret data from a line graph 53

Topic: Algebra and Functions

Solve a Imear equation so
Solve a word problem using ratios and multiplication 72

Solve a knear equation 67

Solve a word problem about positions of people on a line 66
Evaluate an algebrats expression tor certain vllues of the vanables 66

Solve a Meer equation 61

Solve a word problem invohnng a balance scale 56

Translate from a verbal descriPhon rntn an aillenraic Mignon 54
Simpldy an algebraic expression 48

Evaluate an algebraic expression for a certain value of the variable 48
Evaluate an algebraic expression tor a certain value of the variable 48

Write an expression using one variable 45

Relate a table of values to an equation 44

Solve a two-steP number Problem 42

Count the cubes usec to make a tower i shown in a picture) 27



Mathematics: Age 9 Mathematics: Ages 9 & 13

Average Percents Correct and Standard Errors Averages and Standard Errors for Common Items

TOTAL MALE FEMALE

IAEP AVERAGE 63.3

Population

CAMDA 59.93.5) 59.9(0.7) 60.0 (0.6)

ENGLAND 59.5 (1.9) 58.5 (1 5) 60 3 (2.9)

HIMGARY 68.2 (0 6) 682 (0.81 8.2 (0.8)

IRELAM) 60 0 (0.8) 59.9 (0.1" 60.1 (1 1)

ISRAEL 64.4 (0.7) 66.0!' .i) 62.7 (0 9)

ITALY 67.8(0.9) 695 (1.0) 65.9 (1 1)

KOREA 74.8 (0.6) 77.2 (0.7) 72.4 (08)
PORTUGAL 55.5 (0.9) 56.8 (1 1) 54 2 (1.1)

SCOTLAND 65.710.9) 55 8 (1.1) 65.6 (1.1)

SLOVENIA 55.8 (0.6) 55.8 (0.7) 55.9 (0.7)

SOVIET UNION 65.9(1.3) 66.4 (1 2) 65.4 (1 4)
SPAM 61.9 (1 0) 61 9 (1 3) 61 8 (1 1)
TAIWAN 68.1 (0 8) 684 (0.8) 67.8(09)
UNITED STATES 58.4 (1 ()) 58.7 (1 1) 58.0 (1 2)

Canadian Populations

BRITON, COLUMBIA 61 9 (0 7) 61.8 (0.9) 62 0(0 9)
NEW BRUIISWICK-ENBUSH 59 8 (0.5) 60.3 (0.7) 59.3 (0.6)

ONTARIO-ENOUSH 56.8(0.7) 563 (0.9) 57.2 (0.9)

ONTARIO-FRE= 54 5 (0.6) 54.7 (0.7) 54 3 (0 6)

QUEBEC-OWLISH 62 5 (0 8) 62.9 (0 9) 62.011 0)

QUEBEC-FRENCH 64.5 (0 7) 65.1 10 8) 64 0 (0.8)

Popo lotions

CANALM
ENGLAND
FORMANT
IRELMW
SIM&
rIALY
KOREA
PORTUGAL
SCOTLAM)mow
SOVIET UNH3N
SPAM
TAIWAN
UNITED STATES

Canadian Populations

BRIT= COLUMBIA
NEW BRUNSWICK-ENGLISH
0111ARMI-ENGLISH
ONTARM-FRENCH
QUEBEC-EIRILISH
QUEBEC-FRENCH

AGE 9

45.1 (0.5)
43.9 (1.9)
54.1 (0.8)
43.6 (0.91
52.5 (P.1)
54.8 (1.1)
60.3 (0.7)
41.1 (1.0)
47.7 (0 9)
400 (0.7)
53.8 (1 5)
49.6 (1.0)
50.6 (0.8)
45 6 (1 1)

480(0.7)
45.5 (0.6)
42.2 (0.7)
39.9 (0.7)
48 3 (0 9)
49.3 (0.7)

AGE 13

761 (0.5)
73.7 (1.9)
79.8 (0.6)
74.1 10 8)
78.9 (0.7)
772 (0.9)
82.2 (0.7)
68.3 (1.0)
742 (0.8)
72.8 (0.7)
80810.8)
74.4 (0.7)
78_2 (0.6)
71.0 (1.1)

78.2 (0.7)
70.8 (0.6)
72.4 (0.8)
69.5 (0.6)
78.3 (0.8)
83.3 (0.6)

Mathematics: Age 9

Percentile Scores and Standard Errors

Populations

CANADA
ENGLAND
=MARY

1ST

19 6 (1 6)
17 2 (2.1)
20.4(2.3)

IRELAND 16.0 (3.3)

ORAEL 21.3 (04)
ITALY 23.0 (2.0)
KOREA 26.2 (0.9)
PORTUGAL 16.7 (1 9)

SCOTLAND 23 0 (0.1)

SLOVENIA 18.9 (0.8)
SOVIET UNION 20 0 (0.6)
SPAIN 18 8 (0.6)
TAIWAN 19.2 (1.6)

UNITED STATES 18.011 1)

Canadian Populations

BRITISH COLUAHHA 18.2 (3.5)
NEW BRUNSVIRCK-ENGLISH 17 5(1 3)
ONTARIO-ENGLISH 18.0 (0.0)
01ITARIO-FRENCH 18 0 (2.7)

GUENC-ENGLISH 18.0 (0.0)

QUEBEC-FRENCH 23 0 (00)

5TH 1971I 90TH 95711 911Th

28.3 (2.5) 35 7 (1 5) 83 6 (0.0) 88.5 (00) 93 4 (2.8)
26 7 (1 6) 32.8 (0.5) 96.9 (2 5) 91 8 (3.3) 96.7 (0 0)
33.3 (1.5) 40.7 (1 2) 90.2 (2.5) 93.4 (0.0) 98.4 (0 0)
24.6 (0.4) 31.2 (1 5) 850(3.9) 90 2 (0.0) 95 1 (0.0)
30 4 (2.8) 38.6 (3 1) 889 t2.11 91 8 (00) 961 (0.0)
34.4 (1 6) 412.6 (0 3) 901(1 7) 93.4 (4.9) 98 4 (0.0)
41.0 (1 50.8 (4.6) 93.4 (0.0) 95 1 ft) 0) 98.4(0 0)
262 (...., 311 (0 8) 81 7 (2 6) 86.9 (00) 93.4 (1.6)
32.8 (0 0) 39.3 (2 8) 898 (4 6) 93.3 (2.7) 98.7 (4.6)
27.7 (1 8) 34.0 (08) 79 3 (03) 94 5 (0.0) 93 1 (0.0)
30.8 (1 0) 37.7 (0.7) 90.2 (0.7) 93.4 (23) 98.4 (00)
26.8 (1 8) 32.8 (2.0) 88.9 (0.0) 90.2 (2.4) 96 7 (00)
32 1 (4 6) 41 0 (1.8) 91 8 (1.7) 95 1 (0.0) 98.4 (0.0)
24.6 (0.0) 29.5 (2 1) 83.6 (0.0) 90.2 (2 3) 96 7 (1 6)

29.5 (0.0) 36.1 (3.6) 85.3 (0.0) 90.2 (5.5) 96.7 (0.0)
26.7 (2.3) 33.9 (3.1) 83.6 (0.0 88.5 (0.2) 95.1 (0 0)
24 6 (2.4) 31 2 (1.5) 81 1 (4 6) 85 7 (3 1) 93.4 (00)
26 3 (0 4) 31 2 (0.0) 77 1 (1 0) 82 0 (0.0) 90.2 (5.3)
29.5 (0.4) 36 1 (1 7) 86 9 (0.9) 90.2 (0.0) 96.7 (0.0)
32.8 (0 6) 40.7 (4 5) 85.3 (0.0) 5 (1 3) 95.1 (0.0)

153



Mathematics: Age 9

Topic and Process Averages and Standard Errors

IMP TOPIC AVERAGE

Populations

MOWERS
AND

OPERMUNIS

01.2

MEMURE-
MOT

57.2

GEOMETRY

53.9

DATA MALY-
SIB, SIAM-
TICS, OD
PRODAMLITY

57.5

ALSEBRA
MO
FUNCTIONS

811

CONCEPTUAL

UNDER-
STANDING

532

PROCEDURAL

MOIREGE

55.7

PROBLEM
SOLVMS

5I.5

CANADA 55 0 (06) 65 4 (0.5) 64 7 (0 6) 72.3 (0 5) 56 4 (0.6) 604 (0.5) 61 1 (0 6) 57.4 (0.5)

ENGLAND 536 (2.1) 67.2 (1 6) 67.0 (1 5) 70 4 (1 7) 56 9 (2.1) 60.7 (1 7) 59 2 (2.0) 57 9 (1 9)

INSIGARY 67.5 (07) 71 6 (0 7) 686 (0 7) 63 4 (0 8) 72.4 (0.8) 68.2 (0.6) 70.8 (0.7) 64 4 (0 7)

IMMO 56.0 (09) 64 2 (0 8) 57.9 (0 9) 65.2 (0.8) 59,4 (1 0) 59.3 (0.8) 63.9 (0 8) 55.5 (0.9)

ISRAEL 63.6 (08) 69.9(0 7) 58.8 (0 9) 63.9 (1 0) 668 (0.7) 62.6 (0.8) 68.3 (0 8) 61.6 (0.8)

ITALY 67.3 (0 9) 73.3 (0 9) 64.6 (1.1) 71.1 (0.9) 60.8 (1.3) 67.8 (0 9) 72.5 (0.9) 60.6 (1 1)

KOREA 74 6 (0.6) 73 0(08) 75 4 (0 t) 79.3 (0 6) 72.1 (0 7) 750 (0.6) 78 7 (0 6) 681(01)
PORTUGAL 54 4 (1 1) 58.3 (0 7) 55,6(1 2) 57.1 (1 0) 54 6 (1 0) 55 7 (09) 59 5 (1 1) 492 (1.0)

SCOTLAND 62.1 (1 0) 71.3 (09) 68.5 (0.8) 73.9 (0.8) 63 1 (1.2) 66.3 (0 8) 67 9 (1 0) 61 8 (0 8)

SLOVENIA 521 (0.6) 62.4 (0.6) 63.1 (0 8) 54 2 (0.8) 57.8 (0.6) 56.3 (0.6) 57 6 (0.6) 52.3 (0.7)

NOWT UNION 65.7 (I.3) 71.3(1 0) 644 (1 3) 60 1 (1 5) 67 8 (1 3) 63.0(1 3) 72.0 (1 2) 61.7 (1.4)

SPAIN 61.3 (1 I) 60 8 (0 8) 60.1 (1 1) 69.3 (1 1) 58.3 (1 1) 608 (1 0) 66.1 (1.0) 57 3 41 1)

TARO* 67 1 (0.8) 69 3 (0 8) 692 (0 8) 72.8 (0 8) 64 2 (08) 68 5 (0 8) 76 1 (0 8) 55 7 (0.8)

UNITED SUITS 543(11) 632(10) 569(10) 728(1 1) 55.3 (10) 597(10) 595 11 1) 545(10)

Canadian Populations

BRITISH COLUMBIA 58 7 (0 8) 67 4(0.7) 62 4 (1 0) 72.3 (0.8) 56 5 (0 7) 62 1 (0 7) 63.7 (08) 59.1 (0.7)

NEW MIUMIIIIICK-EINILMH 56.1 (0 6) 66 010 5) 63.1 (0 5) 69 3 (0 6) 54 6 (0.5) 61 2 (0 4) 61 1 (0 6) 55 7 (0 6)

ONTAMO-EIKILISH 52.010.8) 63.3 (0 7) 60 0 (09) 695(0 7) 52.2 (0.7) 57 6 (0 7) 576 (0.8) 54 3 (0 7)

WARM-FRI/Of 48.2 (06) 60010 7) 61 7 (0 7) 67 6 10 7) 55.1 (06) 55 9(061 54 4 (06) 52.4 40 7)

QUEBEC-ENGLISH 585 (0 9) 69 1 (0 7) 64 1 (0 9) 73 2 (0 7) 57 5 (0 8) 63 5 (0 8) 63 9 (0 8) 58 7 (0 8)

QUEBEC-FRENCH 59.1 (0 8) 68 140 7) 72.8 (0 7) 76 8 (0 7) 63 6 (0 8) 64 6 (0 6) 66.2 (09) 62 0 (0 8)

Percents Reporting. Average Percents Correct. and Standard Errors

Population
Amounts of Weekly Mathematics Ithmework

0-1 HR 2-3 MRS 4 MS/ANNIE Populations
Amounts of Daily Hoinomuk

NO WWII 1 MUSS 2IWSMORE

CANADA % 72 (09) 19 (0 8) 10(06) CANADA 0, 29 (1.2) 58 (1.1) 13 (0.6)
P 61 (0 5) 59 (0 8) 61 (1 5) P 61 (08) 61 (051 53 (1 3)

ENSLAKD % 84 (2 3) 12 (1 9) 5 (0 9) ENGLAIW 94 54 (4 8) 37(4 4 941 2)
P 60 (1 7) 6114 1) 55(4 2) P 58(14) 63 (3.8) 53132)

HUNGARY % 49 (1 8) 2711 4) 2311 6) HUNGARY °. 2(05) 72 (1 4) 25 (1 4)
P 67 (0 9) 66(1 2) 74 (1 3) P 65(4 2) 69(0 7) 66 (1 1)

IRELAND % 6312.13 22 (1 5) 15 (1 6) INLAND %. 2 (04) 80(1 7) 18(1 5)

ISRAEL

P

00

59 (0 9)

55 (1 4)

64 (1 7)
26(1 2)

61 (1 8)
19(1 0) ISRAEL

P

*0

39 (3 7)
4 (0 7)

62(09)
60(1 8)

56(1 4)
35 (1 5)

P 63 (07) 62 (1 2) 70(1 4) P 55 (2 5) 65 (0 9) 6411 0)

ITALY % 62 (2 2) 23 (1 8) 15 (1 6) ITALY
00 6 (09) 76 (1 7) 17 11 5)

P 67 (0 8) 66(1 4) 734201 P 75 (2 0) 67 (1 0) 68 (1 8)

KOREA 00 51 (1 6) 32 (1 2) 17 (1 0) KOREA *0 2104) 77(1 1) 2211 1)
P 75 (0 6) 74 10.9) 77 (1.2) P 68 (41) 75(06) 75(11)

PORTUGAL °0 59(1 6) 23 (1 6) 18(14) PORTUGAL °* 2 (06) 78 (1 (3) 20 (1 7)
P 53(1 0) 55(1 4) 6312 1) P 48 (5.6) 57(1 1) 51 (1 6)

SCOTLAND %
P

84 (1 4)
66 10 9)

12 (1 3)
68 (1 8)

4 (0 7)
66 (3 7)

SCOTLAND 0.
P

18 (28)
65 ,2 3)

7813 01
67 (0.9)

4 (06)
52 (4 71

SLOVENIA % 61 (1 7) 24 (1 4) 16 (1 1) SLOVENIA % 4 (0 7) 81 (t 2) 15 11 1)
P 56 (0 7) 56 (1 .0) 59 (1 5) P 53 (2 6) 57 (06) 53 (1 3)

SOVIET UNION 99 52 (2 9) 23 (1 4) 25 (2 3) SOVIET UNION cvo 2 (0 3) 68 (1 4) 31 (1 3)
P 63(1 3) 57 (2 0) 72 t ;) P 55 (6 2) 66 (1 4) 66 (1 2)

SPAIN % 46 12 0> 29 (1 5) 25 (1 6) SPAIN go 15(16) 55 (t 9) 29 (19)
P 59(10) 6111 2) 69(1 5) P 61 (2.01 6211 0) 63(1 2)

TAIWAN % 50(1 6) 35(1 2) 15 (1 3) TAIWAN °0 2 (0.5) 67 (1 3) 31 (1 2)
P 68 (0 7) 67 (1 1) 70 (1.8) P 45 (5 7) 7C10 7) 67 (1 1)

UNITED STATES
09 65(17) 201111 14 (11) UNITED STATES °0 20 (1 8) 59 (2 0) 20 (1 2)
p 59 (11) 58116) 58(25) P 594(4) 5911 1) 56(14)

Canadian Popuialtans Caaadian Pvpulations

BRMSII COLUMBIA % 69 (1 6) 19 (I 4) 12 (1 0) BRITISH COLUMN* ..
0 32 (2 0) 54 (2 0) 13 (1 0)

P 62 (0 8) 60 (1 2) 64 (1 7) P 62 (1 1) 63(08) 56(1 3)
NEW BRUNSWICK-ENGLISH % 73 (1 2) 17 (1 1) 10 (0 7) NEW BRUNSW1CK-ENGUSH % 7 (0 6) 79 (0 9) 14 (0 9)

P 61 (0.6) 58(1 1) 57 11 6) P 63(1 8) 61 (0 6) 50(1 3)
ONTARIO-ENGLISH % 74 (1 53 18 (1.2) 7 (0 8 ONTARIO-ENGLISH rh'o 45 (21) 42 11 8) 13 11 0)

P 58 (0.7) 5541 2) 53 (24) P 61 409) 56(0.9) 48(1.4)
ONTARIO-FRENCH % 70(1 5) 19(1 3) 11 (0.8) ONTARIO-FRENCH % 15 (1 2) 73 (I 6) 11 (0.9)

P 55 (0.6) 54 (1 3) 59(1 8) P 5841 3) 55 (0 6) 47 (1 5)

OUtBEC-ENGLISH % "; (1.5) 21 (1 3) 14 (1 1) QUEBEC-ENGLISH ft.
0 8 (1 4) 71(1.9) 2011.2>

QUEMC-FRENCH

P

%
6681 101 433)) ,4 ((01.39)) 6137 ((11.;1:

QUEBEC-FRENCH

P

06

62 (18)
310 51

6340 8)
84 (1 0)

62(1 4)
13 (1.0)

P 6510.7) 64 (1.2) 68(1 3) P 58 (2.9) 66 (0 7) 6211 8)

% Percentages of Students
P s hen*. Percent Cared



Mr.lhematics: Age 9

Percents Reporting, Average Percents Correct, and Standard Ellin

Populations

Ammons et Rally Um lataa Wow lag

84 1111 2.4 IMS UNWAIORE

Amiga el Dolly To Wigan ~at
01 HR 24 MS 51INSAIINNIE

CANADA % 28 (0.8) 50 (1.0) 22 (0.8) SOVIET WNW % 29 (1.5) 56 (1.4) 18 (01)
P 60 (0.8) 64 (0.6) 54 (0.8) P 64 (1.4) 68 (1.5) 62 (1.3)

BRUNO % 26 (2.9) 51 (2.5) 23 (2.0) SPAIN % 33 (1.7) 50 (1.5) 17 (1.4)
P 60 (4 8) 62 (1.7) 54 (1.5) P 60 (1.4) 64 (1.0) 58(1.5)

WHOM % 27 (1.3) 58 (1.3) 16 (1 2) TAIWAN % 43 (1.5) 48 (1.4) 8 (0.8)
P 67 (1.2) 70 (0.8) 61 (1.4) P 68 (1.0) 70 (0.8) 57 (1.8)

IRELAND % 24 (1.5) 53 (1I) 23 (1.5) =TED STATES % 25 (1.2) 49(L.4) 26(1.6)
P 59 (1 4) 62 (1.0) 56 (1.4) P 57 (1.7) 62 (1.1) 54 (12)

ISRAEL % 23 (1.1) 53 (1.4) 24 (1.1) Canadian Popidattoos
P 58 (0.9) 68 (0.9) 53 (1-3)

ITALY % 48 (1.2) 46 (1.1) 9 (0.8) ORM MUMMA % 28 (1.5) 51 (1.4) 21 (12)
P 67 (1.3) N (0.7) 63(2.1) P 61 (1 0) tirr, (0.8) 57 (1.1)

KOREA % 26 (1.1) 55 (12) 9(0.7) NEW BRIOISWRX-ENOLISH % 23 (1.1) 51 (1.4) 27 (1.0)

P 74 (1.0) 76 (0.7) 69 (1.6) P 55 (1.1) 52 (OI) 59 (0.9)

PORTUSAL % 34 (1.8) 48 (1 7) 20 (1.5) ONTANW-ENSUINI % 24 (1.1) 49 (1.4) 27 (1.3)

P 52 (1.7) 59(1.1) 54 (1.5) P 55 (1.1) 60 (0.8) 53 (1.0)

SCOTLAND % 23 (1.9) 54 (2.0) 23 (1.5) ONVURO-FRENCH % 26 (1 CI 55 (1.3) 19 (12)

P 62 (1.9) 68 (0.9) 84 (1.7) P 55 (1.1) 56 (0.7) 52 (1.1)

SLOVEWA % 41 (1.6) 51 (1.7) 8 (0.6) OWEBEC-EISLISH % 30 (1.5) 51 (1 3) 19 (1.2)

P 56 (0.7) 57 (0.7) 51 (1.8) P 83 (1.3) 64 (0.8) 59 (1.1)
OWEBEC-FRENCH % M (1.3) 52 (1.3) 12 (0.9)

% = Percentages al Students P 64 (1.0) 67 (0.8) 58 (1.6)

P = Average Percent Correct
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Canadian Data

Mathematics: Age 13, Percent al Sbdents Reporting

Cantles Population

MAIN M
FOR BOYS
AND WM

MIMI IS SOLI=
MIRY PRINS; SS

14010MZUNI IMPORTANT

MEN TO
TEAMIER
MAY DAY

MI MI
EXERCISES
EVERY DAY

WWW DI
WIMPSMel

TAKE

TESTS
WM

4 KRUM
MAIN NMI
EACH WEEK

ALBERTA 96 (0.6) 57 (1.8) 83 (1.0) 62 (1.7) SO (1.7) 41 (1.9) 38 (2.7) 15 (1.2)

MIITISI COMBO 95 (0.7) 59 (12) 84 (1.1) 37 (1.7) 34 (1.6) 44 (1.6) 54 (1.9) 12 (0.8)

MANTIOSA-BISLISS 95 (0.6) 56 (1.1) 81 (1.1) 60 (1.5) 49 (1.8) 42 (1.6) 37 (2.1) 10 (0.8)

MAINTOMFREWN 95 (0.9)
NEW INWISIMPONLISII 96 (0.5)

61 (2.0)
51 (1.1)

88 (1.0)
83 (1.0)

16 (1.6)
63 (11)

31 (1.8)
54 (1.2)

41 (1.6)
44 (1.3) :11111.2) 1170 1114)

NEW INWNSWICK-FREICH 95 (0.5) 75 (1.0) 91 (0.6) 28 (1.1) 47 (12) 24 (0.9) 48 (1.1) 17 (0.9)

NEWITSWIRAIW 96 (0.6) 58 (1.3) 86 (1.0) 71 (12) 60 (1.4) 47 (1.6) 23 (1.4) 19 (1.1)

NM SCOTIA 97 (0,5) 45 (1.2) 82 (1.3) 70 (1.7) 55 (1.6) 44 (1.6) 32 (1.5) 14 (0.9)

ONIARX-ENERIDI 97 (0.5) 59 (1.4) 84 (1.0) 67 (1.6) 55 (1.5) 48 (2.0) n (1.13) 16 (1.3)

ONTARM-RIWII 94 (0.7) 70 (1.2) 91 (0.8) 22 (1.4) 32 (1.4) 38 (1.4) 54 (1.5) 14 (1.2)

MIETIEVEINILMS 97 (0.3) 56 (1.7) 89 (0.8) 19 (1.4) 40 (1.8) 43 (1.8) 49 (2.0) 14 (0.8)

(WEREC-FRWS 95 (1.2) 44 (1.7) 83 (1 3) 73 (1.6) 62 (1.6) 21 (19) 99 (0.3) 15 (1.1)

SASKATOON/A-ENGLISH 96 (0.5) 57 (1.4) 87 (1.0) 55 (2.2) 44 (2.0) 43 (1.6) 20 (1.5) 11 (1.0)

WSKIIIMMAII-FRENCH 97 (12) 60 (4 0) 88 (2.4) 14 (23) 38 (3.2) 38 (3.1) 40 (3.3) 16 (2.6)

WOW( WITH UM A EVER OSE EVER USE SAW 4IERE
MATH TOOLS CALCULATOR CALCULATOR =MUTER LAMM BROM=
WEEK HOME/SCH OR SISTEMI

Cagan Popalatians

ALSERTA 13 (1 .0) 92 (1.2) 85 (1.8) 52 (1 8)
51 (1.9)

91 (1.0) 10 (0.9)

BRITISH COLUMBIA 11 (1.1) 92 (0.6) 53 (1.8) 89(1.1) 9 (0.9)

IBANITIMA-EINILISN 13 (1.1) 84 (1.3) 53 (2.4)

8557 101:85;

90 (1.0) 11 (t .0)
17 (1.0)

MANITIMMTMNCS 10 (1.1) 88 (1.2) 422935 (1211:207):
9 (1.1)

95 (0.5) 10 (0 8)
NEW WITHISWICK-ENOWN 19 (0.9) 89 (0.9)

NEW SWISWMII-FREICH 12 (0.6) 87 (0.7) 72 (0.8) 11 (0.7) 90 (0.7) 7 (0.6)

IMINFOWIMAIW 25 (1.5) 93 (0.6) 89 (1.2)
351

98 (0.3) 12 (0.8)

NOVA SCOTIA 18 (1 1) M (1 0) 60 (2.1) 4 98 (0.4) 10 (0.9)

WITARID-OMUSH 16 (12) 91 (0.8) 74 (2.2) 53 (1.9)

4616 111. 371

87 (1 6) 9 (0.8)

WITARNWRINCII 16(12) 90 (0.9) 75 (1.8) 55 (2.1) 6 (0.7)

OVEINTrENWAS 20 (1.5) 92 (0.9) 73 (2.4)
43 (1.9)

92 (0.9) 5 (0.6)
76 (2.1)

(MEW-FMCS 10 (1.0) 92 (1.3) 76 (2.0)

SASWITClaWSUBLIMI 15 (1.2) 86 (1.2) 67 (23) 49 (1.7) 95 (0.6) 10 (0.7)

SASKATOMAN-FRENCH 13 (2 1) 811 (2.1) 73 (2.6) 40 (3.0) 12 (1.9)

sig

LESS 25
BOWES
IN SOME

PARENTS
WANT DO
WELL

10 (1.0) 97 (0.5)
10 (1.0) 95 (0.6)
12 (1.1) 95 (0.6)
14 (1 3) 89 (1.4)
13 (0.7) 95 (0.5)
31 (1.1) 96 (0,4)
17 (1,1) 97 (0.4)
12 (1,4) 97 (0.4)
11 (0,9) 97 (r.5)
26 (1.2) tr t0.6)
19 (1.6) 95 (0.6)
10 (1.2) 97 (0.5)
13 (1 1) 95 (0.5)
14 (2.3) 89 (2.1)

SOMEONE SIMONE MO 2 MAME 5 HRSIMORE POSITIVE

MUM HELPS FOR FUN ALL WWI TELEVISION WM
ABMIT MATH WIM KWH EVERY DAY EVERY DAY EVERY ON ATTITISMS

Canadian Nolan.=

ALBERM 63 (1 2) 74 (1.1) 40 (1.4) 20 (1 3) 12 (1.0) 91 (0.9)

NOM CINAMINA 61 (1.4) 70 (1.4) 40 (1.5) 25 (1 5) 13 (1.0) 89 (0.9)

IMWTOBA-EIMLISII 54 (1 3) 65 (1.1) 35 (1.3) 18 (1.4) 18 (12) W (0.8)

MANITOBA-FREICH 58 (2.4) 60 (2.0) 42 (1.8) 19 (1 3) 15 (1.3) 90 (1.1)

KW BIWIRSVICX-ENIILMS 57 (1.3) 66 (1.1) 37 (1.4) 16 (0.9) 19 (1.1) 88 (0.8)

NEW IIRMISIVMN-FRE/CH 67 (1.3) 65 (1.1) 31 (1.1) 17 (1.1 ) 16 (1.0) 03 (0.6)

NEWFOUIRSAIID 67 (1.4) 73 (1.1) 37 (1.3) 26 (1.5) 23 (1.0) 94 (0.6)

IWO SCOTIA 63 (1.1) 69 (1.9) 35 (1.9) 23 (1.2) 21 (1.5) 93 (0.7)

ONTARIO-Oa= 63 (1.5) 72 (1.4) 40(1.4) 28 (1.6) 16 (1.2) 94 (0.7)

WIMMO-FROICH 68 (1.4) 67 (1.7) 35 (1.4) 23 (1.3) 17 (1.1) 96 (0.5)

(11113MC-01(1,111 67 (1.3) 63 (1.5) 33 (1.2) 28 (1.9) 11 ( 1.0) 95 (0.7)

OUBMC-FRENCH 69 (1.3) 62 (1.5) 37 (1 3) 33 (1.9) 14 (0.9) 92 (0.8)

SAWCATCNEWAII-WKILISH 58 (1.6) 72 (1.41) 40 (1.4) 13 (0.9) 13 (0.9) 91 (0.8)

SASKATCSEWAII-FRENCH 55 (3.1) 66 (32) 45 (3.1) 15 (2 1) 9 (1 8) 93 (1 7)

Mathematics: Age 9, Mutant of Students Reporting

HRS/MDRE READ
MEM= FOR FUN
EVERY DAY EVERY DAY

(*Min Populations
BRITISH COLUMBIA 21 (1 2) 50 (1.7)

NEW BRMISWWII-ENKISS 27 (1.0) 48 (1.1)

ONTARIO-MIMS 27 (1.3) 45 (1.3)

WITARID-RIBICS 19 (1.2) 46 (1.7)

MIELEC-EMILISS 19 (1 2) 48 (1.5)

MIS-FRENCH 12 (1.1 9) 52 (1.3)

1 c7

2 NRSMORE
ALL NM=
EVERY DAY

MATH IS
FOR BOYS
AND GIRLS

DO MATH
EXERCISES
anal

WORK WITH
MATS TOOLS
OFTEN

13 (1.0) 88 (0.9) 50 (1.5) 13 (1.1)

la (0.9) 87 (0.8) 56 (1.1) 15 (1.0)

13 (1.0) 85 (1.0) 52 (1.4) 14 (0.8)

11 (0.9) 67 (1.3) aa (1.4) 10 (1.0)

20 (12) 87 (1.0) 61 (1.5) 12 (0.9)

13 (1.0) 83 (1.0) 42 (1.3) 11 (1.0)



Canadian Data

Raman: Age 13, Pemmi 0 Schaals RepoMrm

EMPHASIZE EMPHASIZE EMPHASRE EMPILVIZE UPHAM EMPHASIZE EMPHASIZE EMPHASIZE

=NM FRACTION:4 =URALS RAMS MEW MEASUREMENT BIOMETRY TABLR

Canadian Populations

ALBERIA 72 (5.3) 66 (7.1)

IIRTISH =WM 67 (5.7) 57 (6.7)

MAINTOBA-ENBUSH 88 (4.6) 58 (4 7)

MANITGIA-MIEICH 84 (G.0) 73 (0.0)

NEW IMINSWICIPENIARNI 62 OM 36 (5.2)

NEW BRINISIVICI-FRENCH V (3.8) 44 (7 1)
NEVIOWINANO 55 (42) 36 (5.2)

WWI ROM 64 (5.3) 58 (6.7)

ONTAINO-EINIUMI 79 (5.0) 47 (7.2)

01011110-MBIC34 89 (2.8) 73 (4.8)

ouBst-insuse 37 (5.9) 41 ;0.3)

OUSEC-MICH 54 (7.1) 44 (t 5)

SIUMARNEWAN-ENGUSH 75 (9.4) 6214.9)

SASKATOMVAN-FRENCH 66 (0.0) 72 (0.1))

66 ( 5,4) 69 (5.6) 58 (5.9) 64 (5.4)

61 ( 5.9) 43(6.5) 45 (6.6) 44 (5.9)

73 (4.5) 36 (6.5) 48 (6.2) 47 (4.5)

84 ( 0.0) 56 (0.0) 58 (0.0) 67 (0.0)

48 ( 5.5) 40 (5.6) 48 (5.6) 58 (7.0)

44 (10) 49 (7.7) 41 (7.4) 49 (6.6)

44 ( 4.5) 32 (4.6) 42 (5.4) 43 (5.8)

64 ( 7.2) 58 (8.5) 64 (5.2) 60 (6.6)

66 ( 5.8) 42 (7.6) 81 (6.1) 53 (5 9)

92 ( 2.7) 55 (6.4) 72 (5.5) 72 (7.5)

43 ( -) 36 (6.3) 39 (4.8) 45 (4.3)

41 ( 6.7) 61 (7.6) 58 (6.6) 45 (6.3)

70 ( 4.3) 56 (4.7) 58 (4.5) 53 (4 4)

79 ( 0.0) 79 (0.0) 79 (0.0) 55 (0.0)

34 (4.9) 19 (6.1)
38 (6.2) 12 (3.8)

34 (6.5) 20 (4.5)

49 (0.0) 27 (0.0)
31 (4.6) 9 (32)
48 (7.9) 3 (0.3)
41 (61) 11 (3.8)
38 (7.2) 24 (5.3)
40 (5.3) 18 (4.4)
70 (4.6) 38 (7.5)
44 (7.3) 24 (7.0)
53 (7.2) 16 (4.9)
31 (4.6) 14 (3.1)
38 (0.0) 17 (0.0)

EMPHASIZE EMPHASIZE EMPHASIZE MATH MAWR OF TEACH ALL HAVE MATH CLASS

PROBAMUTY STATISTICS ALGEBRA MINNA COMPUTERS ONLY MATH P-SEC MATH BY MLITT

Canadian Pannialions

ALBERIA 3 (2.0)
BRITISH COLUMBIA 2 (1.3)

MAMTINIA-ENGLISH 3 (1.5)
MAMTOIA-FREIMII 9(0.0)
NEW BRIIIISWHX-ENGUSH 0 (0.0)
NEW BIUNISWICS-FRENCH 2 (1.6)
NEWFOMMLAIM 0 (0.0)
ion scum 4 (1.8)
ONTARIO-SWUM 3 (2.0)
OlITARIO4RENCH 10 (3.5)

MISEC-ENSUSH 8 (2.1)
MUEBEC-FREICH 14 (4.6)

SASKATCHEIMII-ENOUSH 4 (1.71

SASNATIMEWAN-FRENCH 14 (0.0)

9 (5.6) 31 (5.8) 214 ( 3 3) 26 ( 1.7) 5? t6.8) 58 (6.3)

4 (1 5) 45 (7.8) 199 ( 6.7) 37 ( 2.8) 58 (6 5) 58 (7.5)

5 (2 3) 44 (5.6) 216 ( 4.3) 15 ( 1 0) 39 16.0) 46 (4.3)

11 (0.0) 64 (0.0) 238 ( 0 0) 18 ( 0.0) 36 (0 0) 51 (0.0)

6 (2.7) 18 (40) 256 ( 3 8) 13 ( 0.8) 41 (5.6) 32 (5.5)

3 (2.3) 69 (6.1) 304 ( 4.3) 8 ( 0.9) 49 (8.0) 58 (7.0)

4 (1.6) 18 (5.1) 318 ( 7 4) 7 ( 1.0) 29 (5 4)

:67..411
14 (5.0) 28 (7.0) 260 ( 5.3) 12 ( 0.9) 78 (4 8)

7 (2.8) 39 (6.6) 211 ( 2.8) 15 ( 2.0) 7 (2 4) 31 (6.6)

20 (0.2) 64 (5.5) 217 ( 4 3) 14 ( 1.4) 10 (2.5) 17 (4.1)

10 (6.6) 42 (4 8) 273 (11 9) 15 ( 1.6) EA (3.9) 57 (6.0)

16 (5.6) 90 (3.8) 270 (7.0) 18 ( 1.5) 98 (2.4) 58 (6.3)

5 (1.7) 15 (3 1) 221 (4.6) 14 1 0.8) 19 (4.4) 62 (4.9)

14 (13.0) 34 (0.0) 226 (0.0) 10 ( 0.0) 7 (0.0) 39 (0 0)

SCHOOL
DAY/YEAR

Canadian Poostaliens

ALBERTA 190 (0.3)

BRITYSH COLUMMA 190 (1.2)

MAIMINI-EMILSH 192 (0.4)

MAMTWA-FRENCH 194 (0.0)

KV IRMISWHX-ENBUSH 185 (1.3)
KW BRUNSWICK-FRENCH 188 (0.8)

NEWFMINMAND 187 (0.3)

NOVA SCOTIA 187 (0.5)

MITARNIMAILISH 187 (0.3)
ONTAIW-FREIUM 187 (0.5)

QUEBEC-ENGLISH 181 (0 5)

QUEBEC-FREER 181 (0.2)
SABIATCHEWMI-EIRALIH 194 (03)
SASEATCHEWAS-FRENCH 195 (0.0)

INSTRUCTON AVERAGE
MUMMY CLASS $IZE

1fidORE
PROBLEMS

315 (2.8) 23 (0.7) 5 (1 8)
N1)4 (4.1) 25 (1 5) 19 (6 8)
312 (1.7) 21 (0 7) 10 (3.3)

313 (0.0) 20 (0 0) 13 (0 0)
296 (2.3) 23 (0.4) 11 (3 0)
303 (2.3) 24 (0.4) 27 15 5)

289 (1 .7) 24 (0.9) 35 ( 5)

293 (1.7) 24 (1.1) 18 (3.3)

304 (1.4) 27 (0.5) 11 (2.8)

300 (2.4) 22 (0.6) 20 (3 7)
302 (7.2) 26 (5.0) 14 (7 9)

303 (2.0) 28 (1.0) 11(3.5)

297 (1.5) 21 (0.6) 11 (3.2)
309 (0.0) 20 (0.0) 21 (0.0)

Mathematics: Age 9, Percent of Schools Reporting

MATH GROUPS
BY ABILITY

Canadian Populations

BRITISH comma 31 (4 6)
IMW MWINIVICII-ENGLISH 13 (2.9)
ONIARIO-MIBLISH 51 (5.6)
ONTARIO-FRENCH 14 (3.3)

MNIEC-ENOLSH 13 (3.7)
OUEBEC-FINICH 1 (1.0)

158

2 (1.8)
26 (6.1)

5 (2.2)
0 (0 0)
3 (1.8)

19 (6.5)

1:(131))
6 (2.3)

8 (26)

32 (7 1)

34 (6 4)

9 (3.2)

14 (0 0)
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February 11, 1992

Dear Colleague:

Enclosed are copies of the results of ETS's International Assessment of
Educational Progress (IAEP II) comparing Math and Science achievement of
groups of 9- and 13-year old students from several countries. These findings
were released on Wednesday, February 5th, 1992, and I wanted you to have them

available as soon as possible.

There have been many criticisms of such surveys in the past. and we have
paid attention to all of them as we completed this project. We have done our
utmost to meet or exceed the criteria for these kinds of studies set forth by
the National Academy of Sciences' Board on International Comparative Studies

in Education. ETS and the participating countries are proud of the quality of

the findings.

When all is said and done, there is one primary reason for conducting
these studies and that is to discover just what ILIOSSIBLA for students to
achieve in these subject areas. This information can be critical for
countries in the process of setting standards, especially for those concerned
with "World-Class" standards.

Highlights are listed on page 12 in each of the reports and the pull-out
charts between pages 16 and 17 will help place the achievement data within
multiple contexts.

data:

A few points seem to present themselves compellingly as one studies the

The real benefit from these kinds of studies is to identify what is
Dassible for 9- or 13-year-olds to achieve -- especially for
countries setting goals for themselves.

There is no single formula for success. Different patterns of
practice seem to yield success in different countries and cultures.

t in CATION U. 1 EsTitit SF MT



America's students in the top 10 percent compare favorably with the
top 10 percent from other countries as measured by the contents of

these tests.

All countries have segments of their student populations (the bottom
10 percent) that seem to need special help.

Elements like homework. TV viewing, length of school year, length of
school day, do not relate consistently to performance although there
are convincing patterns that emerge.

It, therefore, seems that each culture or society has to idertify its
own formula for success in achieving its own goals.

I hope this material will be uberui as you consider goals in Math and
Science for your own state. If you have questions, I would be pleased to

address them.

Archie E. Lapoi te
Executive Director

AEL/bmk

Enclosures: Learni.n Mathematic
LeArning Science

cc: Gregory Anrig
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